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TWO -YEAR GUARANTEED TUBES
14 in.
17 in.
and all

100"

,ße

line 17 & 19 in.
overseas postage 30! -.

Tubes

EX-MAI NTENANCE TESTED TUBES

35/- Most makes and types available.
Guaranteed good picture.
Carriage

17in.

I4in.

IS

/-

14

in.

17

12

in.

El1.10.0

months' 3 star Guarantee

1.

*Tube *Valves *Components
COLOURED FREE LIST
Channels for all areas

Demonstrations daily from Large
Selection.

Personal collection or Insured

Carr. I4in.

now ...
...
17" now ...
now ...
...
21" now ..
12"
14"
19"

-I

,

r..

s-

30! -.
,,.r:- .------ --- TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
-

-

201 -; 171 n.

-'

--

On all our slimline TV's send for free list.
Record
player
cabinets
4916.
Latest
design
covered cabinet
takes any modern autochanger.
Single
player
cabinets 19!6. P.
&

P.

5 6.

it-eal

VALVES
per Ion.
Assnrted TV and Ralik.
m
dismantled receivers. Poet 4/6.
S" rpb u
Send for list
CONDENSERS. 101- per 100. New Assorted Skein,-

lyti,

and p14. P. s P. 2111.
RESISTORS. 5/- pt.e Ion. New. M,,.tly High Stabs.
Arrted. 1'. 5, l'. Y -. Overvea., '1hi.
SPEAKERS, 7 /9, 6in., sin., 7 o -fin,. ll s 3in. Ex -mLl.
Salvage. P. S P. 2/3. Overseas, 4! -.

DUKE& CO.(LONDON) LTD.

E5.10.0
£6.15.0

,

...
..,

E8.

0.0j

I

For
Single
Tubes

ALL C.W.O. -TRADE SUPPLIED
Special Bonus Scheme for Service
Engineers- Reducing to:
12"-8716;
14",17"-9716;
21"-I4716
FREE Pass. transit & Ins. anywhere in British
Isles or N. Ireland (12 months' guarantee).

ALSO FULL RANGE OF VALVES
(Guaranteed

12

months)

SABRINA C.R. TUBE CO.
Electron Works, North Bar
BANBURY, OXON
Telephone 2390

3 Rumford Road, Manor Park, E.12
Liverpool St. -Manor Pk. -10 mins.
Phone: ILFord 600- -2 -3. Stamp for Free List.
I

10 AMBITIOUSENGINEERS

-

THE LATEST EDITION OF ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES

Have you sent for your copy?
ENGINEERING

E5. 0.01

,

to

621

FRE

Conditional Free Trial.

COMPLETELY REBUILT C.R. TUBES
ALL TYPES

vow

H

STOP FIDDLING WITH KNOBS . . . ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY . . . Our Automatic
Regulator ensures constant voltage on TV, even with
Mains of 180 265 v. YES, we know it's wonderful.
"Have a heart for your Valves and Tube."
S.A.E. details.

extra.

51.

EX- RENTAL
TELEVISIONS
£7.10.0

STILL WELL IN
FRONT

101-

-

..'

99/6

Slimline

"SABRINA"

REGUNNED

or old tube.
110 ° -301 -on old tube.
Carr. 1016. I4in. Slim -

Add

79/6

in.

21

i

559/6

OPPORTUNITIES

highly informative 156-page guide to
the best paid engineering posts. It tells
you how you can quickly prepare at home
for a recognised engineering qualification
and outlines a wonderful range of modern
Home Study Courses in all branches of
Engineering. This unique book also gives
full details of the Practical Radio & Electronic Courses, administered by our
Specialist Electronics Training Division
the B.I.E.T. School of Electronics, explains
the benefits of our Employment Dept. and
shows you how to qualify for five years
promotion in one year.
is a

-

SATISFACTION OR
REFUND OF FEE.
Whatever your age or experience, you cannot afford
to miss reading this famous book. D you are earning
less than
£30 a week, send for your copy of
'ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES" today -FREE.

WHICH

IS YOUR
PET SUBJECT?
Mechanical Eag.,
Electrical Eng.,
Civil Engineering,
Radio Engineering,
Automobile Eng..
Aeronautical Eng..
Production Eng..
Building, Plastics,
Draughtsmanship,
Television. etc.

GET SOME
LETTERS AFTER
YOUR NAME!
A.M.I.Meck.E.

PRACTICAL
EQUIPMENT
Basic Practical and Theoretical Courses for beginners
in Radio, T.V., Electronics

Etc.. A.M.I.E.R.E.. City &
Guilde

Radio Amateur's Exam

R.T.E.B. Certificate
P.M.G. Certificate
Practical Radio
Radia & Television Servicing
Practical Electronics
Electronics Engineering
Automation

w

INCLUDING
TOOLS!
TAe

.1,.

Ira,,,,x

',eats(

Elec.

Diriaion

Of

NO Ii offers you a
era/ lohortory training al home lath

practical equipment.
.Irk for details

B.I.E.T.
SCHOOL OF
ELECTRONICS

POST COUPON NOW

A. M. t. C. E.

A.M.I.Prod.E.

A.M.I.M.I.
A.I.O.B.
B.Sc.

A,M.I.E.R.E.
City & Guilds
Gen. Cert. of Education
Etc.. etc.

III Please send me your FREE 156 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
(Write if you prefer not to cut page)
NAME
ADDRESS

BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGI NEERING
TECHNOLOGY

(Dept. 301B), 29 Wright's Lane, London, W.8

SUBJECT OR EXAM
INTERESTS ME

IN THAT

3018

THE B.I.E.T. IS THE LEADING INSTITUTE OF ITS KIND IN THE WORLD
www.americanradiohistory.com
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D. & B. TELEVISION (WIMBLEDON) LTD
KINGSTON ROAD

131

Telephone:

SOUTH WIMBLEDON London SWI9
CHErrywood 3955 and 3513

LINE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
ALGA -655, 721, 760, 866. all at 62/- each,
BEETHOVEN-8106, B109. B000. Inserts only at 30 /- each.
BUSH-TV53, 11'56, TV57 TUG58, 1159 TUG59, I V82 1V63, 'FVrio
l'í'67, T14169, M59. Insert, only 80 /. each.
PRICES ON REQUEST.
ALL BUSH TRANSFORMERS OBTAINABLE.
COSSOR -1:17A, 93o, 9:31, 933. 9:34. 935, 4:37. 938, 939A. 9:34FA, all at 55/rag, 940, 943. 942A. 943. 444. 940 949. 9458. 445. all at 5816 each.
948. 950, all at 80/- each.
DECCA--UMI, DM2r(', DM4 L)Ú4. DM411.:. UMS. DM14. 444. 555, all at
88/- each. 112435, DM45. DM55. DM56, all al 5816 each.
DM21C, DMG21. at 70/- each. DM22C. .R4:TV666, SROTV777. a.
7916 each. DR19. DR19C, DR29C'. 1)839C. UR49C. all at 79/6 each.
D R31, D1332, DR:34. DR41, alt at 92/8 each. DR61. 11 R71 at 72/6 each.
DR95. URI00, DRIIII, 1)6202. DR:403. DR404. DR505. DE606. a0

at 92/- eaeó,
DYNATRON -TV30, TV35. at 50/- each.
ALL MODELS AVAILABLE. PRICES ON REQUEST.
EECO-'í'C208. TC309, '8'209'1. 121. '1231, 1231F, 1349, Tí 367
Ti 367i 1, TC 368, TC269, T283, 1384. 1293. 1311. T3I1). T0C316. 1326.
1327, T:330, T330F. 1331, all al 601- each.
151B272. 1744. 1344F. 1348. T348F. '1356. TC312, 1313, 1313E.
1335, all at 65/- each.
FROM THIS MODEL ONWARDS TOO NUMEROUS TO LIST. ALL
TYPES 72/- each.
EMERSON-E700, E701, E704, E707, 0709. E709, £7010, E711. Porto rama. These are supplied as an insen all at. 80 /- each.
FER0USON -45T, 4541, at 86/- each. 1031. 1051, 1131, 135T, 1431.
1431, 145T. all at 37/8 each.
990T, 991T, 992T, 993T, 994T, 9951, 9961, 9971, 9981, all at 27/6 each.
988T, 980T, at 27/8 each. 3051, 3071, 3151, 3171. all at 85/- each.
306T, 3081, at 52/6 each. 4061. 4081. 4161, 4181 4361, 4381 all at

50/- each.

4051, 4071, at 65/- each. 5061, 5081, 5161. 5181. 5361, 5381. 5401.
at 85/- each. 5051, 5071, at 66 /- each.
604T, 6061, 6081. 6161, 619T, 6361. 6461, all at 85/- each.
648'1'. 7251. at 88/- each. 7261, 7271 at 72/- each.
3600, 3601. at 89/9 each. 3603, 3604. :3611, 3612. 3614, at 68/9 each.
3617. 3618, 3619, 3620, 3621, 3622, Thorn 850 Series. all at 72/6 each.
3623, 3624, 3625. 3626, 3627. 3620, Thorn 900 Sertes, all at 82/- each.
FERRANTI-.14T2, 1413, 1413F, 1414. 141'5, 1703, 17E3F, 1713, 17130.
1704. 1705, 179047, 17E6, 178E5, 178E6. 1714. 1714F, 171'5, 1716.
1704F. 17804. These are supplied a. inserts all at 80/- each.
11001, 11002. 11003/1, 11004. T1005, 11091, 11011, all at 60/- each.
T1012, 11023, 11034. 11027. all at 85/- each.
O.E.C.- BT:102. 81303, 67304, 8T300, alt at 72/- each.
B1313, BT314, BT315. BT318, 131319, all at 73/- each.
B1330, BT321, BT322, 815324, B1326. BT328, BT329. all at 781- each.
111448, BT449. 81460, BT451, B1452. all at 82/6 each.
ALL DUAL STANDARD MODELS CAN BE OBTAINED TO ORDER.
H.Y.V. -1.865. 1869. at 60/- each.
1870, 1871, 1872, 1373. 1874, 1.875, 1876, all at 52/8 each.
1890. 1892, 1894. 1806. all al 861- each.

PRICES ON REQUEST.
INVICTA. ALL MODELS AVAILABLE.
EOLBTER-BRANDES -NV70, OV30, OV1OFM, 0E100, PV70, PV7OFM
PV100, all at 95/- each.
0 V30,1. PV40, PV100 /1, PVP20, PVP20 /1, QV20, QV30, all at 115/8 each lV70, QV70FM, QV100, QVP20, RV10, RV20, RV60, all at 106 /6 each.
RV2OFM. RV30, RV3OFM, 0179, RV80, 8020, TV15, TV20. TV30.
-11 at 95/- each.
MARCONI- V1168, VT167, at 52/8 each,
MASTEBADIO -A11 modele available Rewind, at 03.10.0.
MURPHY-V270. V280, V290CA, V300, at 90 /- each.
V310. V210A, V320, V330, V350, at 72/- each.
V410, V420, V430, V470, V480. V490, V500, V510, V519, V520, 1530.
V53OC. 05300, V540, V5401), all at 90/- each.
V649D. V659, V1159A, at 72/- each.
MtMICHAEL- M"' -'T, M23NFC, 56711, 5172T, M72NFC, MP14, MP14DL

MN 7. at 72/8 each.

M74HFC, 51741, M247NFC, M1.I8, MP19 at 74/8 ea.

11751. M76NFC, M93NFC, 54723, 367611, 30793. MP20, 16P27, MP28 at
781 - ea. M7 7NFC, M94NFC, M190TG, M794. 511763. MT763, at 78/- ea.
MT762DS. MT762D8 -T, MT7631)8, 36T763D8-T, 911765, 5117851)9,
MT765118-T. at 82/- each.
PAM -All models available prices on request.
PETO SCOTT -140A, TR18, 179A, TV1416, 11419, T11716, TV1719.

TV1720. TV1722, 191723, 111724. 111418, TV1720. Inserts at 35/- each'
TV1730, 111731, at 72/. each.
PYE -V4, V7, VT4, VT7. at 72/8. 114, V140, at 58/8 each.
VT17, VT21, at 62/6 each. PV170, V110, at 89/9 each.
V300, V400, at 92/8 each. 1230, 1210, V220 at 68 /- each.
V300. V310, 1310/8. 1310/F, at 52/8 each. V410, 1500, at 88/. each.
V510. V630A, at 72/- each. V700, V830A, at 72 / -each.
CTM4. CTM17F. CTM178. CTM17T, and 211m Models at 72/8 each.
C817, CW 17, LB17BF, 17CDL, at 62/6 each.
CTL588, 011.5018, 17/8, 17/210, at 68/- each.
RTL11. RTL /8P. at 58/8 each. 0P17, 8P17LB, 52/6 each.
ALL DUAL STANDARD MODELS PRICES ON REQUEST.
PILOT All models Rewind at 28.10.0 each.
PORTADYNE -AU models Rewind at 68.10.0 each.
PHI.CO -1000. 1010, 1020, at 72/8 each. 1019, 1021, 1029, at 761- each.

-

1030, 10:15, 1040, 1060, 1050, 1065, 1036, at 78/- each.
100, 1105. 1110 at 72/6 each.
REGENTONE-T14, 10.6, 10.4, 10-17, 10.21. Inserts only at 30 /- each.
SOBELL--T2'2, T23, 1173, 1178, 11.13147, TP8147DL, TP8173, at 72/6 ea.
SC24, 01.270, 124, T179, T278, 1348, TP8180, TP8187, at 74/8 each.
SC94. SC370, T25, T192, 1199, 1278, T280, T293, TP13710, TP8781,
at 76/. each.
ULTRA 1453. VP1468, 11580. V1752, V1753, V1760, VR1762, at 42/8 ea.
WR17O2, V1763, 11764, V3150, 12162, 2160, at 42/6 each.
V1770. V 1771. V1772, 11773, 11774, V1776,12170, 13171, at 52/8 each.
02177. V2173. 12174, 12175. 102173. at 52/8 each.
V1780 01791. V1782, 01783, at 75/. each. 11980. 01984, 01986,
V1986. at 76/- each. 02380, 12384 at 80 /. each.
1

-

ALL BRAND NEW VALVES GUARANTEED

3

MONTHS

POSTAGE & PACKING ON VALVES 6d. EACH
ARSI
DAP91

10/8
7/10
7/10
8/8
8/8

DAF96
DR91
D F92
DF96

1)091
D092
1)098
D1,94
1)1.96
1.1186

19187

7/S

0CC85

7/4

ECF80

E(835

7/4

E('1.8:3

8/8
10/8

F790
(;7:i2

8/0

(17,:34

7/-

Et' 1,82
ECL86
EFSo

7/.

7/-

9/4

EF'88

0E89

EOM

£CCB:
ECC83

7/-

E1.:34
01.:10
E1.41

F1'741

E'/,80
E'/,81

11(9%8

10/8
9/9
9/9

011N6

0M8t
EM84

8%4

iiá

8/8

PA BC80
Y('86
PC88
Po 97
PCC84
PCC85

PC(88

PCY;89
PCC 189

PCF80
PCF82
PCF88

P(0801
PCF80'2

PCF'806
PCL8'3
PC'I,83

101-

UW84

8/4
9/8

L'CC85

PC 1,84
PC'L85
PC'1,00
PL'3li

818

PI,81
P1,83
P1.83
1. L84
P1,500

UV

11/-

11131.00

EF85

FISC

EBF80
EBF89

E74o

EC L80

?17/4
7/4

EBC33
EBC41
EBC81

8/8

7/7/5/8
5/6
5/6
5/8
5I-

0006

7/10

FF91
E 092
EF'188
E1,33

EAF42
EB91

13/-

10 /-

05185
F:051

F:('84'2
EC,881

7/8
8/8
4/8
11/2
7/2
6/6

EABC90

9/6

7110

7/10
7/10
8/8
8/8
8/8

1)1.02

ECY.84

8/4

7/6
8/10
87/6

P 0:3:3

P1'80

7/4
12/8
10/6
10 /8
8/4

C C 1L83

8/4
6/4
8/4

14/9/8
6/-

71-

UBC81

UBF80
UHF89

10/-

101-

5/8

U 13(:41

10'-

UCH42
U(1381
(CUSS

PVBS

1.0801
Ú.48C80

10 /8

8/8
8/8

PV81
PY8'è
PV83

P90u

('CF80

918

71-

U

041

7/4
9/4

9/6
7/3
8/8
10/8

7/8

5Y:3
5'74

606

005

7I-

U191

1319

U25

U"6

U282
9)301
11801
11119

7/8

fiF14
6E15

7/8
10/8

6F2:3

(' F85
1'1,46
UL84
11041
11085

7/11/8

11281

6E1

1'080
1'1189
1:1.41

L*193

U251

9/-

(, F,4.,

717171-

7/-

8/10

5/8
6/5
7/8
7/7
7/5
14/8

10/3
10/8
9/9

6F13

6E24
6F`35

6028
601
6018
6/3002

11/11/-

12/8

30L1

19/-

2014

8/8
9/6

201.5

12/13/13/-

30017
30018
30F5

10/10/-

12/8

15/18/8
10/8
10/9
10/9
16/6
12/6
9/8

10017

12/-

10E1
10F9

8/8

110P1

201.3

30(15

SOFIA

30E014
30FL1'3

30E018
3ÚL15
301.17
:3111.12

31104

301'19

8/-

:30PL1
:10PLIS

12/6

30FL14

19018
101'13

30P14
201 S

13/9
18/9
13/9

16/-

9/8
11/8
10/3
10/6
10/8
10/8
19/8
11/8
9/8

12/12/12/8
12/8
11/8

p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday -9 a.m, to 7 p.m. Friday.
Closed all day Wednesday.
SERVICE SHEETS. TELEVISION ! ALL MAKES AND MODELS 41., P. & P. 4d.

We are open 9 a.m. to

6

!

www.americanradiohistory.com
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RESCREENED
RE-ALUMINISED

Regular buyers of Suffolk
and Midland. Tubes have
learnt to rely on their outstanding quality. Every
Tube
guaranteed
12
months with proved performance and Reliability.
PRICES FROM L4.10.0 EACH
The largest independent rebuilders
in the U.K.

SUFFOLK TUBES LTD
1/3 UPPER RICHMOND ROAD

PUTNEY LONDON S.W.15
Tel: Vandyke 4304/5267

MIDLAND TUBES LTD
477/483 OLDHAM ROAD
MANCHESTER 10
Tel: Collylsurst 4412

BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
THE NEW VALVE SPECIALISTS
SPECIAL OFFER

38 CHALCOT RD, LONDON, N.W.I

?dullard PCC189 valve.

All goods

OA2
(1132

0Z41T
106

lR.-i
'

185
114

2D21

2X2
:3A3

3QSGT
384

5/9 81.1\V4

6/-

I111:

413',11'1
9/6 61'13

4/-9F2::

3/3 P14
2/3 617G
5/6 0E7(:
3/- r.EeG

24/- 10P14 1116 :301/I.t:'
8/6 :33c)
9/6 12AC0
9/6
3/9
9/2
10/8
4/6
1/3
3/3

12AD8
12AE6

9/6 :3äLUU'l'
8/- 35W4

8/918K9UT 8/6 1.2BE6
8/91e025
PA/- 12E117
4/9',1L6 GT 7/3 lYI76T

5/-'61.7GTM5/8 12E3

523

S24G

6A8

6AC7

CAW
8AQ3
eAT6
6A1'6
6AV11

6BA6
611E6
6B11O
6B.16

613Q7A

6007

6BR8
6BW6
6BW7

6/6d6117f1
5/3 2OPl
7/6 112K7GT 4/8 20P3

5/9'6SL7GT 4/9 20P4
3/- 68N7GT 4/8 90PS
5/96D4GT 6/8 23L6
3/6 20Z40
5/9,t3V6U
3/60.4
3/9 25Z8GT
5/916X5GT 5/3 allele
5/8 ,30L2 8/9 30C17
4/8 7134
13/8 SOU18
4/3 7B7
9/8 300)5
8/9 30FL1
5/8 7,1
'

5057117
7/6 767

8/3,7V'4

9/-

911\96

718 101'1

5/9 EL95
8/6 E01I91
5/. E011+3 6/6 EM71
9/9 EU1184 9/8 EM60
ECM()
5/9 E3181
DYBU
6/6
01-87
6/8 E5184
7/6 ECL62
E90F
24/- E0L93 10/- 05185
84/- E01.90
8/- E4187
E93F
E88CC 1316 E612
8/8 E 513
F.I80F 19/6 EF36
3/8 E1:51
EA/10
1/8 EF:37A
7/- EY6I
EABC80 5/9 EP39
5/- EYES
8/9 EY84
EAF42 7/9 RFC)
10:10
109

;0

6/- 05171

4 6

5/9 5065
8 6
5/3 501/5
8 8
419 50L6GT 6/1111. 72
8/6
6 6
7/3 65A2

10/- 90AG
5/140Y 816.6L18
10/- 19AQ5 7/3 90AV
3U40
4/9,6LD20 6/8 2OD1
10/- 90C1
8/- 64,29
11/8 201'2
11/8 90U14
5V4G
5Y3GT 4/9a3Q71ñ
14f- OOCV
4/3 SOLI
3V4

9 6
8 3

12/.118 Il019 33Z3
18 8
LATfr 4/8 :35Z4,1T 4 6
MAUI; 5/3 :33Z511T 5 9

12AV6
12BA6

Primrose

tube advertised are
Chalk Farm
in stock

N

65 per dozen post free

676 E934

EB4l
168 EB9l
87 8

45/- EBC33
481- EBC41

EBCBl

12/6 13UB2
12/- 807

1/- KPH

4/9 EF"42
212 EF30
8/- EF80
818 EF'83

8/3
5/9
7/8
5/9

EF'81

18 6
EF.O
11 9 EBF-60
El's!)
7 6 EBF83
18/- 5763
MN(
1116 7475
2 9 EBF89
F1BL'21
EF52
10/3
AC8PEN49
4/9
1218 EF93
6/6 AZ31
9 8 EC33

88 EC70
3/- AL41
101- B36
49 EC92
11/9 CBL1 12/- ECM
910 CL33
11 8 ECC4O
^/8 CY31.
68 ECC81
9/8 DAIM 8- ECC92

5/9 30FL[4 11/18/8 30L15 10/3
5/- 30L17 11/8
9/8 50P4
1817/4
9/9 30P12

0D41
DF66
DF96
DF97

10 8 ECCSa

15/. ECC84
6/. ECC85

10/. E(.C88

1)11101 851-

EOC9L

4/9 EF'97
6/8 EF98

7/3 EPICS
EF144

10/3/6
4/8
4/8
5/6
5/9
8/9

E1490

EK32
EL92
EL33
EL34
ELIO

8/- EL41.

8/6
3/9
2/8
4/8
9/9
4/8
6/8
4/3

3/-

2/6
4/9
10/9/9

9090

5/- MHD4 7/8 P18:3
15/8 MHLD612/8 P1.84
8/3 MUl2/144/8 PL500
10/8 l'M84
7/- 53
28/. PX4
6/- N78
9/9 N109
28, 2 PY31
7/8 PABC80 8/9 PY32
10!. Pill
5/8
7/3
9/3
9/8
6/8
8/9

EY86
EY88
10.91
EZ40
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Practical Television
THE BACKSLIDERS

1966

MARCH

FOR every four TV set owners, or renters, who
comply with the law and obtain the necessary licence,
one other TV set user does not. Projecting this to the
total involvement, it means that 2,000,000 licence
dodgers are getting away with it to the tune of
£to,000,000 each year.
In a recent address, Mr. Norman Collins, Deputy
Chairman of Associated Television, called for the
abolition of the BBC licence system. "It is," he said,
"a ridiculous anachronism, a left -over from the days
Any tax on
of headphones and cat's -whiskers
viewing is as ridiculous as the infamous Window Tax
which was abolished in 1851." The answer, he went
on, was that all BBC services should be financed by
Government grant-in -aid.
Anachronistic or not, most countries operating
public corporation TV still seem to prefer to raise
revenue by the licence system. Moreover, total
Government finance of the BBC would, in fact mean
that everyone pays, indiscriminately. People who
do not view would be subsidising those that do.
This would, in effect, still be the "tax on viewing"
that Mr. Collins complains about.
Other recent suggestions have involved the cooperation of the retailer -purchaser producing a
licence; retailer issuing licence with set; etc-but the
RTRA dislikes such schemes since dealers would
become "tax collectors" or "snoopers ". A misguided attitude, surely, for licence dodgers have no
right to expect protection.
In the meantime, the GPO in their battle against
the dodgers seem to rely on their nine detector vans
which cruise the country as their main weapon. True,
they obtain worthwhile results, but the vans cannot be
everywhere at once. Your editor has lived in his
present home for over five years, yet in that time
there has been no sign of a GPO detector van in the
area. The vans contain equipment valued at around
£150,0o0 and the running costs plus the complement
of 27 crew adds up to quite a lot of licence revenue.
So, do we scrap the licence and introduce, in
effect, taxation spread over the whole community,
or do we devise some easily administered and foolproof system of licence collection ? Whatever is done
should be done soon, for it is absurd to continue to
allow consciencious licence payers to subsidise
2,000,000 backsliders.
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TELETOPICS
NIR

- Russia's

Colour System P

The B.B.C. Comments
month Teletopics announced the first news of NIR-another
LAST
colour TV system.
Now the BBC, who over the last few years has thoroughly tested
NTSC, SECAM and PAL to see which would best form the basis
for a unified European colour system, is studying NIR. Given enough
time and information they will form an opinion of this apparently
Russian system.
The BBC says, " It is of interest to note that this proposal appears
identical with one made by Mr. B. W. B. Pethers, a BBC engineer, in
April 1963, but which was not pursued because at the time it was
thought its advantages, with respect to the other systems, were not
sufficiently attractive ".

World Cup Facilities

commentators from many countries will
FOOTBALL
talk to viewers all over the world watching this year's

be able to
World Cup

Series to be held in Britain.
Pye TVT Limited of Cambridge are equipping a special mobile
sound truck to be staffed by operators from countries taking part in
the Series.
Fifteen simultaneous commentaries in different languages will be
broadcast from each ground where a match is being played, and
through the sound control vehicle, football fans throughout the world
will hear, as well as see, how their teams are doing.

British Prizewinners at P.T. Filmshow
BRITAIN did

well at this year's
International
Festival
of
Scientific- Teaching Films organised by the University of Padua
(Italy), having seven of the ten

British entries chosen for screening and gaining three awards.

The Mullard film " Thin-film

Microcircuits " was selected, by
the international jury, from over
150 films entered by 18 countries,
for a silver medal (first prize) in
its category. This film, which
deals with manufacture of a new

PARIS DRAWS
THE WORLD TO
THE COMPONENTS
SHOW
year about this time,
EVERY
the electronic world goes to

Paris to show and be shown all
that's new in components.
The 1966 International Exhibition of Electronic Components
held in the first week of February,
provided an outstanding range of
exhibitors -900 of them from 20
different countries. At the same
time the second International
Exhibition of Audio equipment
was held next to it, in Paris's
Porte de Versailles exhibition
grounds.
ITT Standard of Brussels
showed Europe's biggest range of
electronic and electromechanical
components from their thirty
manufacturing plants scattered
throughout the continent, including ten STC factories in Britain.
type of electronic component, was
shown at the Practical Television
Filmshow at Caxton Hall on
February 4th.

Another film shown then was
" Electromagnetic
Waves -Part 2 ", which won a
bronze medal at Padua last year.

Mullard 's

KEEPING IT CLEAN-AT EMI's
please, nurse. No, she is not handing a swab to the
FORCEPS
surgeon in an operating theatre, but as far as cleanliness goes,

that's where sh:: might as well be.
In fact our picture shows an operator critically examining a copper
mesh which will be used in one of the 41in. image orthicon camera
tubes being made at EMI's Hayes factory, where cleanliness conditions sometimes exceed those of an operating theatre.
Any particle of dust which may have settled on the mesh is
revealed by oblique illumination from a projector and will be removed
by the finely controlled air jet held by the operator.
These meshes provide a conducting surface but allow a high proportion of electrons to pass through. Two meshes are employed in
every tube, one on each side of the glass target. A dust particle on a
mesh would prevent electrons passing through and thus create a
blemish on the resultant picture.
Meshes are made in different grades up to four million apertures
per square inch.
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EMI EXPORT MICROWAVE

<4,,

TELEVISION

LINKS WORTH £65,000

MONG Britain's latest exports
to New Zealand is a series of
microwave links to improve and
extend that country's television

A

coverage.

Total value of link equipment
supplied to the New Zealand
by
Corporation
Broadcasting
EMI Electronics Limited is about
£65,000.
Recently despatched under the
order are type ML4C units
capable of transmitting colour or
monochrome television signals.
Before it was shipped, senior New
Zealand trade officials visited
EMI's factory at Hayes, Middlesex, to inspect the equipment (see
photograph).
The equipment, which provides
facilities for transmitting sound as
well as vision signals over long
the
in
operates
distances,

7,000Mc /s band.

TELEVISION AIDS FOR
ABBEY AUDIENCE
people who attended
A -ZANY
the service last December,
marking the 900th anniversary of
the consecration of Westminster

Abbey. saw the whole ceremony
on television receivers.
These people, who would
otherwise have had no direct view
of the ceremony, were able to see
and hear the proceedings via
television monitors and a permanent sound reinforcing system
installed by Standard Telephones
and Cables Limited.
Thirty -two 23in. KB receivers
were placed around the Abbey
where direct vision of the
audience was obscured. while 85
carried
loudspeakers
separate
sound throughout the building.

Medway Colour

Demonstration

AY Town
M F.DW
and educational

Councillors
authorities
from as far afield as Portsmouth.
attended a demonstration of
colour television last December
arranged by Rentaset with BBC
co- operation.
Pictures were carried two miles
by co -axial cable from the relay
aerial on the top of Chatham Hill
to two receivers in the town. The
BBC provided special transmissions during the demonstrations,
which also included closed circuit
television displays.

BRITISH WORLD- BEATERS AT E.E.E.
23 -30th March

- Earls Court

March 23rd Mr. Harold Wilson, Britain's Prime Minister, will
ONopen
the 13th Electrical Engineers Exhibition at London's Earls
Court.
Visitors to the Exhibition this year will see represented, trends
being followed in this country by the electricity supply industry
which provides Britain with one of the largest and most powerful
systems in the world. They will see displays by the country's electrical manufacturing firms who supply components to the rigorous
specifications laid down by an industry nationalised since 1948 and
demanding only the best.
And to prove that Britain still leads, the exhibition illustrates,
amongst other things, the world's largest nuclear power programme,
the world's most powerful transmission system and electrification of
the world's busiest main line (between London, Birmingham, Liverpool and Manchester) -all British trends.

RAINDROPS AND SPORADIC

E
and 1. Clarke have been awarded the BBC
FTRICKETT
Engineering Division's 1965 research scholarships.
Under his scholarship, one of six maintained by the Division, Mr.
Trickett. who graduated with second -class honours in physics from
Durham University, will undertake research on the subject of " the
electric charges and masses of raindrops
Mr. Clarke who achieved first -class honours in electronic and
electrical engineering at Birmingham, will study " Sporadic E in the
atmosphere using aperture synthesis ".

Studios Equipped in under 7 weeks
'ITHIN

six and a half weeks of receiving a £40,000 order for
studio equipment, EMI electronics Limited supplied and
installed cameras, telecine, monitors, pulse generators, vision mixers,
amplifiers and cabling in two broadcasting stations in Zambia.
The contract, from the Zambian Broadcasting- Corporation, provided for equipping stations at Lusaka and Kitwe, and to meet an
iminent start -of- broadcasting date, EMI obliged with speedy delivery.
Installation work at Lusaka was carried out in a record five days.
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L *Integrated
TV Tuners
FROM FIXED -TUNED SINGLE CHANNEL
TO MULTI -CHANNEL "ALL BAND"

TV FRONT ENDS

ric

by K. ROYAL

DURING recent times there have been many
developments associated with the front ends

of television receivers. In very early sets
the front end consisted first of an r.f. amplifier and
frequency changer built into the main chassis and
fixed -tuned to one local Band I channel. Then a
modification arose whereby the front end could be
pretuned to any one channel in Band I.
This was followed by the " turret " and
` switched " tuner designed as a separate assembly
with a selector knob and fine tuner to switch and
tune to any channel in Bands I and III, and in some
versions facilities were available to tune over
Band II, the f.m. broadcast band.

coaxial cable for signal distribution translate the
625 -line signals to a v.h.f. channel as the distribution losses at u.h.f. are far too great to permit
coaxial cable distribution on the u.h.f. channels.
Of course when there is only the 625 -line
standard (a long way in the future yet!), dual standard switching in the set will not be required,
though the sets will still have to -feature tuners
suitable for both v.h.f. and u.h.f. transmissions.
V.H.F. tuners have not altered a great deal
during the last two or three years but there have
been several changes in u.h.f. tuners since their
advent a year or two ago.

Continuously Variable Tuning

Separate Tuners
This philosophy of the front end being independent of the main chassis is still with us and with
the coming of television in Bands IV and V on the
625 -line: standard we have seen the addition of a
second front end in terms of the u.h.f. tuner. Thus
many current dual -standard sets feature two tuners,
the v.h.f. tuner that switches and tunes over
Channels 1 to 5 in Band I and Channels 6 to 13
in Band III ;with facilities in some fcr tuning over
Band II) and the u.h.f. tuner that embraces
Channels 21 to 34 in Band IV and Channels 39 to
68 in Band V (note that Channels 35 to 38 are not
at present allotted).
All dual- standard sets at present have a switch
gear system whereby the set is changed to the
appropriate standard when the tuners are switched.
Thus when the u.h.f. tuner is in circuit the set is
automatically " programmed " to the 625 -line
standard and when the v.h.f. tuner is in circuit the
set changes to the 405 -line standard.
Eventually the v.h.f. transmisse "ns as well as the
u.h.f. ones may be on the 625 -line standard and
facilities are available in most current dual -standard
sets to rearran ^_e the dual -standard switching so
that the 625 -line circuits are in operation on the
v.h.f. channels as well as when the set is switched
to u.h.f. channels.
This facility is reouired sometimes even now
because certain television relay systems that employ

U.H.F. tuners differ essentially from their v.h.f.
counterparts in that they use continuously variable
tuning by ganged capacitors over the u.h.f. bands.
v.h.f. tuners, it will be recalled, use either
separate coils for the channels in a turret arrangement or increments of inductance that are switched
into the tuned circuits to provide the required
frequency shifts between the Band I and Band III
channels
Switched coils or inductance increments cannot
be utilised in u.h.f. tuners owing to stray capacitances and the extreme difficulty to keep the
inductance sufficiently low to allow the tuned
circuits to resonate at frequencies as high as
847.25Mc/s, corresponding to Channel 68 in
Band V. Short tuning lines or " lecher wires ", as
they are sometimes called, are thus used in u.h.f.
tuners instead of conventional coils and the lines
are tuned by capacitors.
Modem u.h.f. tuners have four lecher wires and
a four- ganged capacitor to tune them. The length
of the lines is equal to either the electrical half
wavelength or quarter wavelength of the tuned
frequency. The physical length is considerably
shorter than the electrical length. This is because
the capacitances of the circuits and the tuning gang
serve to reduce the length. In addition the variable
sections of the gang effectively " vary " the length
so as to make the lines tunable over the u.h.f. bands
without switching.
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A Mullard Tuner
tuner circuit is given in Fig. 1.
Here the gangs of the tuning capacitor tune lines
L2, L4, L5 and L8, corresponding respectively to
the aerial tuning, the anode of the r.f. amplifier
tuning, the frequency changer tuning and the local
oscillator tuning. L4, L5 and L6 form a bandpass
coupling to maintain the response characteristics
of the tuner over all the channels.
VI is in the form of an " earthed grid " r.f.
amplifier, an arrangement which is commonly
adopted in u.h.f. practice, while V2 is a self oscillating frequency changer, also in the earthed
grid mode, the signal being applied to the cathodes
of both valves.
The i.f. signal appears in the anode circuit of V2
and is developed across L10. It is then fed out
of the. tuner through a filter network which
eliminates unwanted signals.
Valved u.h.f. tuners employ half wavelength
lecher wire but because of the length shortening
process, explained above, the wires are only about
5 to 6cm in length as distinct from 25cm or so for
the calculated electrical length given from standard
formulae. Actually a half wavelength line at
470Mc /s would have a physical length of about
32cm and at 860Mc /s about 17-5cm. Now when
the tuning capacitors are rotated the zero voltage
point on the lecher moves along the wire and it is
A Mullard u.h.f.

TELEVISION

247

this action that provides an effective variation in
length and tuning. This should be remembered.
From valves the u.h.f. tuner graduated to transistors. At u.h.f. transistors are better than valves
because they add less " noise " to the wanted
signals. This means that a set with a transistor
u.h.f. tuner will provide a picture of given noise
(i.e. grain) content at a lower input signal. In
practice the signal can be as much as 50% below
that necessary for a valved tuner. This is rather
the same as saying that a set with a u.h.f. transistor
tuner will work at greater distance from a transmitter than a set with a valved u.h.f. tuner. There
are other factors, of course, that come into this
reasoning but from first principles the above statement is perfectly sound.

U.H.F. Transistor Tuner
Transistor u.h.f. tuners also use lecher-wire
tuning but often the wires are of quarter wavelength. A tuner circuit of this kind is shown in
Fig. 2. This particular circuit only has a three ganged capacitor, tuning lines Li, L2 and L3, the
r.f. amplifier, bandpass coupling and oscillator
circuits respectively. Some tuners, as when valves
are used, employ four -ganged tuning so as to
improve the selectivity and reduce the tuner's
response to spurious, unwanted signals.
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diagram of Mullard u.h.f. tuner, using valves and half -wavelength lecher wires.
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Now half wavelength lines (see Fig. 1) are
arranged so that both ends are capacitively loaded:
One end is loaded to the input or output capacitance of the valve itself and the other end to the
tuning gang section. Trimmers are also used to
permit optimum tracking adjustment over the
whole u.h.f. spectrum.
Quartes wavelength lines, on the other hand,
have a short-circuit at one end, the far end being
loaded into the capacitances of the associated tuning
gang section and the transistor collector. The
short-circuit at one end of the lines in the circuit
in Fig. 2 is shown by the lines being connected
direct to the metal chassis. The quarter wavelength
lines, of course, are that much shorter than those
used in " half wave " tuners but they may not
necessarily be exactly half the length. The function
of effective " line shortening " as the tuning
capacitors are rotated is similar however.
Quarter wavelength tuning is more advantageous
in transistor u.h.f. tuners because of the very short
transistor -to -line connecting leads that are possible.
In valved tuners the pins of the valves and the leads
to their electrodes constitute a part of the tuning
line.
In Fig. 2 the first transistor is the r.f. amplifier
in the " earthed-base " mode, while the second
transistor is a self-oscillating frequency changer,
also in the earthed -base mode. Quarter wavelength
transistor tuners are much smaller than their
valved counterparts. They are equally as efficient
and are 3dB or more better noisewise.

All -band Tuners
We now come to the very latest idea in tuners,
the " integrated tuner ". This is a transistor " all band tuner that combines the functions of the
earlier separate v.h.f. and u.h.f. tuners. Thus dual standard set; employing an integrated tuner have
only one front end.
7

r._.

T,

At the time of writing only about two firms have
developed tuners of this kind but already one
manufacturer (Pye Ltd. and associated group
companies) have produced a receiver featuring an
integrated tuner. The Pye tuner is worthy of note
since it embodies some very interesting aspects and
is almost certain to set a trend in future set design.
The circuit of this tuner is given in Fig. 3. Four
transistors are used and a clever patented arrangement avoids switching in the u.h.f. sections as we
shall see. Continuously variable lecher -wire tuning
is used in the u.h.f. section but this has been
extended to the v.h.f. section so that the tuning gang sections perform both on u.h.f. and v.h.f.
This technique leads to simplified mechanical
design and to advantages in size, installation, cost
and technical facilities over the two -unit counterpart. The integration also leads to common stages.
The r.f. amplifier, for instance, is common to both
v.h.f. and u.h.f., a technique that avoids the
complication of switching in this critical section of
the circuit.

The Pye Tuner
A block diagram of the Pye tuner is given in
Fig. 4 and this can be examined in relation to the
circuit in Fig. 3. The u,h.f. aerial input circuit is
coupled direct to the r.f. amplifier transistor Trl,
the output of which feeds the u.h.f. bandpass
circuit, L14 and L21.
The output of the bandpass circuit feeds into
the self-oscillating frequency changer, using transistor Tr2, and the output of this is switched to
Tr3 which, in the " u.h.f." position, acts as an i.f.
or " buffer " amplifier. The output of this amplifier connects to the i.f. coil and thence to the set's
i.f. channel. It will be noticed that there is no
actual signal switching at all in the u.h.f. section.
Now in the " v.h.f." position either the Band I

.

T

= Chassis

(-ve)

IkIl
8.2
pF

22kR

1_

,

I1000pF

+12V

0

Fig.

2- Circuit diagram of a

transistor u.h.f. tuner using quarter wavelength lecher wires.
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Fig. 3

(above)- Circuit diagram of the

Pye

"all- band" television tuner.

Fig. 4 (below) -Block diagram showing the various stages

f
UHF

UHF
tuned

AF186

RF Amp

circuit

JVHF

HBand

I

of the

Pye

all -band tuner.
Mixer
collector
IF

self osc
mixer
625

pass

filter

0-00'

III

fitter

This is fully described in the text.

AF186

UHF band

filter

Band
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625
IF Amp

VHF Osc

filter

circuit

or Band III aerial filter circuit is selected, the
output then feeding into the common r.f. amplifier
(the presence of the u.h.f. input circuits here has
no effect on the v.h.f. performance), then to the
v.h.f. bandpass filter (which again is switched for
Band I and III) and on to Tr3 which, on v.h.f.
acts as a mixer.
This mixer is also fed with v.h.f. oscillator signals
from the v.h.f. oscillator transistor Tr4 and the
output from this stage is again fed to the i.f. mixer
coil, the output of which goes to the set's i.f. stages
as before.
It will be appreciated that the " band switch ",
which is always necessary, is concerned mainly with
the switching of the v.h.f. circuits and oscillator
switching. The u.h.f. tuning employs U- shaped
half wavelength lecher wires tuned at both ends
rather than single wires tuned at one end. This is
related to the patent mentioned earlier. The two-

To
Amp

AF 78
VHF Mixer
and

VHF Band
pass

F.

coil

tuned

end tuning is performed
sections.

by

AF178
VHF Osc

split- stator gang

Doubled Ended Tuning
It has already been told that with single -end
tuning the zero voltage point on the lecher moves
along the wire as the tuning capacitor is rotated.
With double -ended tuning this is not so and the
zero voltage point remains at the centre (i.e. the U
bend) of the wires over the tuning range.
This means that an unswitched coupling from
the u.h.f. circuits can be made at the U bend of
the wires without detracting from the u.h.f. performance of the tuner. The centre connections can
be seen in the circuit and the lecher wires act
simply as low inductance couplers on the v.h.f.
channels.
-continued on page 271
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FAULTY RESISTORS

-

THEIR EFFECT IN TV RECEIVERS

F.

A. GRINDTHORPE

THIS article is not concerned with specialised
elements such as VDRs, Metrosils, etc. We
are concerned with ordinary carbon, wire wound and variable resistors such as are generally
met.
Wire Wound

These are generally used where some amount
of heat is dissipated and as an example the
commonly met mains dropper may be cited. The
purpose is to drop the mains voltage to the figure
required to correctly operate the circuit. Whilst
this could be done by a transformer the equipment
could then only be used on a.c. mains. Therefore
if the sum total of a number of valves' heater
voltage§ is, for example, 140V, operation from a
240V main supply necessitates " losing " 100V.
This is lost in heat caused by current flow through
a resistor, resulting in a drop of voltage across it.
If the valves are all rated as 0.3A and 100V is
required to be dropped the dropper would have
to have a resistance of 333(1. The product of the

Fig. I -The video stage of a
Sobel) TS/7 showing R43 and
R42.

-

voltage drop and the current flowing results in
30W of heat dissipation.
Smaller sections are
tapped to give different voltage settings between
200 -250V and these may have a value of between
10-70(1 depending upon the type of circuit. The
fault which afflicts droppers is a tendency to
fracture or open circuit at any particular point.
Some seem to go at the tags -where repair is
possible- whilst others seem more prone to pop
off halfway along a section.
A " hot " test with a voltmeter (or a neon) or a
" cold " test with an ohmmeter soon locates the
faulty section, whereupon the repairer has a choice
of replacing the whole dropper, shunting a
replacement section across the faulty one or, if the
defective section is in one of the voltage tapping
sections, shorting it out and bringing in an unused
section if available. To make this quite clear.
if the defective section is between the 200V and
220V tappings and the receiver is set up for 220V
the section can be shorted across and the voltage
setting reset to 240V
Different circuits use
different methods of voltage selection and the
requirements of the h.t. and the heater circuits
must be taken into consideration. Resistors. be
they sections of the dromoer or separate units, in
series with the h.t. rectifier, have two functions:
they not only drop the voltage to that required,
they also set as surge limiters to limit the amount
of current flowino through the re'tifi °r in any near
short- circuit conditions. Remember that there is
a heavy surge of current as the electrolytics charge
uo, particularly at the moment of switch -on when
the rectifier is of the " cold " type, metal or
silicon. An open- circuit surge resistor gives the
condition "valves light up but there is no other
sign of life from the receiver ".
Variable Resistors
It is often necessary to use a resistor the value
of which can be varied for the purpose of
regulation or control. Such elements or units take
many forms, the most familiar of which is the
three -tag potentiometer. The outer tags connect
to the ends of the resistive element. which may be
wire wound or carbon, whilst the centre tag
connects to a slider which can be set at any point
between the two ends. Here again the wire-
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wound variety, which does not often exceed a value
of 50k12, usually only suffers from a fracture
somewhere along the track, but most often at one
end, and it is not impossible to bridge the fracture
by a small clip in order to restore normal working.
Quite often, however, where the element has been
used in a fairly high current carrying circuit the
resulting heat buckles the former on which the
element is wound, causing the slider to make
erratic contact. It is in the more widely used
carbon types where we encounter most trouble.
The faults which can beset these controls or
presets are numerous. Noisy volume controls are
well known and here the improper contact of the
wiper on the track can usually be improved by
applying cleaning fluid or light oil direct on to the
track, at the same time rotating the spindle to wipe
a clean surface contact. The fact that the improper
contact causes audible noise directs attention to it,
but a similar fault in a field (frame) timebase
control may not be so obvious. The appearance
of irregular black lines and persistent jumping up
and down, depending upon the part of the circuit
affected, is usually an indication that a control
could be at fault.
T2 :e 1M52 line hold control in the Bush TV53
and 63 series often gives trouble, due to irregular
control, and replacement is the best cure. The
present contrast control in the recent Pye, Pam,
Invicta, etc., series, dealt with in the August September issues, is another example of a common
failing in a carbon preset. Thus a control can be
noisy, due to imperfect contact as in the case of
the Bush, open- circuit as in the case of the Pye,
or of changed value as in the case of the early
Ferguson 14in. and 17in. models (996T, etc.), and
more recently. where focus is varied across a 2M[2
element associated with the boosted h.t. line, this
causes not loss of focus, as might be expected, but
loss of height or brilliance, according to the
circuit. What happens is that this particular line
may be obtained from the boost supply through,
say, a 1M52 resistor to the focus (which is 2Mí2
to chassis), first anode and height control circuits.
The focus element drops in value to, say, 500kí1
over a period, leading to a gradual loss of height
and brilliance as the ratio of voltage across the two
resistors changes. This is an extremely common
fault, more common than the limiter changing
value in some Philips- Stella models, causing the
line hold to be lost, due to the association of the
two controls.
Fixed Carbon Resistors
This is where we meet the most trouble and

where misleading symptoms are caused. Some of
the effects are well known, others cause engineers
to age prematurely. Well-known examples include

screen droppers to the line output valve falling in
value, causing overheating, lack of width and rapid
valve deterioration. An oft -encountered one is in
the Decca DM1 -2 -3 -4 series where the 4.4kí1
screen resistor to pin 8 of the PL81 falls to about
50052.
Unless this resistor is replaced, PL81
valves fail at a rapid rate. The usual practice is
to fit a wire -wound 5W of about 3kí2 and no
further trouble is experienced.
Resistors in the video circuit also give a lot of
trouble, not so much the anode load resistor but
usually the h.t. to cathode loader, which may have
an initial value of between 22k51 and 47k11. A
1W 22kí1 or a 1W 47k[ì can change value quite
quickly, leading to a virtual h.t. short. Not only
does the faulty resistor itself burn out but also the
series cathode resistor, which normally has a value
of between 200[2 and 470[2. The Sobell TS17 series
(R42 and R43) and more recent Ekco -Ferranti
models suffered particularly from this defect. The
fitting of higher wattage resistors was easy in
earlier wired receivers but the printed panels of
some Ekco -Ferranti and some Alba models did not
lend themselves so readily to the fitting of more
bulky 2 or 3W carbon resistors. However, such
modification, even if it doesn't look so good, is well
worth while. It is also well known that the 6.8k[1
1W resistor fitted in some tuners at the triode anode load can cause trouble, this time going high.
As it increases in value the Band III signals fade
off first, leaving the Band I channels apparently
unaffected, until the resistor really starts climbing
up to the 50- 100k[ì mark. The Philips wired
models exhibited this fault quite regularly and the
Sobell- McMichael tuner, where the resistor is e
10kf2, also gave trouble. A less -well-known resistor
fault occurs in the Bush TV75 -95 series.
To cite an actual case, the complaint was "No
BBC, only faint sound. ITV OK for about an
hour, after which it gradually faded ". On the
bench this was confirmed with the added and
rather confusing symptoms that as the ITV faded
the sound developed an audible hum and the faint
picture was shaded by the same hum signal. The
very weak BBC sound was not affected by this
hum ripple, neither was the raster shaded. Valves
were checked to no avail and capacitors bridged
as an initial check. Eventually the bottom cover
of the tuner was pulled off and valve base voltages
read -which is not all that easy. It was the pin
3 -G2 (PCF80) reading which revealed the fault,
the voltage here being absent. The 150k12 feed
resistor was out of sight under the switch panel,
but it was obviously o.c. as there was no short to
chassis through the decoupling capacitor. The
faulty resistor was cut out and appeared ouite
charred, no doubt caused by a previously fitted
faulty PCF80. A carefully fitted new resistor
completely restored normal signals on both
channels and it was noted that the PCF80 was
indeed a recent replacement.
The symptoms here were completely misleading
and again proves the worth of immediate and
The control grid
thorough voltage checks.
resistor of the mixer section is worth checking
when the voltage readings appear to be in order;
this can go high. To round off this " high and
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-continued

on page 266

BBC used
THE
image to the

to present an
listening and
viewing public which was affectionately regarded as " Auntie
BBC ". This has disappeared,
because that pernickety old lady
is in her second childhood. She is
now like that little girl with a
curl in the middle of her forehead -when she is good, she is
very, very good and when she is
bad she is horrid. There is still
plenty of good in her, though,
with a commendable number of
programmes made co- operatively
with other countries.

poser, Sibelius, which was documented by Caspar Wredi and
produced in collaboration with
the Finnish Television Service,
Helsinki. This documentary film
included several sequences from
newsreels which were of great
historic importance, dating back
before the first world war and
thus covering a period of political changes which led to the
rebirth of Finland.
Finlandia
,:: M<::;.:
°:. .<::ç::::;::::;.:«:r3&

Jâ4.r:.:x.

"Opera" Behind Opera
Take The Golden Ring, for
instance. This was a musical
programme made in Vienna and
produced by Humphrey Barton

in co- operation with the Austrian
Television Service and the Decca
Record Company. It was an
exciting documentary of the
recording on videotape and film
of Wagner's Götterdämmerung
by the Vienna Philharmonic, conducted by George Solti. All the
intricate details of the complicated processes of rehearsing and
recording this dramatic opera
were revealed in a manner in
which surprisingly, the music
dominated everything-excepting
the talented Georg Solti himself.
Back -Stage Gimmicks

Who would have thought that
the sight and sound of the
singers, orchestra and conductor,
all in their street clothes and
sweaters,
no
make -up
and
apparently completely oblivious
of the eavesdropping by cameras
and microphones, could be so
absorbing throughout this 90minute programme? Who would
have thought that the recording
room atmosphere could be even
more impressive than the fully costumed opera on a theatrical
stage?
The narrations made by
Humphrey Barton himself contributed so much and yet were
unobtrusive, the whole programme being brilliantly thought
out, photographed and edited.
Usually, I think that the gimmick
of revealing the back -stage
mechanics of a television studio
in a programme is rather boring,
but in this case the display of
back-room recording techniques
in no way detracted from the

Finland is in the forefront of
European countries in television,
as I saw for myself on a recent
visit to Helsinki. It has 86 sound
broadcasting transmitters and 43
television transmitters, the latter
covering 95% of the population
of the country, sparsely spread
over difficult and mountainous
geographical obstacles. Most of
the programmes originate from
Helsinki, the capital where a huge
new radio centre in the suburb
of Pasila is being constructed to
centralise the thirty different
offices and studios in various
parts of Helsinki which have
gradually grown up during the
last few years.

THE DIPOLE
music. As a matter of fact, the
programme prompted me to
order the particular stereo LP
discs of this Wagner opera.

Don't Shoot the Composer
As might be expected, something of the same kind of presentation was used in the BBC's
feature series of the arts and
artists. But the mixture was not
quite as before. Ken Russell
devised a high sneed filmed interview with the French composer,
Georges Delerue, at home and at
work -not to mention him also at
work at home!
The only disconcerting ingredient to me was the jerky titling
of stills and captions at the
beginning which were hard on
the eyes and must have confused
and deterred many viewers.
Sibelius
Another BBC musical programme of great merit was the
tribute to the great Finnish com-
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Administrative and technical
executives of the Finnish Broad -.
casting Company visited almost
every television and film studio
in Europe before they planned
the Pasila broadcasting centre and
when I looked around parts of
the new buildings recently completed and those under construction, I recognised the thoroughness of their appraisal. Here I
saw ideas copied from BBC, ITA
and German television stations
and film studios, plus a number
of developments progressed by
the Finnish company's engineers.
P..rticularly was I impressed by
the work of the film units and the
remarkable quality of the pictures
they obtained with three -inch
image orthicon cameras.

British Equipment
There was a fair amount of
British equipment such as lighting grids, lamps and accessories
from Mole Richardson, electronic
apparatus from Marconi, Pye and
EMI. Producers, writers and
engineers all seemed dedicated to
their particular crafts, which
were put at the disposal of the
BBC producers who prepared the
documentary
programme
on
Sibelius. There is no doubt at all
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that radio and television has had
a remarkable effect upon the
happiness and advances of a
nation with such a short summer
and a predominantly cold climate.
Pinewood, a British film studio
with progressive ideas, sent a
deputation of technicians to study
the Pasila broadcasting centre and
other studios in Europe and they
tell me that in many ways, it
equals the superb design of the
German Baden -Baden Studios.
The Idiot

My own opinions of the more
attractive characteristics of the
BBC, are not wholly devoted to
exterior documentary subjects
made in foreign lands. Strangely
enough, they concern interior
subjects, made in the BBC A production control room at Helsinki, with vision mixing and special effects
panels. Sound mixing and lighting control rooms adjoin.
studios with foreign settings and
backgrounds. Full marks, I think,
for the new serial The Idiot,
low key scenes to detect the evil
based by Leo Lehman on Fydor BBC -2 In the South
presence of " unmothersoled "
Dostoevsky's great story of
a.g.e.
My own efforts to look for the
Russia in the nineteenth century.
Here was a shining example of Lost Chord were partly due to an The Liars
a play with an attractive back- excellent BBC -2 test picture I
Please don't think that I rarely
ground of glossy opulent settings, saw on the South Coast, sixteen look
at London's channel 9. I do.
a scintillating cast and brilliant miles from the BBC-2 Isle of
Liárs is my favourite
direction. With a strong story Wight transmitter, in the window The
and is a good bet for
line (unusual in most TV plays) of a television rental shop. It was selection,
21.40 programme on Thursand first rate technical qualities, the best BBC -2 test card I had the
Granada TV
it had the same kind of appeal seen outside the White City TV days from the
Here is a series, beautithat the great film producer, Centre -with perfect geometry, course.
fully shaped cameos, based on
Alexander Korda, injected into grey scale and resolution.
He told me that they had stories by famous writers: Guy
his films.
WalKorda always had good-looking quickly lashed up a BBC -2 aerial de Maupassant, Saki, Hugh They
females in his films, and no com- in a convenient place on the roof pole and Lord Dunsany.
plaint can be made about them in as a temporary measure and that are tailor -made to fit painlessly
this production. BBC so often it gave that result immediately. in between commercials.
Well -cast and well directed,
select females who look like beat- Still disbelieving that this could
is equally well
niks or the ugly sisters in possibly be the best site for the the artistic byside
the technical side.
supported
a
Remember strongest signal, they erected
"Cinderella ".
story without
Catherine the Great, The Private much more elaborate aerial array. How to tell ais tall
an art in itself,
Life of Henry VIII and the clips Sadly, he told me, their efforts really trying
by TV
we saw recently on television of were of no avail. Changing the which is rarely achieved
I, Claudius (which never reached aerial site dnce again the results script writers.
he
the cinema)? Well, The Idiot has were worse. Ultimately
the ingredients of those master- returned to the original position BBC Ratings Up
pieces and BBC -2 were bold -and once again the picture was
The increase in the proportion
enough to follow up with a repeat perfect.
of BBC viewers during the
that
to
show
only
goes
It
performance on that channel.
Christmas holidays is fact, not
Which reminds me that, prodded BBC -2 aerials have all the unpre- fiction. Both TAM and the BBC
charm)
of
women
(and
dictability
recently by one of our readers, I
Audience Research Reports indire -sited my BBC-2 aerial for the and trout fishing. They are all cate respectively 57 (43) and 69
except
when
worth
considering,
seventh time and, at last, found
(31), the ITA figures being those
a spot with an extraordinary good dealt with by the lunatic fringe of in brackets. This was for ChristUnforside.
the
BBC
programme
pick -up and a greatly improved
mas Day itself, but the trend
signal -to -noise ratio. This pro- tunately I couldn't wait to check continued for a time.
d.c.
any
had
the
sets
whether
worth
was
alone
gramme
catching a cold for and putting on restoration or the ingenious
an Mothersole circuit, and the
by
the gumboots suggested
enthusiastic correspondent some manager didn't know about this.
You have to wait for fade-outs or
months ago.
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this final article we concern ourselves with the
other factors which considerably influence the
reception, namely the applied power voltage and
the setting of the main and preset controls. Let us
look first at the " power " factor.
Television sets are particularly sensitive to input
voltage-just as they are to aerial signal. If the
voltage is too low the valves, and hence the various
sound and vision stages, are under-run. This
means that each stage is not giving its full
efficiency. On the other hand, if the voltage is too
great all the valves-and the picture tube-are
over -run and, while under this condition they may
be working at top efficiency, they are also being
damaged, so that should the voltage eventually be
restored to its correct value neither the valves nor
the picture tube would again work at top efficiency.
Under-running shows up more in the " power "
stages than in the low -level signal stages. The line
output stage is particularly vulnerable. Low
voltage here is often revealed as low line scan.
That is, the picture is not as wide as it should be
and dark, vertical edges occur at either side of the
picture in spite of the width control being set to
its " maximum" position.
In some cases the field scan is also affected. The
picture is then also of insufficient height, this time
with the height control at maximum.
This
symptom is often accompanied by compression at
the bottom of the picture and expansion towards
INT

Fig.

11- Compression

towards the left -hand edge of a

picture can be caused by low mains voltage or by the
mains voltage selector being set to a value above that of
the mains voltage.

as

a

E 0,4X E

Nandi

the top, resulting from the user endeavouring to
increase the picture height by misadjusting the
field linearity control.
The line timebase is generally the one most
affected by power supply troubles. This is sometimes reflected into the field timebase circuits in
sets where the field oscillator is energised from the
boosted h.t. supply. When the power supply is
low, but not low enough to cause an overall
reduction in picture width, the right -hand side edge
of the picture may suffer compression. Such a
symptom is shown in Fig. 11. This happens

Fig. 12-Insufficient height may also be caused by low
mains voltage or by incorrect setting of the mains voltage
selector. The lines at the top of the picture are the display
of test pulses which are radiated by the station during
the field blanking pulses. They should not normally be
seen, since they should be hidden in the black which
separates the fields or frames.

because the line output valve is unable to deliver
full output at maximum scan amplitude, being
inhibited by the low voltage. Compression on the
left -hand edge of the picture generally signifies
different trouble such as a low emission booster
diode or misadjustment of the line drive control.
There are less frequent cases where the field scan
is the one chiefly affected by the low voltage. The
resulting symptom is shown in Fig. 12. The lines
at the top of the picture may or may not be
present. These are the display of test pulses
radiated by the authority during the field blanking
pulses. We shall deal with these later.
Other symptoms of low-power voltage include
unbalance of the various main and preset controls.
For instance, accompanying one or more of the
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When
or tube reaches this state there it not a
great deal that can be done to save it. Temporary
improvement may be noted by this time " overrunning " the heater!
Over -running does not result in better efficiency
provided the valves and the tube are free from
fault. A brand new set, for instance, would work
at full efficiency at the correct mains voltage and
would not give any better performance due to the
application of a higher mains voltage. The higher
mains voltage, however, would tend to overheat the
valves and larger components and the receiver
would deteriorate and require a new set of valves
and a new picture tube well in advance of a similar
receiver operating at the correct mains voltage.

off eventually and the emission drops sadly.
a valve

Elan c screen

Picture

Fig. 13 -One symptum of a low emission picture tube
described in the text.

as

symptoms already mentioned it may be found that
the line or field hold control is at the extreme end
of its range to secure a mediocre lock, that the
width and height controls are at maximum to get
full picture size, that the fine tuning control needs
to be at the end of its range for correct balance
of sound and vision and to clear sound from vision
and so forth.

LOW MAINS
At this juncture it must be made clear that all
the effects and symptoms mentioned could be
caused not only by the mains input voltage to the
set being low but also by low h.t. voltage within
the set itself. How, then, can one tell whether low
mains or low h.t. (which amounts to the same
thing) is responsible?
The obvious answer to this, of course, is " check
the mains voltage with an a.c. voltmeter ". This is
rather important in any case, for all sets have a
mains voltage adjustment either inside or at the
rear of the cabinet and to get the best out of the
set it is essential that this be adjusted to match
as closely as possible the mains voltage applied to
the set. Unfortunately this adjustment is not
always considered as important as it really is. This
is probably because most sets will work if they are
fairly new at almost any setting of this adjustment
without any apparent ill effect.
UNDER -RUNNING

When it is adjusted to a voltage which is below
the mains voltage applied to the set the valves,
picture tube and components are all over-run and
when set above the applied mains voltage underrunning occurs. It is not often realised that underrunning can be as harmful to the set as
This is because under- running
over-running.
starves the heaters of the valves and the picture
tube of power. The anode voltages are less
affected. This means that the valves and the tube
are called upon to supply full power when there
are insufficient electrons being emitted by the
" underheated " cathode to supply the power
requirements The effect is that the cathodes of
the valves and the tube tend to suffer premature
failure due to the anode voltages endeavouring to
draw electrons from them which are not available.
The emissive coatings on the cathodes are stripped

OVER -RUNNING

Now should it be discovered that the set is being
badly over-run some time afterwards, restoring the
mains voltage adjustment to the correct value may
give the symptoms of an under -run receiver! This
is because the valves and the picture tube have
become accustomed to the higher voltage so that
as far as the normal voltage is concerned they are
effectively low emission. The solution in this case
is either to replace the valves and tube and run at
the correct mains voltage or continue to use the
impaired components at the lower mains voltage
setting, hoping that the other parts in the set will
themselves stand up to the over -running until the
valves and picture tube are ultimately replaced. If
the damage is not too great one may prudently
decide to run the set at the correct mains adjustment, even if this now means that the reception is
a little below the original standard. The symptoms
will be comparable to those of an under -run set as
already described.
To recapitulate, therefore, a new set should very
carefully be adjusted to suit the local mains
voltage. If the mains voltage is unknown a telephone call or card to the local electricity authority
would soon provide the answer. It is not always
a good idea to take for granted the voltage marked
on the supply meter or switch gear, especially in
these days of new developments and overloaded
mains systems!
A second -hand set should be likewise adjusted.
If such a set now exhibits the symptom of under running one can conclude either that the set has
been over -run by its previous owner or that the
Setting for
best picture

Max.
sound
Zone of poor
sound and

picture

Start of
sound on

vision

"

\

Zone of sound
on vision

r

Fig. 14 -This diagram shows the best setting for the fine
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symptoms are the result of normal valve and
picture tube wear. As already intimated, the power
valves are most vulnerable to over-running, so it is
quite feasible that by replacing the h.t. rectifier, the
line output valve, the field output valve and
possibly the booster diode normal reception will be
restored at the correct voltage adjustment.
C.R.T. SYMPTOMS

Symptoms resulting from under or over running
the picture tube should also be considered. An
over-run tube will not give a better picture than a
tube correctly run but it will not live so long. An
under-run tube, on the other hand, will usually
exhibit the symptoms of low emission. This is also
a harmful condition to tube life, as we have seen.
Low -emission symptoms are lack of brightness,
poor focus, the picture tending to turn " negative "
when the contrast and brightness controls are
turned up in an endeavour to secure a brighter
picture and the picture gradually spreading out
across the screen as though the picture were water

and the screen were grease (see Fig. 13).
It should be noted here that under -running of
the tube, leading to low -emission symptoms, results
only from misadjustment of the mains voltage
selector and not from low h.t. voltage due to a fault
in the set.
In some districts the mains voltage is subject to
variations from its nominal value. depending upon
the loading conditions on the local network. Under
heavy loading conditions, particularly during cold
spells when many electric heating appliances are
suddenly switched on, the supply may drop by 10V
or even more. The effect on television receivers
is that of under- running and just how bad the
symptoms depends on the condition of the set,
on its design and on whether the circuit features
automatic compensating controls. Early sets had
no compensating circuits at all. These, then, are
wide open to mains voltage variations and wear in
the valves and the picture tube can show up in the
ways already described by a fall in voltage. There
is not a great deal that can be done about this but
if the symptoms are aggravated by excessive ageing
of the components a few replacements may be
considered worth while.
In areas where there are wide variations in
supply voltage the symptoms on certain sets can be
really bad. The use of a constant voltage transformer can certainly
Locking
help to keep the voltage
range
applied to the set con Correct /
stant irrespective of
r
setting
what happens to the
actual supply voltage.
Picture
Picture
unlocks
But as these transforunlocks
mers are expensive they
are rarely
used by
domestic viewers.
Of course the trouble
can be combated simply
Fig. 15-The correct setting
by dropping the mains
for the hold controls. Note voltage adjustment by
that on dual-standard re- the amount that the
ceivers there are separate
mains
voltage
falls.
line holds for 405 lines and
This is not a very good
625 lines.
thing to do, however,
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for there is no knowing when the voltage is going
to rise to normal and, unless the mains adjustment
is restored, over-running will result. Moreover,
continuous monitoring of the mains voltage as
applied to the set is essential for manual correction
of this kind.
Fortunately sets of more recent vintage contain
voltage and current dependent elements cleverly
arranged in circuits which tend to compensate for
normal variations in supply voltage without the
variations affecting the picture. These have been
written about in past issues of Practical Television.
ADJUSTMENTS
Even though a television receiver is connected to
a good, strong aerial signal and a mains supply the
voltage of which matches that selected on the
receiver mains adjustment it will still fail to give
the good reception that is should (assuming the set
to be free from fault) unless the main and preset
controls are adjusted correctly.
The main controls are designed for ease of adjustment and are usually located either on the front of
the set or on the side panel. These are -called
" user's controls " and include the " volume
control ", " brightness control " and /or " contrast
control ", " channel selector control " and " fine
tuning control ". Provided the preset controls are
set correctly then all the ordinary receiver adjustments can be handled by the main or user's
controls. The operation of some of the controls,
of course, is obvious. Nothing needs to be said,
for instance, about the volume control and the
channel selector.
The fine tuning control (if fitted) can sometimes
cause a query in the mind of the user. This control
should always be adjusted after the required
channel has been selected, assuming the set to be

otherwise adjusted correctly. -Adjustment should
be made for maximum sound consistent with
minimum sound interference on vision. This
interference shows up by the picture juddering in
sympathy with the sound accompaniment. So
adjusted the picture should theoretically be at the
best quality.
Unfortunately owing to minor
alignment shortcomings this may not always be the
case and the control may need a little further
adjustment to secure the very maximum of definition on the picture. It often happens that the fine
tuning control can be rotated over a fairly wide
range while maintaining good sound volume and
freedom from sound on vision. The best setting
is then just before the point where sound on vision
appears.
FINE TUNER

If the point for maximum sound volume occurs
close to or at the end of the range of the control
a small adjustment is required on the oscillator coil
corresponding to the affected channel to bring the
maximum sound point towards the centre of range
of the control. The oscillator adjustment is merely
a preset extension of the fine tuning control in
terms of adjustment, for it is the job of the fine
tuning control anyway to adjust the oscillator in the
tuner. The best point of adjustment is illustrated
in Fig. 14.
Sets with no fine tuning control on the front
usually either have a preset control at the rear or
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some other arrangement for adjusting the oscillator
of each channel separately. With some push- button
models, for instance, the tuning is adjusted by
depressing and turning the button corresponding to
the particular channel. On the Pye TV11 /U the
fine tuning control is in the form of a preset at the
rear.
BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST
Early sets often had the brightness as a main
control and the contrast as a preset. Since the
advent of automatic contrast control (i.e. vision
a.g.c.) the contrast is generally a main control and
the brightness a preset. These two controls are
nevertheless best adjusted in conjunction with each
other. With the aerial disconnected the brightness
control is turned up just until a raster (screen
illumination) appears. The aerial is then reconnected and the contrast adjusted for the best black to- white ratio as depicted on a test card. Owing
to the use of mean -level a.g.c. final adjustment is
required on the brightness control to obtain the
best overall illumination, depending upon the
nature of the picture.
The preset controls can be classified as " user's
presets " and " engineer's presets ". The former
can be adjusted by the user, while the latter are
located inside the set out of reach of the ordinary
User's presets include the " height
viewer.
control", sometimes the " width control ", sometimes the " horizontal linearity control ", the " line
hold (or lock) control " and the " field (or frame)
hold control ". All these controls are best adjusted
on a test card.
HOLD CONTROLS
The field (frame) and line hold (or lock) controls
should be adjusted first. The idea is to adjust
these controls to a point between where the picture
unlocks in one direction of rotation and where it
unlocks in the opposite direction of rotation as
shown in Fig. 15. When the correct position has
been established the height and width controls
should be adjusted so that the screen is filled by
the picture. If this is done on a test card both
vertical and horizontal non -linearity will be
revealed.
FIELD LINEARITY

Field non -linearity should be corrected first. This
(or form) preset. It will be discovered that this
control affects the height of a section of the picture
only, while the height control affects the whole of
the picture. The height and linearity controls
should be adjusted in conjunction with each other
until the picture is geometrically linear from the
top to the bottom as revealed by the squares on the
test card.
Some more recent sets have an engineer's field
preset somewhere on the printed circuit board
(usually near the field timebase valve). This should
only normally require adjustment in the event of
field timebase valve replacement. However, due to
wear in the field valves its adjustment is sometimes
advanta "eous if optimum field linearity cannot be
The
obtained with the user's preset alone.
engineer's preset is much more critical than the
user's control, and may affect the opposite side of
is achieved with the frame, field or vertical linearity
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16- Interaction between the field and line scanning
at the
coils is responsible for the wavy effects at the top and
left of this picture. A preset control is sometimes fitted on
the scanning coils to neutralise this effect.
Fig.

the picture (that is, the top, while the user's control affects the bottom).
LINE LINEARITY

Next the line linearity should come under attention. It should be noted here that not many recent
receivers feature a line or horizontal linearity
by
preset. The linearity is set during manufacture the
means of a special metallic loop beneathaffecscanning coils on the tube neck. Linearity is
ted by moving this loop in or out of the scanning
coil field. If it is pushed in too far the scanning
be
coils will overheat and the picture width will
reduced.
Both the picture width and the line linearity on
-loss
other models are adjustable by means of low
the
cores sliding in and out inductors connected toonly
line timebase circuits. These adjustments can
be made from inside the set. For line linearity,
some other models employ a small magnet pivoted
near the line linearity inductor.
Other engineer's presets include a variable
counter
resistor or capacitor on the scanning coils toscanning
interaction between the line and field
can
coils. Mutual coupling between these two coils and
cause a wavy effect towards the left -hand16.side
Adjustthe top of the picture. as shown in Fig.
ment should be made to the preset mentioned to
minimise this effect.
for
Sets with a "line drive" preset usually callwhile
the measurement of the boosted h.t. voltage being
the control, is being set, adjustment then
finalised at a specific boost voltage. If a meter is
not available, however, the control can generally
light,
be set by firs: turning it clockwise until a across
vertical line appears approximately half way
the picture, at which point the control is slowly
turned back until the line just disappears.
Finally, the lines at the top of the picture in
visible,
Fig. 12. These should not normally be between
since they occur during the black section
fields. If they do show, as in the picture, it means
either that a fault exists in the field timebase
circuits or that the field height and linearity
controls need extra special adjustment.
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122 The Bush TV99

continued.

by L. Lawry -Johns

IF

the sound is in order but nothing can be
resolved on the screen, listen for the line timebase
whistle. If this is harsh and strained remove the
top cap of the EY86. If this restores a normal
whistle, replace the EY86 which is probably internally shorted. If the whistle is quite normal and
e.h.t. is present at the EY86 top cap but the EY86
is not lighting up, the heater is probably o.c. and a
new valve is required. If the whistle is subdued or
difficult to hear at all and there is little or no life at
the EY86 top cap, check the PL81 and PY81
valves. If these are not at fault check the two series
8µF boost line capacitors. It is not necessary to use
two 8µF for a quick test. Disconnect them and
use a 0.25µF 750V (or similar) as a temporary
boost capacitor. A further word on this part of
circuit is necessary. Quite often the h.t. fuse the
both fuses may be found blown. Replacements or
hold until the line timebase warms up. If may
the
fuse(s) then fails attention is directed to the PY81
which may have impaired insulation between heater
and cathode. If a new valve is fitted, watch it
closely as it warms up. If it overheats immediately
switch off and check the 8µF capacitors.

This is what often happens: -One 81íF shorts.
This puts the other direct from the boost line to
chassis. The voltage rating of the capacitor is
severely exceeded and this then breaks down. This
virtually shorts the PY81 cathode to chassis. The
valve

becomes red hot and if the h.t. fuse has not
blown by this time a heater-cathode short .occurs
causing the heater fuse to fail. None of this applies if
the PL81 is seen to be overheated. This normally indicates that it is not receiving line drive. Although
this could be due to a fault in the PL8l itself, quite
often it is the line oscillator ECC82 just above the
compartment which is at or, of course, an associated component. Therefore first check the ECC82
if the PL81 if found to be overheating. The writer
recently encountered a rather irritating fault of
this nature. The fault only showed briefly once
every few days and then cleared itself. It eventually
turned out to be an intermittent short between the
plates of the preset line hold control TC1.
Despite this it is usually the ECC82 which is
responsible for lack of line drive and loss of line
hold.
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Fig. 5 -Sync separator and field timebase circuits.

Field (Frame) Timebase Troubles

the picture
Loss of field hold, resulting
rotating a irh the hold control at the end of its
travel; check the ECC82 (top centre) oscillator. If
necessary check the 680kí2 resistor associated with
the control and pin 7 of the ECC82. The ECC82 is
often responsible for complete loss of field operation which manifests itself in a bright horizontal
white line across the centre of the tube. If the
ECC82 is nor at fault check the PL84 and associated components.
in

Bottom Compression

The PL84 is most often responsible for this
fault and the sometimes resulting foldover. If the
PL84 has been passing too much current its bias
resistor R126 may be found charred and of changed
value. If left in this condition à new PL84 may not
work under the proper conditions of bias, may thus
present a distorted raster and may quickly fail. The
electrolytic capacitor across this resistor C114
(500yF) can become open circuit resulting in severe
loss of height particularly at the lower part of the
scan. It is a simple matter to bridge another (test
capacitor) across it to check this however.
An even loss of height-equal top and bottom, if
not due to a maladjusted height control, may well
be due to R117 (1Mfl) from the boost line to the
height control chancing value. Uneaual field scanning, if not due to any of the above items. may well
be due to a faulty component in the linearity network and C111 and C112 should be checked both
for leakage and correct capacity.

Weak Picture
If it is found that the displayed picture lacks
contrast and is inclined to be ' milky" although
there is ample reserve of brilliance, attention should
be directed to the video amplifier stage in general
and the PCF80 V205 in particular. Replacement of
the valve may well restore normal conditions. If it
doesn't and particularly if the sync is poor, the
resistors of the video stage should be checked. R235
does change value resulting in excessive biasa
voltage across R237. This results not only in
weak picture but more severe clipping of the sync
pulses. The fault is not necessarily in the PCF80
circuit however, and the 0A70 detector diode
(CD201) may well be found at fault. Check the i.f.
stages if necessary although these are less likely to
cause trouble.
The Sound Stages
The sound i.f. valve V207 (EBF89) also functions

as the sound circuit detector and a.g.c. clamp. V206
(EB91) functions as the sound and vision noise
limiter whilst V208 (PCL82) is the audio and out-

put. Severe hum is often caused by impaired
heater-cathode insulation in the F.B91. and this is
easily checked by breaking the heater circuit further
up, removing V204 for example and quickly
replacing so as not to impose too much strain on
the other heaters. Most distortion troubles originate
in the V208 stage and if the PCL82 is not responsible a thorough check on associated components
should quickly reveal the cause. If the distortion
lessens when the contrast is reduced or a weaker
signal is received, check R249 which may be high.
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C264
241

R245

C257

6- Underchassis layout of sound receiver.

Hum and Picture Distortion
It was mentioned above that hum should direct
attention to the heater -cathode insulation of the
sound valves. Quite often however, the valves are
not at fault and the trouble is likely then to be due
to an open circuited electrolytic capacitor. This can
not only affect the sound but also the displayed
picture which may appear curved, irregularly
shaded and of extremely weak sync- almost impossible to lock vertically or horizontally.
R.F. Sensitivity
A pair of sockets on the lower left side of the i.f.

unit provides a means of presetting the degree of
sensitivity required for each programme. The D
(distant) socket is to be used in areas of low signal
where the highest gain is required. Sound on
vision and vision on sound may be experienced if
this socket is used in areas where the signal is
higher. The relevant plug should be inserted in the
L (local) socket where there is any sign of cross
modulation. In very weak signal areas insert the
relevant plug in the F (fringe) socket. This cuts
out the a.g.c. from the tuner completely and should
not be used in service areas.
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Field Circuits Analysed
By W. Jones
WRILE few television circuits so visibly
indicate even the slightest of faults as the
field timebase and amplifier they often
require much time-consuming component isolation
and testing to effect a cure.
Particularly is this true of printed circuit panels
and where faults such as bad linearity, insufficient
height, " creep " or weak sync lock produces no
complementary voltage change in the circuit and
where any resistance checks are covered by
necessitating complete
components
ancillary
isolation.

Determine each Sub -section
In such instances the prime object, once valves
have been eliminated, is to determine the
functioning and complement of each sub -section
and narrow down the area to be investigated. For
instance, in 3 typical modern field circuit as shown
in Fig. I there can be up to 30 components or
more, but if it is mentally broken up into the four
sub -sections of sync feed, generator, amplifier and
negative feedback loop(s) it becomes a much less
formidable problem.
This is not always easy to do with certainty but
if a few guiding rules are observed it will reduce
the time spent in subsequent component testing.
First of all it must be appreciated that modern
field circuits take one of two forms, either (a)
using two triodes as the sawtooth generator feeding
a pentode power amplifier or (b) using a triode-

rfw

,Y

N

1- Typical modern triode-pentode field generator and
output circuit (Sobel!, McMichael). For rapid fault diagnoof the
Fig.

sis and minimum component checking, identification
four sub-circuits, sync feed, generator, amplifier and
linearity loops is essential.

pentode only where the pentode section functions
as half of the multivibrator pair as well as the
power amplifier.
Secondly, when separate triodes are used as the
sawtooth voltage generator they can be coupled
together to give the required oscillation in two
different ways: (a) via a pair of cross -connected
capacitors from each anode to the other's grid or
(b) via a common not fully decoupled cathode
resistor.
In practice both systems are used but in the
capacitive cross triode- pentode arrangement
coupling is always employed as the negative
feedback engendered by the incompletely bypassed
cathode resistor would alone be prohibitive.
Blocking transformer circuits are now completely
superseded by these multivibrator systems.
Although details will vary from make to make
the basic design of the two systems must follow
those shown in Fig. 2, although when only one
triode in conjunction with the output pentode is
used the primary of the field output transformer
takes over the function of the anode load resistor
and the pentode would be separately biased by an
individual cathode resistor.

Failure of Oscillation
Complete failure of oscillation in such circuits

is usually due to defective feedback capacitors,
leaky or o /c, and in case of example (a) only can

also be due to a short -circuited cathode resistor
preventing inter -valve coupling.
Incorrect running speed is most often caused by
a material value change in the bias supply

components, while insufficient height is nearly
always caused by inadequate anode voltage due to
a rise in the value of the small wattage h.t. feed
resistors.
In example ;a) there is a removable shorting link
across one of the anode feed resistors to compensate for height variations brought about by valve
and component chsnges and this refinement will be
found in many different models.
an
In many dual -standard models there is for
arrangetnen, for keeping the height " spot -onto" the
each system by varying the boost h.t. voltage
field oscillator triode so that field " hold" settings
In many
will be unaffected on change -over.
by
Ferguson models this is simply executedboost
switching in a I.5Mfl resistor from the
supply point to chassis when on 625, the additional
load just lowering the available voltage so that
height is exactly the same as on 405.
Practically all field output stages follow convenmust
tional pentode amplifier practice but mentionmodels
be made of the circuit used in many Decca
where instead of the usual step -down transformer
feeding low- impedance scan coils we have a step -up
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auto- transformer feeding highHT.+
Boost Htf
impedance scan coils.
The arrangement is shown In
Fig. 3 and it will be apparent that
Fld
Shertingl
link
there is a 400!2 decoupling resistor and 100,äF decoupling capaci2M0
une hcl
tor common to both anode and
0 yF I- p¡eid
G2 and with a particularly
v
simple linearity and field form
0OO,yF
system.
These linearity systems vary so
widely in current design that it is
.difficult to generalise but in the
main they usually incorporate
two
inter-connected
feedback
loops, one to adjust the overall
linearity and one to adjust the
raster top. Even the two grid
resistors in the Fig. 3 Decca circuit, which ostensibly only vary
Fig. 2 -The two types of field multi -vibrator circuits used in modern receivers,
the input resistance of the PCL(a) using both capacitive and common cathode resistor coupling, (b)
using
85, change linearity by determinpurely capacitive coupling.
ing the percentage of negative
feedback developed across the
valve grid circuit.
While VDRs are now widely used to stabilise
Within wide limits varying input resistance
height (by maintaining oscillator voltage constant)
produces little effect on low- frequency signals but
and
to eliminate high flyback transformer voltages
as input impedance is increased a larger proportion
(by shunting the primary), all being previously
of the fed -back waveform develops across it.
outlined in these columns, the inclusion of
However, they can invariably be recognised by
miniature thermistors in series with the scan coils
their anode -to -grid configuration, but when not
to stabilise the overall winding resistance is now
functioning correctly their circuit capacitors rather
practically universal.
than their resistors should be the first suspects,
Similarly all makes incorporate means for
since the latter are never current carriers and
blanking out the field flyback retrace should
therefore seidom materially change in value.
be set too high by the viewer and is
The slightest leak in a feedback capacitor, even brilliance
usually accomplished by coupling a medium sized
if it does not affect the valve bias, will completely
capacitor from a suitable take -off point on the scan
ruin the characteristics of the loop by shunting the
coils to the first grid on the tube.
reactance of the faulty capacitor with a resistance
This first grid, whose d.c. potential is determined
equal. to its reduced insulation value.
by the brilliance control setting, then receives a
strong negative pulse on flyback to completely
blank out the beam during the retrace. Such a
H.Tt
circuit, taken from a modern GEC range of
receivers, is shown in Fig. 4.

l&tnaniesta,nwtilln

.

Diversion in Sync Feed
Field

Now while there are only really three basic valve
arrangements and twó differing output stages in
common usage, with some variety in linearising
circuitry, there is great diversification in the sync

0.01yj7

form

250k0
Field
osc

0.1y,F

0.2yF

i00kn

22kí
1501<R

05yF

3-

Fig.
Unusual field output circuit used in many Decca
dual- standard receivers. Scan -coils are directly connected
to auto- transformer TI via thermistor, while 40052
decoupling resistor feeds both anode and screen of pentode.

feed system".
These range from simple series RC combinations, through biased limiter diodes (many makes)
and triode pulse shapers (Bush), to the grounded
grid triode pulse amplifiers used in many dual standard RGD, K -B and Regentone receivers.
However, first let us reconsider field timebase
locking pulses and why more care and ingenuity
must be devoted to them than their corresponding
line sync pulses.
As seen in Fig. 5, line sync pulses are fed
through a differentiator which gives an output
waveform approximating to the ideal, having zn
almost vertical, sharply defined leading edge.
In contrast the much longer field pulses must be
fed to an integrator to separate them from the line
pulses. and as each succeed'ne 40uSec. pulse
charges up the capacitor (discharging fractionally
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we get
during the 10,ItSec interval between pulses) across
the usual slowly rising serrated waveform
ideal
the capacitor to trip the timebase. A far from
shape.

Differentiator Incorporated

In an effort to sharpen up the leading edge some
designers incorporate a differentiator or other pulse
and,
shaping circuit additional to the integrator
can make
while these often prove very effective, read"
the
it difficult for the service engineer to "
unless
function of the various components involved
they are individually itemised.
that
In such circumstances it is best to assume
the sync
all precise valued picofarad capacitors in
Furthermore,
feed circuit are so employed.
wavedesigners aim to make the rising integrated
the third
form trip the field timebase no later than
tends to
or fourth pulse before the serrated edge
occurs
flatten off, otherwise if timebase firing
the voltage
towards the end of the eight -pulse trainbecomes
so
difference between successive pulses
fired at
small that succeeding frames can beresulting in
different points along the serrated edge,
vertical " jitter " or " bounce ".

4-

Typical field flyback suppressor (GEC). On flyback
the
negative pulse developed across C2 is fed via C3 to
THI
tube grid and blanks out the re- trace. Thermistor
of the
reduces in value as heat increases the resistance
returned
scan coil windings thus maintaining height. R7 is
to the mains side of the mains switch to reduce duration
Fig.
a

of the "switch -off spot ".
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wept-

have a good timebase triggering
Fig. 5 -Line sync pulses after differentiation
(essential for separation) have
integration
after
pulses
sync
Field
waveform.
by the 40p,Sec charge.10p.Sec dison inferior slowly rising front produced
by this waveform disparity are
charge 8 pulse train. The difficulties imposed
supply systems shown in Fig. 6.
reflected in the more complex field sync
Sync see.
enOtle

ó,ep.
d.
ty,5

PC

000
of

puse
pera

200uF

I1
Field
200F

end output
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(b)

(c)

sync feed systems, a biased diode
Fig. 6 -Three completely contrasting field
value), (b) capacitive
limiter (conducting when pulses exceed pre- determined-grid triode field pulse
with two series RC pulse shaper circuits, (c) grounded
amplifier shaper.
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Sometimes it is advisable to
timebase
field
protect the
from firing too early due to
line pulse pips " or bursts of
interference near the end of the
scan precipitating the action. To
this end many designs incorporate a miniature rectifier in series
with the pulse supply to the field
generator and which only conducts when the amplitude of the
pulse exceeds a predetermined
figure. This voltage level is indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 5,
so that even although the first
one or two field pulses fail to
completely clear it this bias line
eliminates all voltage peaks below
this level and the timebase
operates then solely on the rising
serrations above.
A typical example is shown in
Fig. 6a, used in many Decca
models and where the so- called
limiter diode is biased by the two
fixed potentiometers R1 -3 and
R2 -4 which hold the diode anode
slightly less positive than its
cathode, thus holding it non -conductive till the rising level of

pulse outline drives the cathode
voltage less than its anode voltage
and passes the pulse. The very
slight fraction of a volt positive
bias applied to the anode of the
diode and thus also to the triode
grid is well outweighed by the
negative bias developed
3V
across its cathode resistor, so
the triode is always correctly
biased.

-continued on page 266

ONE of the most difficult aspects of transistor
receiver design is the provision of an adequate
a.g.c. system that doesn't unduly load the
detector circuit yet keeps output reasonably constant over a wide range of input levels.
The difficulties are entirely due to the characteristics of these semi -conductors, for unlike valves,
transistors are (a) current operated and therefore
require power to vary their gain, and (b) have an
input and output impedance which varies with
changes in their biasing, so that mistuning
effects can occur at the extremes of amplification.
In all types of valve receiver, we are accustomed
to a negative voltage, derived from the detector or
separate diode, varying in amplitude with the
strength of the signal and being fed to the i.f. and
f.c. valves, as a controlling force.
Such a voltage application imposes no
on
the producing diode since no current is loading
consumed,
and its variation of the valves amplification factor
right up to maximum is free of any significant mistuning or damping effect except at the highest TV
frequencies.
Even then, the inclusion of a small value unbypassed resistor in the cathode lead will completely
nullify this mis- tuning effect, and such an arrangement is now standard TV practice.

In practice, although both of these systems are
in current use, the former is by far the most

popular for radio receivers.
Fig. 1 also illustrates how this " reverse bias
applied to a typical p -n -p common -emitter " i.f.is
amplifier as used in the vast majority of receivers,
and with the necessary positive -going control
voltage from the diode detector.
As the amplitude of the received signal increases,
so does the rectified positive e.m.f. from the diode,
to bias back or reduce the applied negative bias
given to the base by the base feed resistor. The
25
20
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Fig. 2-Basic circuit for varying transistor gain
by varying
collector voltage. High value resistor must be included
in
collector (or emitter) lead so that negative -going
a.g.c.
voltage increasing emitter current develops o large voltage
across it to reduce the actual emitter potential. Mainly
used
in transistor TV's, the a.g.c. source is often
seperately
amplified. Graph shows transistor gain with variations
of

Varied Gain

The gain of a transistor can be varied in two
quite different ways.
(1) By varying the emitter current while
keeping collector voltage constant as shown
in Fig. 1 (reverse a.g.c.).
(2) By varying the collector voltage as depicted
in Fig. 2 (forward a.g.c.).

00 i
I fmA)

V..

base /emitter voltage then goes less negative, thereby reducing emitter current and thus gain.
To vary transistor gain by varying emitter
voltage, Fig. 2, and with the same p -n -p transistor,
demands that the collector be fed with a series
resistor of quite high value and that the control
voltage is negative -going.
Reception of a strong signal developing a large
negative d.c. bias at the transistor base tends to
increase emitter current, but the resulting heavy
IR drop across this collector resistance then
reduces collector voltage and thus the transistors
gain.

9an9

ACìC in

Fig. 1 -Typica circuit for varying transistor gain by varying its emitter current as used in most modern receivers.
The graph shows gain variation with I,, variation.
With
usual p -n -p. transistors, a.g.c. voltage must be positive
going. The slight negative voltage developed across
R4-5
aids Di rectifying action by giving it a slight forward bias.

Reverse a.g.c.

Reverse a.g.c. is most popular since it produces
less impedance variation in the transistor than does
forward a.g.c., while the absence of the high
resistor in the collector feed permits operation value
from
a

lower voltage supply.
Of course, many transistors
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By G. R. WILDING
reverse bias have a small value resistor in the
collector lead, but in such instances it is purely for
decoupling or " overload diode " purposes, and will
not materially affect the collector voltage as the
a.g.c. bias varies.
These " overload diodes " augment the action of
the single stage a.g.c. by conducting on very strong
signals and shunting the dynamic resistance of the
tuned circuit with their own low forward resistance
plus that of a low value limiting resistor. A typical
example is shown in Fig. 3.
Positive -going a.g.c.

Under average -signal conditions the voltage at
the anode of Dl is slightly more negative than its
cathode so that it is non -conducting. However, on
receiving a very strong signal the positive -going
a.g.c. voltage decreases the normal Tr2 collector
current and thus also the slight voltage drop across
its collector decoupling resistor.

circuit. Biased to
the point of max I, curvature, Tr2 performs signal rectification, a.f amplification and also supplies a.g.c. control
to if. amplifier Trl. As increasing input decreases Tr2
collector voltage, TrI bias falls, thus reducing its emitter
current and gain.
Fig. 4-STC (Regentone, KB, RGD) a.g.c.

This raises the Tr2 collector potential to a more
negative value and thus also the cathode of the
tube. The diode then conducts and acts as a load
across the Ti transformer primary, greatly reducing
gain and any possibility of overloading later stages.
Although most manufacturers use a conventional
germanium diode for this purpose, some current
designs now use a transistor but connected as a
diode. In the RC2 chassis used in many STC

S -Dual a.g.c. circuit (Sony) using "reverse bias" to
Tr2 which then automatically "forward biases" Trl. As
negative -going a.g.c. voltages reduces Tr2 collector current
and thus its gain, the resulting reduced voltage drop across
R6 increases Trl base current. This produces increased Trl
emitter current through the high value emitter resistor R3
and develops a big voltage drop across it, thereby reducing
the effective collector /emitter PD and thus the transistor
gain. Note that by using n.p.n. transistors, polarity o,
a.g.c. voltage must be reversed to that of conventions.
British p-n -p. systems.

Fig.

3-

Overload diode circuit as used in many Alba
receivers. Normally TRI collector voltage exceeds TRI
collector voltage so that DI fails to conduct. However if a
large positive -going a.g.c. voltage reduces Tr2 collector
current sufficiently, Tr2 collector voltage will rise above
that of Trl the diode will conduct and shunt the primary of
TI with its low forward resistance plus that of the 68 -S2
series resistor. In this way, overloading on very strong
signals is prevented.
Fig.

receivers, (RGD, KB, Regentone) for instance, a
Y159 transistor is used with its collector and base
replacing the anode and cathode of the rectifier,
and with its emitter terminal left unconnected.
Similarly, although the great majority of circuits
use a miniature diode for providing detection_ and
a.g.c. there is a growing tendency to use an r.f.
type of transistor which additionally provides
a.f. amplification.
This type of transistor is biased to a point of
greatest curvature on its characteristic so that it
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functions rather like a valve " anode-bend " detector. A typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 4, and
it will be seen that the base of the controlled i.f.
amplifier AF117 is fed from the collector circuit of
the 0070 detector.
The stronger the received signal, due to working
on this point, the lower the 0070 collector potential and thereby also the lower the AF117 base
voltage. This results in reduced AF117 emitter
current causing reduced gain.
Dual Control

Although practically all transistor radios employ
only one a.g.c. controlled stage, a few imported
makes (such as Sony, for instance), control both
the frequency -changer and the i.f. amplifier by a
dual system which imposes no extra loading on the
detector a.g.c. diode.
This is accomplished by having a fairly conventional "reverse bias " a.g.c. feed to the i.f. amplifier,
and by including a 10kí2 resistor in its collector
lead to which is connected the 10kí2 base feed
resistor of the frequency -changer.
Further, the emitter resistor of the f.c. transistor
is 15kí2 instead of the usual 68052 3.9kí1. Thus as
increasing a.g.c. voltage lowers the collector current
of the i.f. amplifier and thereby the voltage dropped
across its collector feed resistor, base current to
the frequency -changer rises. This then causes a
heavy IR drop across its 15k52 emitter resistor.
which reduces the emitter /collector p.d. and also
its gain.

-

D.C. Ampll(l.r
Somewhat similar systems are also used in all transistor TV receivers to increase the dynamic
range of a.g.c. control. Generally, however, transistor TV a.g.c. circuits closely follow those of radio
receiver design, but with the addition of an 0071
d.c. amplifier interposed between the vision detector and the controlled stages to boost the a.g.c.
voltage range.
Even then, the a.g.c. control is applied to only
the first of the four vision i.f. stages in the Pye
models, and to only the first two transistors in the
Ferguson 5 -stage i.f. vision strip.
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FAULTY RESISTORS

-continued from page
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low " resistor business we would

mention the
sound circuit noise limiter load resistor, which can
have a value of from 1M11-10Mí2 and which
habitually goes high, causing severe distortion,
more especially on strong signals. The anode load
100142- 330kí2 of the audio amplifier, say to pin 1
of a PCL83 or ECL80, which again goes high,
causing severe loss of volume, and the output
valve (say pin
PCL83) cathode resistor, which
is often damaged and falls in value. This causes a
new valve to pass excessive current and distortion
again develops before the valve is ruined. We
quote a PCL83 because this is where the trouble
occurs most often. A PCL82 is also liable to this
sort of cathode bias trouble, the cathode pin here
being pin 2.
Thus a few examples of how resistors
misbehave. Heaven help us when those tiny
resistors found in small transistor radios find their
way into TV receivers. You know the ones we
mean -bend the printed panel and all the
resistors part company with their wire ends!

7-

FIELD CIRCUITS ANALYSED

-continued from page
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System (b) in the same illustration shows a
conventional capacitive feed to the field oscillator
but augmented by two RC pulse- shaping pairs
designed to sharpen the rising integrated waveform.
System (c) depicts the more complicated cathode
driven field pulse amplifier /shaper used in many
STC receivers. The d.c. level at the anode of the
sync separator (not shown) is maintained right
through to the cathode of the triode by a resistive
network and, with the grid grounded, there is no
input /output phase change.
Although these three particular examples are so
very different in approach, and there are many
other types and variations, they each bring field
locking to the same standard as is afforded by the
more acceptable peaky line sync pulses.

"LAYING THE GHOST"
by G. W. Nixon
Page 202 February 1966, P.TV. Fig. 1 illustrated
a television receiver screen with a direct signal
trace (a) and indirect signal trace (b). The period
of lagging was indicated by " w", but this was un-

fortunately indicated incorrectly on the sketch.
The corrected sketch is reproduced on the right.
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MEET THE SETMAKERS
PART

2:

SPECIFYING A NEW RECEIVER

LAST month we left our TV -to -be as a small
dot on a large chart hanging on the wall of
the sales manager's office. Since then nothing
has happened of commercial importance to cause
any change of plans, but the time is fast approaching when our sales manager will have to decide
exactly what he wants, and then set the wheels in
motion to get it designed and produced by a certain
date. We can picture him sitting brooding at his
desk, meanwhile hoping that his phone will not
ring yet again to disturb his concentration, and that
his secretary will soon bring in his mid -morning
cup of coffee.
If we look over his shoulder we can see that this
all important chart shows his type programme for
two or three years ahead. In other words, it lists
all the different models of TV that he is going to
need, and the dates on which they should go into
production. Furthermore, there is not merely one

a

Range

black dot that has to be specified in the very near
future, but ten, and these are spread over a period
of a very few months.
The problem our sales manager has to face is not
simply to specify a particular new model of TV,
but a complete range of models to cater for a whole
season's sales programme. Each model does not

WESTLAND

exist on its own, but forms part of an overall pattern
tailored to suit the anticipated market. Why is a
complete new range of models needed, and how
does our sales manager set about tackling a problem
that the average man -in- the -street could only
boggle at?
Some Commercial Facts of Life

Our sales manager, of course, is a true professional and, as we mentioned last month, he has a
range of specialist services at his command to
reinforce his years of experience at the game.
Indeed he has only to lift the telephone, and within
a few hours his in -tray will be so full of statistics
that he can only get through them all by taking
them home to read in the evening.
Let us leave out the statistics, which would be
out of date by the time you read them, anyway, and
list the basic facts of life that determine what
models will be produced, and the limitations that
have to be borne in mind.
Why New Models?

Choosing

P.

The great British public have decreed that the
setmaking industry shall, in general, bring out a
complete new range of models every year. They
have proved this to us time and again by refusing to
buy in adequate quantity any models that have
been available in the shops for more than about a
year. There are exceptions, of course, and sometimes a model that proves particularly popular may
continue in production for two years, but this is
all in the luck of the game and can very'seldom he
planned in advance. It is a bold man that will ha_I
his horse to the limit.
Nowadays most consumer goods are of adequate
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quality for their price range, and represent good
value for money. The public therefore choose their
goods very largely on the basis of appearance.
Obviously a new model of TV that has just been
launched on the market will attract a great deal
more attention than an equally good model that has
been hanging around in the shops for the past year.
It is this state of affairs that has largely been responsible for the annual facelift. It can only be
altered by very determined action on the part of the
public or the setmakers, and it seems almost inevitable that the process will continue.
How Many New Models?

Even a cursory look at the Earls Court Radio
Show will reveal that the countless different brands
of TV are, in fact, produced by about half a dozen
big setmakers. Each firm will have an average three
or four brand names, with correspondingly different
styling presentation. The chassis will be common to
each brand, and considerabe ingenuity is displayed
in making the same type of cabinet shell and control
panel look different by using different colours,
qualities and trim. This gives the public a bigger
range of models to choose from, and a better chance
of finding something to their liking amongst a range
of prices.
The main parent brand might well comprise a
range of cheap rental standard, and de luxe 19in.
models, with rental and standard 23in. models.
This leaves a total of five more models to be shared
between two subsidiary brands. Say two 19in. and
one 23in. for one brand, and one 19in. and one
23in. for the other. This makes our total of ten.
It is quite possible, of course, that at the last
minute one or more of our big customers will come
to us and place an order for some thousands of
receivers, with styling presentations of their own
choice, to be marketed under their own trade
names. Our factory will then have to grit their
teeth and achieve the almost impossible task of
producing extra new types with quite inadequate
notice.

Competition
The TV market in this country is to all intents
and purposes saturated. In other words there are
very few customers who do not already own a television receiver, apart from newlyweds. We call this
market a " replacement market ", and the annual
figures of receivers sold by the setmakers are of the
order of 1.8 million. Clearly this market can only
be increased significantly by persuading households
to have two TV's each, just as the car makers have
been busy promoting two-car households.
This large demand has caused very intense competition to develop, and the smaller setmakers have
long since been swallowed up. The competition is
so keen that a price war has been in operation .`òr
long time. Regardless of what the cynics may say,
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the profit margins for setmakers are so slim that it
is surprising that firms continue to invest large
sums of capital for so small a return. The public
really does get good value for money, and if you
doubt this statement compare the pre -war and early
post war prices of TV's with the current ones,
bearing in mind the general rise of prices on virtually all other goods.
This statement is not just a neat piece of free
advertising for the setmakers (at Practical
Television's expense!) but has been made to
emphasise the vital importance of costs in every
aspect of specifying a new TV. It crops up at
every stage and in every process of design and production, and also in the whole sales and service
operation.
Rental

Nearly two thirds of all TV disposals in this
country are through some form of rental organisation. Probably one third are disposed of by the
few large rental companies; one third are rented out
by ordinary radio dealers, and the final third are
sold outright-also by dealers.
The big rental companies buy in such large
quantities that price is of the essence, and all product planning is aimed at the lowest possible cost,
as we mentioned earlier.
The Theory of Momentum

If you put yourself in the place of a sales
manager you may well ask how you can possibly
take the responsibility of ordering some hundreds
of thousands of television receivers every year.
Supposing they don't sell? What do you do with
enormous stocks of unsold TV's worth several
million pounds?
The answer is that every business has built into
it a
wonderful priceless asset-momentum.
Industries selling luxury goods, or goods dependent
upon the weather, have uncertain momentum. The
basic food industries have almost infinite momentum. (Eating must go on.) Somewhere in between
come the setmakers. Providing they turn out a
product that is up to standard and competitive in
price, their highly geared sales organisation will be
able to maintain their share of the market: at least
more or less.
If stocks begin to become embarrassing, then a
" flog -off " operation can be carried out to selected
big buyers at special low prices. True, a loss is
made, but the play goes on.
Planning

We are now nearly at the end of our exploration
of the basic commercial background. The last item
to cover is planning. The first point to make is that
it takes nearly a year to turn the sales manager's
dot into mass produced receivers ready and waiing
in the stores. This means that he must begin to
plan a new season's range of models before he has
gained any experience of how the current season's
models are selling. He could hardly have a worse
handicap-unless, perhaps, he sold cars instead.
They take about three to five years to get into

production!
Another important point is that you cannot start
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producing ten new models simultaneously. Most
factories will be reluctant to start more than two or
three in any given month, so the new programme
has to be spread over several months. The peak
selling season starts in about August and continues
until Christmas, so substantial stocks of all ten
models must be built up by mid- summer. In order
to do this the first new model must start production
early in the year.
We now see that the new range has to be specified nearly a year and a half before it is launched
on the market. We can also see that it is not
possible to cater for everyone's tastes by producing
a large range of models, because it would cause too
much dislocation in the factory.
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resulting financial turnover on the other.
The unit cost is largely outside his direct control
because it depends upon the design of the receiver,
the efficiency of the factory and the number of
receivers amongst which the factory overheads and
tooling costs, etc., have to be shared. Obviously
the bigger the production the lower the unit costs
will be. Similarly bigger sales can result in lower
se :ink costs per receiver. The combination of these
two effects means that a comparatively small change
of production and sales can cause a disproportionately large effect on the profits or losses.
Design Department

Having put his own selling house in order the
manager must now turn to the design
department to state his requirements and seek
advice how best to implement his decisions. At
this stage he will probably have informal discussions with the chief. engineer, perhaps over the
lunch table in the staff canteen if they both work in
the same building, to settle some of the basic
issues: How to reduce costs, how to improve the
styling, how to get better performance.
After discussions with his staff and the results of
detailed design studies about various aspects of a
possible new design have been obtained the chief
engineer is able to clear up a number of basic
issues before proceeding to further discussions
about detailed requirements. He will tell the sales
manager that slimmer cabinets can only be used
with the existing chassis at a greater cost because a
bigger back cover will be needed, together with
various e':tra metal brackets. Perhaps a longer
cabinet will be needed, too, in order to house the
chassis and tuners within the contours of an
acceptable back cover.
Secondly, he will say, his engineers have devised
new circuitry which will give the same or better
performance at lower cost. Probably new types of
valves or transistors have become available which
have made this improvement possible.
His next point is that c.r.t.s have been released
by the manufacturers for operation at higher
values of e.h.t. and this will enable customers to
have brighter pictures with better focusing. It
means, of course, that the frame and line timebases
will have to be redesigned.
sales

Beginning

a

Spec

The basic facts of life that we have just been
discussing have long since become an instinctive
part of our sales manager's know -how. These,
together with many other factors, form merely a
base upon which to build up an appreciation of
what our detailed requirements for next season are
going to be. For instance, estimates will have to be
prepared of the number and type of receivers that
are likely to be in stock at that time; and the total
anticipated sales, broken down into types and
brands. From this it will be possible to decide in
which order existing models should be replaced,
and the quantities that should be ordered from the
factory of each new type.
Let us assume that all this homework has been
done, subject to revision from time to time, and
return to our brooding sales manager. In our
absence he has arrived at several basic conclusions
regarding the new models, and these can be listed
as follows:
(1) Costs must be reduced because the competition is becoming ever more keen, and the already
small pr: fit margins are in danger of melting away.
(2) The television receiver cabinets must be
made slimmer from front to back in keeping with
current trends.
(3) The styling presentation must be made more
attractive, and must provide more impact when
seen in a dealer's shop window.
(4) There must be a wider range of styling in
order to give the public more freedom of choice.
(5) The possibility of improving the technical
performance must be assessed, together with the
engineering implications of the previous four items.
A decision must be made whether the current
chassis can or should, be retained, or whether a
completely new one should be commissioned.
Firstly costs. These fall into two categories
selling costs and unit cost. The selling operation is
under the direct control of the sales manager, and
it is up to him to strike a nice balance between the
expense of a large staff and extensive advertising on
the one hand, and the number of sales and the

-

Retooling
All three points make it clear that the existing
chassis simply will not do. A new one must be
commissioned. The factory will not be pleased
about this because a change of chassis means
extensive retooling, a complete reorganisation of
their assembly shop and a consequent loss of
production. However, there is no choice in the
matter.
The next question to be asked concerns the chief
engineer again. Has he enough design effort to
produce a complete new design in time for it to
enter production by the required date? In practice,
of course, this question does not come out of the
blue. There is close co-operation between the
sales and design departments and the design work
load is carefully co- ordinated to ensure that effort
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is available at the appropriate time to tackle major

new projects that can generally be foreseen in
outline well in advance.
As a result of this careful planning the chief
engineer is able to say yes and so the new requirement is established. The sales manager feels a lot
happier. He can have a new basic design and
within strictly controlled limits he can have what
he wants. But what does he want? So far he has
only discussed generalities about reduced cost and
improved styling and performance.
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higher level of e.h.t.? Can push- button tuners be
specified for both v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands? How
about a.f.c.: can this be incorporated, too?
These and many other questions will be asked
of the electrical engineers and often it will be
necessary to carry out further design studies before
a clear -cut answer can be given about the practicability and cost implications of the various matters
raised. Whilst the design studies and costings are
being carried out we will move on to questions of
mechanical design. What issues arise here?
The Mechanical Design
The sales manager and his staff will have a series

Down to Details
Now that the sales manager has been given the
go-ahead, numerous further discussions between
the sales and design departments will take place
in order to settle the electrical and mechanical
requirements of the new chassis and the styling
brief for the range of models in general and each
individual model in particular. All three aspects
of the design are interdependent, especially the
mechanical design and the styling presentations,
but we will take a look at each in turn in order to
simplify things.
'

The Electrical Performance
As we commented in Part 1 there is a considerable interchange of information between dealers
and the sales department. From this it is known

that the new receiver should have slightly better
sound and vision sensitivities to improve the performance in fringe areas. An out-and -out fringe
area model cannot be specified because the resulting
design would be too expensive and, anyway, only a

mere handful of potential customers would ever
need to use the extra performance. As in all
engineering enterprises a compromise has to be
reached.
The better vision sensitivity means that the
synchronising performance will have to be
improved, too. Extra gain is of no use if the frame
slips or the line tears. The electrical engineers arc
beginning to see all sorts of implications from the
sales manager's simple request!
More sound gain implies that the sound interference limiter will have to be made more effective,
too. How about the audio bandwidth? Will this
have to be reduced to lessen the amount of hiss
when the receiver is working at full gain? Or dczs
the sales department want a tone control? This
question is immediately countered by another:
How much would it cost?
And so it goes on. Dealers have complained of
rings on the picture on current models and these
must be eliminated on the new one. Other dealers
have asked for a vision interference limiter: how
much would it cost? Again, the current chassis
has an unnecessarily high sound output. How
much can be saved by reducing it to a sensible
level? How much extra will it cost to provide the

of discussions with the mechanical designers along
the same lines as we have just been discussing. Just
how all these discussions are arranged will depend
upon the particular organisation of our hypothetical
set maker. In some cases a series of large -scale
general meetings will be arranged, whilst in others
it will be a simple man -to-man discussion. In
either event the process is basically the same.
The sales department will tell the chief
mechanical designer that they want a receiver with
a slimmer cabinet, perhaps one that is less tall. and
in response to dealers' requests the ease of servicing
must be improved. The designer replies that the
minimum overall front -to-back dimension of the
receiver is governed completely by the size of the
c.r.t. and a slimmer cabinet means using a deeper
back cover. Is this acceptable? The height of the
cabinet is controlled by the size of the c.r.t. and
the minimum clearance that the factory needs in
order to be able to assemble the tube into the
cabinet under high -speed mass production conditions.
With regard to ease of servicing he will initiate
a mechanical design study to see if chassis hingeing
is the answer or whether there is a better solution
to the problem.
The sales people may then go on to say that on
each model the speaker and all customer controls
will be on the front of the receiver and that none
of these items will be needed mounted on the side.
The designer breathes a sigh of relief. Here is one
hurdle crossed anyway. One less permutation to
cater for.
He breathed too soon. They then mention that
in order to give customers a wide range of styles
to choose from they will be asking the styling
department to cater for implosion safe tubes in'
some models, push- through bull's eye presentations
in others and masked tubes in the remainder.
A slightly acrimonious discussion follows. " Can't
we standardise on one basic type of presentation?"
pleads the designer. " What are the factory going
to say when I tell them about all the different
mechanical arrangements that will have to pass
down the same assembly lines? Think of the costs
caused by factory dislocation on the one hand and
the extra tooling cost on the other ". Finally a
compromise is reached. No masked presentations
will be called for.
Other details follow. Tuner push- button travel
and pressure must not be too great and agreement
is reached on speaker sizes. When the main details
are settled the sales people move on to the styling
department and the process begins all over again.
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on the promise that styling sketches or provisional
styling models will be produced to form the basis
of future discussion and choice.
The Final Specification
When all the discussions are complete and agreement has been hammered out on all outstanding
points the final decisions will be recorded in a

The Styling Brief
First of all the commercial background to the
new range of models is outlined with regard to the
types of receiver wanted, i.e. 19in. or 23in., rental,
standard or de -luxe, and an indication is given of
how much money can be spent on the cabinet and
styling parts. Then each model of each brand is
discussed in turn and agreement is reached on the
general choice of cabinet, veneer and colouring,
choice of trim (silver, gold, copper, etc.), positioning of controls and the overall styling that is
required.
This will tend to be subdued, with an air of
luxury, on the higher priced models, but more
cheerful and eye -catching on the cheaper versions.
When the stylists feel that they know what the
sales people want (as far as these non -specialist
gentlemen have been able to express themselves on
such an aesthetic' matter!) the meeting breaks up
INTEGRATED TUNERS

-continued from page
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Coupling between the two bandpass lechers, L14
and L21, is accomplished by wire L18 and by the
loops between L15 and L19 on Band I and by L17
between L16 and L20 on Band III. In the v.h.f.
section there is a pair of bandpass circuits, one for
Band I and the other for Band III. These are
switched by SIB and SIC, while the u.h.f.
coupling always remains in circuit as already
explained.
Signals from the u.h.f. bandpass coupling are fed
to the emitter of the u.h.f. frequency changer Tr2
via L22. This stage is of the common -base mode
with' the base " earthed " by C28. Oscillator
coupling is between the emitter and collector by
C27. L24 is the oscillator lecher tuned by C31
section of the gang.
On u.h.f. i.f. signals from Tr2 are passed through
L23, tuned by L13, and fed to the emitter of the
i.f. amplifier /buffer Tr3 via SIC and C24. This
stage is also in the common -base mode, the
collector being loaded by the i.f. transformer L27
and L28 from which the i.f. signal is taken.
On v.h.f. the u.h.f. frequency changer transistor
is switched off and the v.h.f. local oscillator transistor Tr4 is switched on. The oscillator applies a
signal to the.i.f. /buffer transistor Tr3, which then
acts as a mixer on v.h.f. It also receives a signal
from the v.h.f. bandpass filter. The 405 -line i.f.
output is developed in the collector circuit and
passed out of the tuner as before.
The v.h.f. local oscillator is also in the common base mode with feedback between the collector and
emitter via C41. Tuning is by C36 section of the
gang, while L25 and L26 are the Band I and

written specification which will form the basis for
the whole new design. On the electrical side
performance parameters such as sound and vision
sensitivities on 405 and 625 lines will be specified,
together with sound and vision bandwidths, tuner
noise factors, etc. The presence or absence of such
things as sound and vision limiters and tone or
remote controls will also be listed.
The styling requirements will probably be
recorded in some detail, together with any special
mechanical requirements. A final important point
is the total number of receivers to be produced,
because this is essential for all costing estimates.
When this point is reached the discussion stage
is over and the engineers get down to the task of
turning a written specification into a final polished
design complete in every detail. We will see how
they tackle the problem next month.

Part

3

follows next month

Band III oscillator coils respectively. These are
switched, as also is the oscillator, by SID.

Press Buttons
The Pye integrated tuner

is press- button controlled, there being a choice of two channels in
Band I, two in Band III and two u.h.f. channels.
Each press button can can be continuously pre tuned over the appropriate bands so that when the
button is depressed the required station is immediately available. Any combination of channels and
bands is possible, and when a u.h.f. button
is depressed the set is automatically " programmed " for 625 -line working, but it is
possible to rearrange the mechanism (for coaxial
relay systems) so that the 625 -line standard occurs
when selected Band I or Band III buttons are
depressed.
A further aspect of the Pye tuner is that it carries
the complete i.f. channel of the receiver in which
it is installed, the i.f. channel also being transistorised, valves being used only in the audio and
power stages of the set. This gives the latest
hybrid set which is certain to be adopted more and
more by all manufacturers as time goes on.
Another integrated u.h.f. /v.h.f. tuner is made by
Sidney S. Bird and Sons Ltd. (i.e. " Cyldon ").
This also uses two Mullard AF186 and two
Mullard AF178 transistors. The overall tuner size
is Tin. wide by 2,'--in. high by 5 1in. deep. It uses
push- button control and to facilitate direct linkage
between the push buttons and the tuning gang a
gang with a 60° rotation is used. This avoids reset
errors which can occur in geared drive systems.
The author acknowledges photographs supplied
by Pye, of Cambridge, and Sidney S. Bird and
Sons Ltd. used in association with this article.
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MAZDA SPARKGUARD c.r.t. BASE
development being introduced by
A NEW British
Thorn- A.E.I. Radio Valves and Tubes Ltd.,
on all their television tubes in the Mazda " Gold
Star" range and Brimar "Plus " range of tubes,
is the Sparkguard base and e.h.t. Insulating
Lacquer. The Sparkguard takes the form of a
specially designed base moulding fitted over the
tube base pins, which includes within it two critically spaced spark gaps. These gaps are between a
metal plate and the first anode and focus electrode
pins respectively. The plate is provided with an
external connecting tag emerging from the side of
the Sparkguard moulding, and this is connected by
the setmaker to the external conductive coating of
the tube.
If a flashover occurs within the tube to either
of the aboye mentioned electrodes, a spark jumps
across the appropriate spark gap and limits to a
safe value the voltage applied to tho rest of the
receiver via the electrode supply leads. Thus with
the spark -gaps located so near the source of original
flashover, the protection is more effective and minimum disturbances pass them into the remainder of
the receiver circuitry.

The " Sparkguard" c.r.t. base

COLOUR SETS FROM BAIRD

IN

the past one of the arguments against colour
television from a domestic point of view was
that the set had to be a huge, bulky and, in the
majority of cases, cumbersome affair.
The American market with the advent of colour
television found themselves in the same position,
but they were not at all perturbed by the size of
receiver. As their standard of living usually runs
on much enlarged lines to their English counterpart
the big design fitted in with the size of the room
and decor.
English homes in the main were not designed to
accommodate huge pieces of furniture and Baird
Television Ltd., a member of the Radio Rentals
group of companies, realised this problem very

Baird colour receiver

early on in their experiments and they have striven
to bring the size of a colour television sot down to a
more acceptable one.
A contribution to the large size was the necessity
to use a round tube; recent experiments, however,
have produced a tube of the acceptable rectangular
shape and manufacture of them is taking place in
Holland. Although the production is in short
supply Baird Television Ltd. have acquired a
delivery to help them in their intensive
experiments.
So successful have these experiments been that
at a recent colour demonstration in Chatham by
another of the Radio Rentals group, Rentaset
Wired Services Division, Baird were able to display
two working receivers, fitted with 25ín. colour
tubes, adapted from the Baird luxury console model
648.
These receivers, measuring 32Iin. high,
271in. wide and 184-in. deep, demonstrate admirably
the type of receiver that could be made available
to the public as soon as the Government decide the
date on which to allow Britain to have her first
colour transmissions.
CRT FOR OSCILLOSCOPE APPLICATIONS
THE T980H is a Sin. instrument tube specifically

designed by English Electric Valve Company of
Chelmsford to be used with transistorised circuits.
For this reason, the deflection sensitivity is high,
2.7V /cm in the "X" direction and 8V /cm in the
"Y" direction. Greater sensitivities can be achieved
if the gun voltage is reduced.
Anode modulation plates are incorporated, allowing the beam to be cut off without any perceptible
spot movement. In fact, the specification limit on
spot movement blanking is zero, whilst the voltage
required for blanking is less than 30V.
With a PDA ratio as high as 12:1, the T980H
can produce an extremely crisp, bright trace. In
addition, the writing speed of this c.r.t. is particularly good, traces at speeds of 10 metres per me /a
having been observed with the naked eye.
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A Discussion on Automatic Frequency Control Circuits

By S. George
-'Sync pulses

OLLOWING

a wave of popularity in the late
fifties, flywheel line oscillator circuits fell
rather out of favour, but now with the spread
of 625, most manufacturers incorporate such
systems as standard or as optional plug -in- units,
although now they are usually termed Automatic

Frequency Control circuits.
The primary reason for their new popularity is
that with the negatively modulated 625 transmissions, random noise pulses are in the same phase as
the sync pulses, so that the line synchronisation is
more easily affected by them, resulting in tearing or
irregular firing.
The latter, though not so objectionable as the former, slightly displaces succeeding horizontal lines so
that the left hand edge of the raster, and thus all
HT+

Cl

J

ó
4
ó

Control
voltage to
line osc

Output
D7

Injected
saw -tooth

Output
D2

(aN

Net output
D1 D2 =0

-

OutCut
D1

Output
Net output

(b)

D1'-

D2 = 2Es

D2

-.

2-

Discriminator action of Fig. I. When sync pulses
coincide with points of zero voltage on the injected saw tooth waveform as at (a) the net discriminator output is
zero, and the line oscillator receives no controlling voltage.
If the t.b. alters its frequency so that these points fail to
coincide as at (b), a positive or negative controlling
voltage is developed to restore the t.b. frequency to its
Fig.

original state.

- -

- --

Sync
sec,.

or

line sync

amp.

C3'""
Sawtooth sample
R4

from

line output trans.

Fig. l -Basic duo -diode discriminator circuit. TI feeds
equal but opposite polarity sync pulses to diodes DI and
D2, which develop identical value outputs across RI and
R2 but which results in a net zero output at (A).
Cl RI and C2 R2 time constant being long, each
capacitor charge is only slightly depleted when the
succeeding pulse arrives so that diode conduction occurs
on the tips.
During this brief conduction period, the instantaneous
value of the injected sawtooth waveform adds to one
diode's output and subtracts from the other, leaving a net
difference as control voltage. Should oscillation frequency

change, this control voltage will alter, and restore the

original speed.

verticals, have a ragged wavering outline which
completely ruins high frequency definition.
Line generators are much more susceptible to
noise than field generators for two reasons.
1
The time interval between line sync pulses is so
much shorter than the time interval between
field sync pulses that the probability is equally
greater that the noise pulses will occur just prior
to their arrival and so cause premature
" tripping ". When noise pulses occur just after,
or in the middle of the scan (much longer for
field than line), they produce no effect on the
oscillator frequency.
2 The differentiator circuit feeding the line
generator acts as a high pass filter which accepts
the noise pulse equally as well as the sync pulse,
whereas the integrator feeding the field generator tends to absorb the brief noise pulse.
A.f.c. circuits designed to ignore these random
noise pulses and rely on a comparatively long term
inherent stability (flywheel effect) in the line
generator, can be divided into two main sections.
1
The Discriminator. To provide a negative or
positive controlling or rectifying voltage whenever the locally produced oscillation tends to
increase or decrease away from the sync pulse

frequency.
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Fig.
Complete Decca dual -standard a.f.c. circuit. VIS triode amplifies the line sync pulse and feeds it to pentode G2
by sharing a common h.t. feed resistor. A sample sawtooth from one triode of V16 is fed to the pentode G1. The degree
of co-incidence of the two pulses determines the pentode anode voltage and thus the grid potential of the other triode of
V16. Variations in pulse phasing occasioned by drift in the line oscillator result in a pentode anode voltage change
being fed back to rectify the drift.
2

Voltage controllable Line Generator which by
application of the discriminator output voltage
can be maintained " spot-on " frequency. Discriminators can take various forms, but possibly
the commonest, since it was invariably used in

the older models is that incorporating a transformer and two series connected diodes as
shown in Fig. 1. Briefly, its functioning is as

follows.

The application of a sync pulse to the transformer primary results in two equal but opposite
voltages being applied via Cl and C2 to the two
diodes, which then develop a rectified d.c. output
across the two equal value resistors. The resulting
net d.c. output at the junction of the two diodes
and the feed point to the line oscillator is however

zero irrespective of the amplitude of the sync
pulses, as the two equal outputs cancel at this point.
Simultaneously a sample of the sawtooth waveform obtained from the line output transformer is
fed via R4 to augment these sync pulses, and for
the proper working of the discriminator it is essential that the maximum amplitude of this waveform
be only half that of the sync pulse. The time constant of each diodes R -C pair is such that the
charge on each capacitor be only slightly depleted
by the time the next pulse arrives, so that,
a diode conduction occurs only at the tips of
succeeding pulses, and
b the instantaneous value of the sawtooth injection at this precise point then becomes additive
to the pulse in determining the total voltage
developed across Rl and R2.

Thus neither the sync pulses nor the sawtooth
waveform on their own will produce a d.c. output,
but only the combination of the two, and then only
if the instantaneous value of the latter is above zero.
If at the moment of diode conduction, a slight
positive voltage is being injected via R4, the diode
handling the positive end of the secondary sync
pulse output will have its total applied e.m.f. so
increased, while the other diode handling the negative transformer output will have its total applied
e.m.f. equally reduced, with the result that the two
outputs of the diodes no longer balance, and a
difference voltage is produced at the diode junction
to control the line generator.
Ideally the pulse and the point of zero voltage in
the sawtooth injection should coincide, but in
practice so long as the picture is locked near this
point so that there is ample tolerance both ways,
control will be effective.
Pig. 2 graphically shows how a control voltage is
produced when the sync pulses fail to coincide with
the points of zero voltage on the infected sawtooth
waveform. A voltage equal to the difference between
the outputs of the two diodes is developed for
feeding to the voltage controlled line oscillator, and
should its frequency subsequently alter, the correction voltage will change one way or the other and
bring back the oscillation frequency to its original
figure. Of course this control voltage is only quite
small, and as all forms of oscillator demand a considerable voltage change to alter their c.p.s. some
manufacturers like Ekco and Ferguson employ a
directly coupled triode or pentode d.c. amplifier to
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Complete a.f.c. line oscillator circuit (Ekco- Ferranti) showing sync separator, discriminator, control voltage
amplifier (V2A) and blocking oscillator (V28). Control of V2B frequency is obtained by varying its grid potential by
tying it to the anode of V2 instead of the h.t. rail. Sawtooth waveform sample is fed to the junction of the two diodes,
with the control voltage taken from the junction of the twin 220ká2 resistors, a re- arrangement of the system shown
Fig.

in Fig.

boost this voltage before feeding it to the actual line
generator.
In most of their models Ekco use the duo -triode
6/30L2, with one section operating as the d.c.
amplifier and the other section functioning as a
conventional blocking oscillator, whose grid is then
tied to the anode of the former so that the anode
voltage variations directly affect its grid potential.
In the Ferguson 900 range of receivers on the
other hand, an EF80 is used, although again its
anode is directly tied to the grid of the following
PCF808 triode line generator to swing its grid
potential should it drift away from correct
frequency.
However, there are other forms of discriminator
in current use, with the coincidence or phase
detector finding increasing popularity. Basically this
type of discriminator is a heavily biased pentode or
other multi -grid valve which passes negligible
anode current till a strong positive grid signal is
fed in. Positive going sync pulses are applied to
one grid, usually G2, while a smaller amplitude
sample waveform from either the line generator or
line output stage, is fed to Gl. Correct line lock is

1.

obtained when the zero voltage point of the sawtooth coincides with the sync pulse, so that if the
time -base speeds up' or slows down, a negative or
positive voltage point on the waveform will coincide
with the larger value sync pulse to increase or
decrease its net value.
The anode voltage to the pentode is supplied by
a long time-constant R -C combination with the
result that the varying amplitude of the sync pulses
varies the overall voltage level. This supply also
biases the grid of one of the triodes in the conventional line multivibrator via the line hold
control, so that its frequency of operation is determined by the potential of this supply and the
setting of the " hold " control. Once locked to the
transmission, any deviation by the timebase results
in a rectifying change of voltage in this supply sufficient to bring it back to the original.
Many Decca receivers incorporate an a.f.c.
system based on this principle, as shown in Fig. 3,
and it will be seen that the pentode section of an
ECL80 is used as the actual discriminator, with the
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SPECIAL NOTE: Will readers please note that we
are unable to supply Service Sheets or Circuits of
ex- Government apparatus, or of proprietary makes
of commercial receivers. We regret that we are also
unable to publish letters from readers seeking a
source of supply of such apparatus.
The

Editor does not necessarily agree with the opinions expressed by
his correspondents..

LETTER OF THANKS

TV COMPONENTS

SIR, -thank you for your reply

to my "Olympic
II" query, also many thanks to Mr. Bowman
for providing the information. I am obtaining parts
for this receiver as finances allow; and intend to
build it as a portable. To save battery drain when
used as a portable, I intend to use a different a.f.
amplifier unit, fed from its own internal battery
with switched input, to allow use separate from the
TV circuit if required. Also for personal use, a one

transistor amplifier fed from the detector into

a

jack socket would allow a small stethoscope type
earphone unit to be used. To add extra versatility
to the set, I shall add an all -wave communication
type unit to feed into the a.f. amplifier with provision for tape -recording the audio of either TV or
radio. I have been taking your magazines, " P.T. ",

" P.W." and now " P.E." for years and both Mr.
Bowman and Mr G. J. King are contributors who
constantly improve and are up -to -date in thoughts
and I look forward to many more interesting transistor projects from both in future issues.--M. J.
SHEPHERD (Canvey Island, Essex).

SIR,-It

occurs to me that many readers like myself, dismantle a wide variety of TV sets in the
pursuit of their hobby and frequently accumulate a
number of specialised components such as scancoils,
line and field output and oscillator transformers
etc., which cannot be readily used in other sets.
Many of us would, no doubt, be glad to give such
components to anyone requiring them and willing
to pay the postage. Perhaps use could be made of
these columns to inform others of what is available.
Such a scheme would not only save a great deal
of money and waste but should also improve the
spirit of comradeship in a basically introverted
hobby.
At the moment I have parts of Masteradio
TG7T, Ferguson 992T and Ultra VT9 -15 sets
which anyone willing to pay the carriage on is
welcome to.
A. RODEN (32 Brocket Road, Stan borough, Welwyn Garden City, Hertfordshire).

-

V.H.F. AMPLIFIER

I have been unable to obtain parts for the
CAN ANYONE
ME?
s IR;
V.H.F. Amplifier, by G. J. King, in the
-I
should be glad to hear from anyone who
October issue
In fact
volume of
could
or loan me
HELP

SIR,

sell
a
PRACTICAL
TELEVISION. 1934, or the appropriate copies.

-P.

M. K. HARTLEY (38 Whitefield Road, Stockton
Heath, Nr. Warrington, Lancashire).
OLYMPIC

II

-I would
like to thank readers for the very
SIR,many
letters sent on the topic of the Olympic

II television receiver. There has been, I regret to

say, some considerable delay in replying to a good
many of them; this has been partly due to circumstances over which I have no control, and partly
due to the large numbers involved.
I have had literally hundreds of letters about the
receiver, and they still come in! This is very gratifying, since it means that many readers have found
interest in the techniques described. However, the
volume of work involved in replying has proved
very considerable, and I ask readers' indulgence

accordingly.
Readers who have recently asked for a copy of
the theoretical analysis will, I regret, have to wait a
little longer. Of those originally sent in reply to
requests only one (an incomplete one) has been
returned to me, and so I shall have to prepare some
more copies. This will take a little time. It would
be much appreciated if those to whom copies are
sent on loan would be meticulous in sending the
copy on to the next on the list, within ten days of
receipt. -D. R. BOWMAN (Cranwell, Lincolnshire).

Of PRACTICAL TELEVISION.

few suppliers even had lists covering the transistor
type required, and none of them knew where to
obtain ferrite toroids.
Could you please suggest where I can obtain the
two above items -i.e. Mullard AF186 transistors
and ferrite " beads
E. COOKE (Bristol).
[The Mullard transistor is in current production
(see advertisements in the magazine) and the ferrite
beads can be obtained from most dealers, they
being marketed by Radiospares Ltd., and others.

".-

-

Editor.]

PUZZLING FAULT

-I

wonder if any of your other readers
SIR,had the
following puzzling fault in an
T909.

have
Alba

This set has been to about six dealers who have
been unable to correct the fault. The picture
brilliance varies with camera changes. All the a.g.c.
components including the a.g.c. valve ECC83 and
all the vision valves have been checked. The video
amplifier components and valves have been substituted but the fault still persists. The sound remains
normal.-V. JEREMY (Merthyr Tydfil, Glamorgan).
[We would advise you that in our view, the fault
is either in the circuit associated with the ECC83 or
in the tube itself which could have a high resistance
connection in the grid or cathode electrodes.
Editor.]
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A MONTHLY FEATURE

FOR DX ENTHUSIASTS

by Charles Rafarel

OINI..IIMM

IT

is indeed with pleasure that I write this
month's article, for the " depression " of last
month's news on DX conditions has given way
to better things. For instance, we had a good
late Sporadic E opening in December 1965, and a
good Tropospheric one in January 1966.
The Sporadic E opening was not applicable to
my own area (Bournemouth) and therefore missed
last month's report, but later news received from
other DX-ers shows that it was, in fact, widespread
throughout many parts of the British Isles,
including Eire. These " late " openings have been
noticed over a number of years, and we wonder if
there could be some " pattern " in this, as it seems
almost to be predictable.

CONDITIONS
Sporadic E Band I on December 10 /11; very
good openings in all directions.
West Germany oh E2.
Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Hungary on R1.
Austria on E2a and E4.
Italy on IA.
East Germany on E3 and E4.
Switzerland on E3.
Spain on E4.
Tropospheric Band III opening of January 5, 6,
7.

Holland E 6, Belgium E 10, on January 1.
Denmark E 5, E 6, E 7, and E 8 on January 6.
Norway E 6, and E 8, on January 7, Exceptional
" ducting " paths to N.E.
Tropospheric U.H.F., also best on January 5, 6, 7.
Holland Chs. 31, 32 and 27.
France Chs. 22, 25, 27, 29 and 33.
West Germany, also received on many Channels.
All this is, of course, a great improvement, and
I hope that by next month things will be even
better.
NEWS
A new station in the u.h.f. Band is coming in
well, N.T.S., Holland, goes Ch 32, now well
received in many parts of the country.
I shall be off to Paris late January for a few days.
and hope to bring back the latest news re
O.R.T.F. 2nd chain u.h.f. transmitters now going
into service. The reason for the Paris trip is a personal one, but you may be interested to hear about
it.

" Yours truly " made his first 30 -line TV set in
1932, and in fact his first real DX /TV was London
to Leeds (200 miles) in 1935. This old museum piece scanner has fortunately survived for over 30

years, and now it is going to a permanent resting
place in Paris.
A French Government Committee on behalf of
O.R.T.F. have selected it for inclusion in a permanent Museum of the History of Radio and Television which is being inaugurated for the Public at
the TV centre at 116 Quai Kennedy, Paris. So my
wife and myself are off to Paris with the " body in
a box ", and I feel sure that a good time will be had
by all.
Another piece of personal news is that the
Belgian Siera set here has now been successfully
converted to u.h.f. and results for the January
opening were most satisfactory, but the mast -head
pre -amplifier has just packed -in and we are temporarily off the air awaiting the sub-zero weather
to subside so that repairs can be carried out.
DX /TV is quite a handful at times!
Just one final bit of news, from R. Bunney of
Romsey : West Germany is starting a 3rd chain on
u.h.f.
kantiger (Switzerland) on E2 is raising its
power from 30kW to 100kW.

READERS' REPORTS
R. Roper of Torpoint profited by the opening of
10- 11/12/65, with a new one for him, East
Germany (Helpterberg) E3. He also had good
reception from Czechoslovakia, and Poland on R2,
as well as R.A.I. Italy on Ch IA.
J. Boswell of London is a new contributor to
this column, who has been doing exceptionally well
over the past twelve months, his log is as follows:
France : Caen F2, Amiens F11, Nantes F4, Caen
Ch25, and Lille Ch27.
Belgium: Ruiselede E2. Wavre E8, and E10,
Liege E3.
Holland: Lopik. E4, Roermond E5, Smilde E6,
Goes E7, Lopik Ch27, and Roermond Ch31.
West Germany: Langenberg E9, Koblentz E6,
Heidelberg E7, Köln Ell, Aachen Ch24 and 5
unidentified on u.h.f.
Denmark: Sydjaelland E6, Sonderjaelland E7,
and Vestjaelland E10 for the Tropospherics.
On Band 1 via Sporadic E his log includes:

-

Italy, Portugal, Spain, Jugo-Slavia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, East Germany, Norway, Denmark and Finland, which adds up to a very fine log
indeed.
D. Boniface of Ripon is back once more with
results of the December opening, when he received
Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia Rl, Czechoslovakia R2, West Germany E2, Austria on E2a, and
E4, Switzerland E3, Spain on E4, and Italy on IA,
whilst the opening of 6/1/66 gave him London
Ch33, and Lille Ch27.
D. A. Mountjoy of Gloucester, also did well on
12/12/65 with Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and
Poland which we identified for him by his test card
sketch on Rl, and he also had a number of unidentified stations on programme.
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DATA PANEL-7

ROUMANIAN TV

Test Card: As photo (apologies if this is not

up to the usual standard but no original
photo is available from Roumania as yet).
Since this card is very similar to that of the
U.S.S.R. we are giving it directly after the
publication of that card so that a comparison can be made.
Note that the Roumanian card does not
carry the Russian word, and the number
0249 in the circle, but it has the words:
"Bucuresti Studionel de Televiziune" in
the lower part of the centre circle. The card
is otherwise similar to the U.S.S.R. test

card.

A.F.0

-continued from page
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triode section used to amplify the line sync pulses
from the normal sync separator before feeding them
into the pentode G2, by utilising a common h.t.
feed resistor. G1 is fed with a sample of the line
sawtooth obtained from the anode of one of the
multivibrator triodes via an 800pF capacitor.
Normally the pentode section of an ECL80 is
biased to about 8V but in this system it is biased
to 24V and 625 and 30V on 405, while a miniature
thermistor in the cathode lead stabilises its
operating point. The triode section has its grid
leak returned directly to the common cathode, so
it is free of this heavy bias.
The control grid of one of the ECC82 triodes is
coupled to the pentode anode via the system

Stations:

R2.

Buchurest (often well received

in the British Isles). R3. Oradia (test card
as R2, this station has also been received

here under good Sporadic

E

conditions).

Programme and Test Card Times: We

regret that we have no precise information
at present, but full details will be given when
available. The test card, however, appears
to be transmitted daily from about 14.00 to
17.00 G.M.T. Programmes start at about
17.00 and continue until about 22.00 G.M.T.

switch and one or other of the line hold potentiometers connected as a rheostat, while the anode of
the valve feeds the line output pentode in the
usual way. Thus any change in the phasing of the
sawtooth with relation to the sync pulse results in
a decrease or increase in pentode anode voltage
which, when applied to the oscillator grid, steps up
or slows down its speed to maintain synchronisation.
However, no outline of current a.f.c. systems
would be complete without reference to the sine wave generator /reactance valve circuits used in
several makes, notably Regentone, K -B and RGD,
and in the concluding Part 2 of this article we will
cover these extremely interesting arrangements.

TO
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CONTINUED

turers had to turn out separate chassis for each
channel for t.r.f. receivers. These were followed by
superhets with variable tuning and finally, with the
commencement of Band III, the turret tuner. All
receivers, whether t.r.f. or superhet, had one
common factor, some form of noise limiter. Electrical interference on sound, mainly from car ignition,
is particularly bad at Band I frequencies, so it was
imperative that some form of interference limiter be
fitted, as without it listening became impossible,
except in areas of very strong signal strength.

Sound

iit bh.i,ss
1!'oeae

The Dickert Effect

Limiters-Their

Applieti[Boir in

7'1

Rl°Q°eït l'Pr.S

by

Benson

J. D.

DIAGRAMMATICALLY the circuitry for

sound in radio and television differs very little
up to the detector stage. At this stage extra
circuitry appears which constitutes the noise limiter.
The output stage, in most cases, follows radio
practice, but in some television receivers the constant current characteristics of the output valve, a
pentode are used to control the focus of the c.r.t. In
the early days of television, the sound and vision
circuits were completely separate in many receivers,
t.r.f being employed. Modern receivers are, without exception, superhets, mainly by reason of the
number of channels and to simplify manufacturing
problems.
Before the advent of the turret tuner, manufacSharp pulses from
wide band -pass

The earliest form of noise limiter was a form of
Dickert limiter, well known to shortwave enthusiasts. The Dickert circuit was often referred to as
a " Chopper " by reason of the fact that it not only
removed the intereference pulse but also a portion
of the modulation signal. This circuit employed a
diode valve which was arranged to conduct on
interference pulses which is exactly opposite to the
modern noise limiter which cuts off only when an
interference pulse is received.
In understanding the action of the noise limiter it
is necessary to investigate the nature of the interference pulse a little more fully. Interference pulses
are of short duration, varying from 1 -204S and are
generally of large amplitude. Because of their very
short duration they are at very high frequencies,
and for their correct suppression these characteristics must be preserved, which in turn means that
the band pass of the tuned circuits preceding the
detector must be kept fairly wide. In radio circuits
the tuned circuits are generally peaked for maximum output and for a band pass of 9kc /s- -this is
in order.

Re- alignment
In television sound tuned circuits, band- passes
of from 100- 200kc /s are not uncommon and when
realigning sound circuits the manufacturers' instructions should always be faithfully carried out or
failing this, the tuned circuits should be de-tuned
slightly, either side of the peak, which will give the
increased band width. Re- alignment of tuned circuits should not be carried out until the receiver
has reached its working temperature, which is about
More_ time
20 minutes after switching on.
should be allowed if the chassis is out of the
cabinet. This delay is necessary to allow for oscillator
drift, which is also another
reason for having a wide

Short wide pulses
from narrow band -pass
Diode

cut -off

Diode cut -oft
-

Modulation
envelope

Modulation
envelope

Time

Fig.

I

Volta e on C3

-Effect of wide

Time

or narrow bandwidth on interference pulses.
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band width.
Restricted band width has
the effect of broadening the
interference pulses and reamplitude
their
ducing
which defeats the action of
the limiter and mars 'sound
reproduction (see Fig. 1).
To fully understand why
this action takes place, a
detailed description of the
functions of the noise
limiter is necessary.
The Dickert limiter: which
was referred to earlier
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Part of modulation cut out by
Dickerts type limiter
Diode

conducting

Time
Fig.

2- Showing

how port of modulation is cut out when
the diode conducts.

operates in very much the same way as the vision
interference limiter. Fig. 2 shows how part of the
modulation is cut out when the diode conducts
upon receiving a pulse of interference.
To digress slightly, it has often been asked why
a series limiter, similar to the modern sound noise
limiter, cannot be used in video circuits. The reason
is that the very high frequency pulse nature of the
video signal precludes the use of such a limiter, as
it is of the highest importance to retain the highest
frequencies transmitted, as these determine the
detail content of the picture.
The limitations of the Dickert or "chopper" type
limiter led to the development of the series or
follower type limiter. The modern limiter discriminates between the narrow short interference pulses
and the comparatively slow modulation frequencies,
the amplitude of which are fairly constant.

March, 1966

the diode circuits have been extracted from Fig. 3
and shown in simplified form in Fig. 4, for ease of
understanding diode valves have been shown in
place of the germanium diodes. It will be seen that
Dl is connected to produce negative going signals,
therefore the interference pulses will also be negative going.
The first step to understanding the action of the
series limiter is to consider the conditions at D2
when no signal is applied, h.t. flows through R2,
D2 and R3 and charges C3. When normal modulation is applied to the anode of D2 from Dl, the
current changes in D2 in response to the variations
of the modulation and so follows modulation provided that the values of R2, R3 and C3 have been
correctly chosen. When a large negative going interference pulse is passed to D2 from Dl, the anode
of D2 is driven negative and D2 is cut off. The
cathode of D2 cannot follow the rapid change as
C3 can only discharge slowly through R3.
Immediately the interference pulse ceases D2 conducts again and follows the modulation voltage
from Dl.

Series Limiter
Fig. 3 depicts a fairly representative circuit con taining a series limiter using germanium diodes,
these could be equally replaced by diode valves or
a double diode with separate cathodes. D2 is sometimes a miniature metal rectifier, it is therefore
necessary in cases of breakdown to replace the
faulty diode or rectifier by one of exactly the same
characteristics. Up to D1 the circuitry follows radio
practice except that the values of C's and R's are
very different from those used in radio. A.g.c. for
the sound i.f, valves is taken off before the series
diode and follows general practice, so need not be
gone into detail here.
In order to describe the action of a series limiter,

DI

3

IF Filter
components
d
1

C2

11

Fig.

3-Circuit containing a series

Fig.

4- Simplified form of Fig. 3, diode valves being shown
instead of germanium diodes.

It will therefore be seen that the series limiter
conducts until presented with an interference pulse
whilst the Dickerts type limiter only conducts
during bursts of interference. This is the principal
difference which makes the series limiter so effective in eliminating interference.
R3 is generally a high value
resistor, 2- 10Mf1, and is very
AAMA
often the cause of trouble in the
R2
HT
sound section. It is well known
D2
that high value resistors are liable
`
to change value, generally after a
Df
C.
considerable working life. Distorstopper
ted sound can often be traced to
To
R3 which has gone high and
LF
stages
therefore prevents D2 from conducting at the correct level which
results in distortion.
The opposite can also happen,
R3 can go low in value, which
causes D2 to conduct at all levels
To AG.0
of signals and will no longer be
limiter using germanium diodes.
able to cut off for interference

7-

t

Ti
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pulses, the result is that all the interference pulses
are passed on to the output valve and amplified.

Series Diode Position
Occasionally the series diode is found in a different
position, i.e. following a stage of 1.f. amplification
before the output valve. The action of the circuit is
the same as has been described, but when fitted in
this position, it is very necessary that the high frequency response of the 1.f. stage preceding the
limiter preserves the narrow interference pulses in
order to obtain good limiting.
There are some notable exceptions that the
author has met with where the limiter does not
follow the circuitry described in this article. One
case in particular is to be found in the Philips 1100
series, where only one valve is used in the sound
i.f. stage, working under reflex conditions. In these
receivers the series limiter does not obtain its biasing from the h.t. line, but has its cathode negatively
biased, with respect to the anode, by the output
from the detector which is negative going; this
results in the valve conducting. Negative interference pulses cause the anode of the limiter diode
to rise above the cathode potential which causes the
the valve to cut off for the duration of the pulse.

261
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Distortion Causes
Faults in the sound output have already been
referred .to but it should be noted that faults in the
germanium diodes or valves can also be responsible
for distortion. One of the more frequent causes of
distortion is due to the series diode, germanium or
metal rectifier, going open circuit or high resistance.
The diodes can be tested for front to back resistance using a good ohmmeter. A good diode will
give a low reading in one direction and a very high
reading in the other. Faulty diodes most often show
a very high reading in both directions or the
reverse, but this is less frequent.
The output stage of the sound section generally
follows standard practice, even in the case where
f.m. is included. The f.m. ratio detector circuits are
brought into action when the receiver is switched
to f.m.
Occasionally the sound output circuits are interrelated with other sections of the receiver, one
manufacturer used the bias voltage of the output
stage to control the line oscillator valve. By altering the bias voltage, line hold was controlled. In
quite a number of cases, either the bias voltage or
anode current of the output valve was used for
energising the focus coil. Failure of emission in the
sound output valve resulted in poor focus. Breakdown of decoupling in some cases resulted in an
effect very much like sound on vision. These effects
could be very disconcerting until one got
acauainted with the circuits.
In conclusion then, when repairing television
sound circuits it is of particular interest to ensure
that adequate band width is maintained throughout
the tuned circuits and that where components are
replaced, the same values are used in order to preserve the time constants of the circuits and thereby
ensure good quality sound output.

LC PICOMETER
Used in conjunction with a conventional
grid dip oscillator this LC Picometer enables you to measure small capacitance
and inductance values adequately and
speedily. With its help you will be able
to calculate low values without having
to rely on time-consuming hit -or-miss
methods. Full constructional and howo -use details in next month's issue.
TV TERMS AND DEFINITIONS
New series explaining in simple terms
the definitions and phrases peculiar to
television

HIGH TENSION SHORTS
Possible causes and their cures.
FAULTY CHOKES
AND TRANSFORMERS
A look at the situations where these arc
to blame for the trouble.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW

Practical
TELEVISION
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BRAND NEW
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CATHODE RAY TUBES

The rapidly increasing demand for a complete range of new tubes of the very
highest quality is now being met by the new Lawson "CENTURY
99" range of television tubes.

SPECIFICATION:
The new "Century 99"

range of C.R.T.s are the products of Britain's premier C.R.T. manufacturers. All types are exact replacements, manufactured to the original specification, but incorporating
the very latest
design improvements to give superb performance, coupled with maximum reliability and very long
life.

"Century 99" C.R.T.s, available

MOLLARD
MW43í69
MW43 64

AW36 -80
AW36 -21

MW31;74

Twin Panel

M W 36! 24

MW3I/ 16

Types

MW43/80
MW36/44
MW53 80
MW53 20
M W43, 43
A W59-9I
AW59-90
A W 53-89
AW53-88
AW53-80
AW47-91
AW47-90
AW43-89
AW43-88
AW43-80

A47-13W
A59 -16W
A59 -I3W

CRM121
CRM123
CRM 122

CRM124
CRM 141
CRM 142
CRM143
CRM144
CRM 153
CRM 171
CRM 172
CRM173
CRM21 I
CRM212

direct replacements for the following makes and types
BRIMAR

CMEI901
CME1902
CMEI903
CMEI906TP

Cl2FM

CME2101
CME2104

C14JM

CME230I
CME2302
CME2303
CME2306TP

CI4PM

f4.10.0
E5.10.0
E5.19.0
E7.15.0

(625 LINE)

C.O.D.
Carr. and
Ins. 8/6

TV AERIALS

C 14FM

C14GM

CI4HM
C 14LM

CI71A
CI75A

C21

5

¡IA

C17FM

C23 -7A
C23 -TA

FULL REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE
Complete fitting instructions supplied

NEWuaranteed
VALVES!
Set Tested
G

HOUR SERVICE

1E5, 1S5, 1T4, 3S4, 3V4. DAF91, DF91, DK91.
DL92, DL94. SET OF 4, 14/
DAF96, DF96, D1C96, DL96. SET OF 4, 23/6.
4/- EBC41
6/3
7/6

,

3S4

Mast Mounting Arrays, 9 element 45/ -;
wide spaced high gain, 11 element 55/ -; 14
element 62/8. Wall Mounting with
Cranked Arm 9 element 60/ -: wide spaced,
high gain, 11 element 87/8; 14 element
75/-. Chimney Arrays Complete. 9 element 72/-: wide spaced high gain, li element 80 / -: 14 element 87/6. Loft Arrays.
7 element 32/6; wide spaced high gain, 11
element, with Tilting Arm, 62/6: 19 element 70/-. All high gain units hays.
special Multi-rod Reflector. Low loss
co-axial cable 1/6 per yard. VHF transistor pre -amps from 75/ -.

BBC

ITV

F.M. AERIALS
BBC

(Band 1). Telescopic loft 21/ -. External
S/D 30/ -.
ITV (Band 3). 3 Ele-

ment loft array 25/ - 5
element 35/, Wall mounting. 3 element 35/-. 5
element 45/-.
Combined
BBC /ITV
Loft 1 +3, 41/3:1 +5 48/9:
Wall mounting 1 +3 56/3:
1+5, 63/9; Chimney 1 +3,

63/9:1+5 71/3.
VHF transistor pre-amps
from 75/-.
F.M. (Band 2). Loft S/D 12 /6. "H ", 30/3 element, 52 /6. External units available.
Co-ex cable 8d. yd., Co -ax plugs. 1/3.
Outlet boxes 4/6. Dlplexer Crossover
Boxes, 12 /6'C.W.O. or C.O.D. P. & P. 4/6.
Send 6d. stamps for illustrated lists.
K.V.A. ELECTRONICS (Dept.P.T.)
27 Central Parade, New Addington,

Surrey.

LOD

2266

3V4

e1(70

1/3
3/3
5/8
2/11/11/10/8
13/-

6K8G
6Q7G
6V6G
10C2

20L1
20P3
201'4

20P5
30FL1
30L15

30PL13
CL33

DAC32
DAF91

11/6
9/3
9/9

10/8/6
6/9

3/3
DAF96 5/11
DF33
7/8
DF91
1/9
DF96
5/11
DK32
7/01{91

DK92
01{96
DL33

4/7/9
6/8
4/9
4/3
6/3

DL35
DL92
DL94
DL96
DY96
DY87
EABC80
EB91

5/-

5/11
6/3
6/9
5/6
1/9

EBF80
EBF89

5/9

ECC82
ECC83

4/6

ECC81

ECC,15

PL364

PL81
PL82
PL83
PL84
PY32
PY33
PY80
PY81
PY82
PY83
PY800

5/9
3/3
4/8
5/3

ECF82

5/9
5/9
7/9
5/8

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81

ECL80
EC1.82
ECL86
EF39
EF4I
EF80
EF85
EF86
EF89
EF91
EL33
EL41
EL84
EY51
EY86

5/11
6/6
8/-

U25
U26
U391
U301

3/6

5/9

4/3

5/6
3/9
4/3
6/3
5/8
9/9
6/3

UCL82
UCL83

8/8/3
8/6

UY41
UY85

5/9

8/6
4/9

8/6

UCH81
UF41

UF89
UL41
UL84
Z77

6/7/9/8/8

5/8
5/9
3/11
4/9
2/9

Postage on 1 valve 9d. extra. On 2 valves or
more, postage 6d. per valve extra. Any
parcel insured against damage in transit
8d. extra.
Office address, no callers.
83

212K
7201A
7203A
7204A
7205A
7401A
7405A
7406A
7501A
7502A
7503A
7504A
7601A

3T

I4KP4
17ARP4
17ASP4
17AYP4

2101.4

SE1470
5E17,70

7701 A

STATION ESTATE, MALVERN,
Offices and Enquiries:

PEACHFIELD CLOSE,
MALVERN WELLS,
MALVERN 2100
2

FIRST -CLASS RADIO
AND T/V COURSES...
GET

A

CERTIFICATE

After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken

at home in your spare
time -YOU can secure a recognised
qualification or extend your knowledge

of Radio and TV. Let us show you how.

4/9
5/3
5 /11

U801

5/8

PCC89
PCF90
PCF82
PCF805
PCL92
PCL83

GERALD

COSSOR

6/6
5/11

10/6
14/9
UABC80 51UAF42 6/11
UBC41
6/UBF80 5/6
UBF89 5/9
UCC84 7/11
UCC85
8/UCF80
8/3
UCH42
7/-

4/6
6/6
4/3
2/9
6/3
7/9/8
5/11

EZ4O
EZ80

EZ81
KT61
PCC84

and

LAWSON TUBES

YEARS

3/3
1/9
4/3
5/-

GEC

Also ENGLISH ELECTRIC
141K
171K
172K
173K

C23AG
C23AK

CI7LM
CI7PM

1T4

I5G

5.2
5 2T
5:3

C2ITM

C17JM

1S5

4r

CI9AH
CI9AK

C 17BM

C17GM
C17HM

24

4;15

C21HM
C21KM
C21NM
C215M

CI7AF

2

4/14

C2I7A
C2IAA

C174A

CI7AA

Terms:

C.W.O.

EMISCOP,:BEMITRON

CI7SM
C19 /7A
C19 /16A
C19 /10AD

C177A

CME141
CME1402
CME 1702
CME1703
CME 1705
CME 1706

12"
...
14"
...
17"
...
19%21"

BBC2

as

MAZDA

BERNARD

OSBALDESTON ROAD
STOKE NEWINGTON

LONDON N.16
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FREE

GUIDE

The New Free Guide contains 120
pages of information of the greatest

importance to both the amateur and
man employed in the radio
industry. Chambers College provides first rate postal courses for
Radio Amateurs' Exam
R.T.E.B.
Servicing Cert., C. & C. Telecoms.,
A.M.I.E.R.E.
Guide also gives
details of range of diploma courses
in Radio /TV Servicing, Electronics
and other branches of engineering,
together with particulars of our
remarkable terms of
the

Satisfaction or refund of fee

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication. It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1885

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

CHAMBERS COLLEGE
(Incorp. National Inst. of Engineering)

(Dept. 844V),

148 HOLBORN
LONDON E.C,I

Your

Problems
Solved

:

Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with their
technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable to supply
diagrams or provide instructions for modifying surplus equipment. We cannot supply alternative details for constructional
articles which appear in these pages. WE CANNOT UNDER-

.>: ï,;:;;:, r::;;::r:r?:t:;::

,,,..,,.,,<;;::>;

The
TAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES OVER THE TELEPHONE.
coupon from page 285 must be attached to all Queries, and a

stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed.

FERGUSON 306T
There is a vertical black line about 3in. wide
down the right -hand side of the screen. I have

pushed the tube back and the deflection coils
forward, but the fault remains. Is it possible that
ether R33, R32, R31 is causing the trouble, or
could it be R139 or R140 in the width control.
-L. Bull (Huddersfield, Yorkshire).
If the deflection coils are well up to the tube
bulb adjust the shift knob on top of the focus
housing by screwing it up or down. If necessary
strip and reassemble coils and magnets.

FERGUSON 3619

There is an intermittent vertical flash on the
screen. The picture goes black leaving a
vertical white line. It has now stopped and
there is a picture with poor interlace. -G. Richards
(Glamorgan, S. Wales).
The white line and flashing was probably due
to arcing inside the PY81 efficiency diode or PL36
(30P19 or BL302) line output valve.
The poor interlace may be due to a faulty V7
ECC804 (or 6/30L2) or PCL85 field timebase
valve.

BUSH TV67

FERGUSON 315

The picture rolls from top to bottom and also
sideways. There are several pictures on the
screen at the same time. The contrast control
does not seem to work either. The sound is OK

Changing channels results in loss of 'picture and
sound leaving unmodulated raster. Switch off or
meter one end R45 will restore normal operation
till channels are changed. I have renewed VI,
V2, V6, V7, V10 and V19 and have had all the
tuner contacts serviced.-S. Stephenson (Dagenham, Essex).
It is possible that (a) the i.f. and tuner

and I have substituted all the valves. When I
replaced the E':C82 valve, the e.h t. rectifier would
no light un, hence no e.h.t., which puzz'ed me
Flack
as the same valve worked in another set.
(Nr. Royston, Hertfordshire).
If the ECC83 sync separator valve is not at fault
check associated components to pin 1 and the sync
coupling to pin 2 from the video circuit via the
flylead, particularly the 0.1µF capacitor. Also
check the other video components.

-T.

FERGUSON 3600

This set has suddenly lost its contrast on channel

9. Channel l is satisfactory with plenty of contrast.
So',nd is OK on channel 9. I have replaced V1
(PC97) and V2 (PCF86) but with no results. All
components in the tuner and in the region of V3
L. Dupries (Egham,
appear to be in order.

-

Surrey).
We would direct your attention to the small
18kS1 resistor to pin 9 of the PCF86 valve base and
the 5.6kí1 oscillator anode load resistor.
Also note the effect of shorting the a.g.c. to
chassis.

a.g.c. stages are muted by trouble on the a.g.c. line
or (b) that the set triggers into oscillation when
changing channel. In the former case attention
should be given to the a.g.c. line and the a.g.c.
source voltage, diodes, decoupling components and
filters, etc., while in the latter case a poor
decoupling capacitor in the i.f. stage may be
responsible.

K-B WARWICK

When the picture comes on, it flies up and
down for about 10 to 12 seconds then rights itself.
I can stop it by adjusting the vertical hold but
I have then to re- adjust to the previous setting
to stop it rolling.-W. Harrison (Newcastle -upon-

Tyne, 3).
There are two valves concerned. One is V8, a
PCF80, and the other is V9, a PCL85. Either
could be at fault.
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COSSOR CT192IA

A fault has just developed on BBC -1 channel
2. Switching on, I received a normal picture,

gradually breaking into " bars " of various
patterns. Sound is good, but there is now no
picture. If there is a brief pause during a talk, the
bars disappear, leaving only a raster on the screen.
On ITV channel 9, I receive good picture and
J. MacGregor (Liverpool, 6).
sound.
This suggests a fault on the BBC channel 2
coil in the tuner. You may have a defective coil
biscuit, or the trouble may be due to poor contacts or dry soldered joints.

-J.

ULTRA WR2I -62

Recently I find that when advancing the brightness control the picture enlarges, goes out of
focus, dims and finally disappears altogether, but
returns immediately the control is reduced. I
also have to keep the focusing coils practically
touching for the best results.
This symptom is almost certainly caused by
low emission of the e.h.t. rectifier valve. It is
best to check this substitution. O.her causes are
low emmision of the line output valve, booster
diode and poor insulation or core trouble in the
line output transformer. Low h.t. voltage can
also aggravate the trouble.
MARCONI VT163

When first switched on, the sound is OK and
the picture is good. After approximately three
minutes, there is intermittent crackling from the
speaker. On vision, the picture is good then
slowly goes dull but remains crisp (when dull,
the contrast control has no effect). A quick twist
of the channel selector switch restores the
picture to normal.
This picture fault occurs for approximately
three hours then the picture returns to normal.
D. T. Walters (Alfreton, Derby).
On the sound, the interference is often caused
by the poor contact at the PCL82 audio output

March, 1966

EKCO TC217
I fitted a replacement CRM 172 in place of
the original CRM 171. I did not earth the outer
graphite coating, but retained the 0.0011iF e.h.t.

smoothing capacitor.
I also fitted a new U25 as the original was
sparking over with a green glow. After being
on for several hours, the picture suddenly faded
out, and I find that the EHT has fallen to about
a
in. spark, instead of the previous ' /,Yin.-C.
A. Salter (Belfast 8).
The trouble could be due to a faulty U25
rectifier, or to failure of the line output transformer. It is advisable when replacing the
C.R.M. 171 with the 172 to remove the 0.001µF
e.h.t. smoother and earth the outer graphite coating, otherwise peculiar flashing effects can sometimes be observed.
BUSH TV56

After switching on and getting a good picture,
the picture suddenly goes too bright. Turning
the brilliance down to its lowest setting makes
the brightness all right, but contrast is then too
low and I cannot get correct br'ghtness and
contrast together. By switching off the set for five
minutes and then switching on again the picture
is all right, but for a small time only.-D. Hunkin
(Luton).
The C.R. Tube does, indeed appear to be the
most likely cause of your trouble. You may be
able to check this by gently tapping it, in order to
stimulate the symptoms. Check also the PCF80
video amplifier stage at the back end of the 1.f.
strip, or loose base connections on the cathode
ray tube.
MURPHY V759

EKCO T345

The picture has reduced in size leaving a black
band top, bottom and sides about lin. in width.
If I increase the picture height to remove the
top and bottom bands, I get tall figures on the
screen. The width control makes no difference.
Apart from this, the picture quality is good. -P.
McGinley (County Tyrone, N. Ireland).
The symptoms you describe suggest low h.t.,
usually due to a faulty metal rectifier. This is
situated at the front of the lower chassis, and
may be replaced by a BY100 silicon diode.

The picture is perfect until a snow scene or
a bright sky appears, then an intense flickering
is set up which is so severe as to be almost impos-

EKCO T164

valve base.
On vision, check the choke to the left of the
PCL84 video amplifier -clean and resolder both
ends and check the valve base contacts, 0A70
detector diode, etc.

sible to view. This flickering can be somewhat
reduced by using the contrast control, but then
the picture becomes too dull.
A re-gunned tube and two new valves (V116/30L2 and V13 -30 PL13) have been fitted
recently.-S. G. Blake (Norwich, Norfolk).
The T345 is quite likely to produce the
symptoms that you describe in strove signal
areas due to an unstable a.g.c. circuit. This may
be overcome by increasing the decoupling of the
a.g.c. line from 0.04eF to 0.25nF. but we sueeest
you also check the vision detector diode inside
the top of the last i.f. can, and also the video
amplifier stages.

I cannot hold the frame steady. It either goes
un or down or stops in the middle, hav'ng half
the picture at the top and half at the bottom of
the screen. I have put in a new sync separator
valve (V7) and a new frame blocking oscillator
(Y8b) and also a new output valve (V9). I have
also checked and retraced the capa&tor (feeding
sync separator V7) C31, but with no success.
W. Akam (West Worthing, Sussex).
The most usual cause of the fault you
describe is a defective interlace diode. This is
coded orange and yellow, and is below the
chassis near the frame blocking oscillator transformer.

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PHILIPS 1I15U

The frame continually tries to collapse this

stack with line appearing at the top, then two
bright lines about tin. from top and bottom.
Everything will then be normal for perhaps five
minutes, and then start again. I have interchanged PL82 and ECLSO, replaced C76 and
R102, and some of the resistors in same circuit
as well as the three parts. Some time ago the
frame completely collapsed and I was able to
restore picture by switching on and off several
times in succession. -S. Canter (Tooting).
If you are sure the field time base valves and
components are in order we would suggest you
check the voltage at the field oscillator transformer primary. An intermittent partial open
circuit 9 shown by fluctuating voltage at the
anode end often causes the fault described.

'285

CHANNEL IO AERIAL
I propose to purchase some wire netting and
make a slot aerial for ITV reception. Would you
please give me the size of the slot for channel 10.
Mitchell (Glasgow, S.2).
For channel 10, the slot should have a length
of 28in. and a width of about 4in.

-J.

-,

QUERIES COUPON
Th.s coupon is available until MARCH 24th, 1966, and
must accompany all Queries sent in accordance with the

notes on page 283.
PRACTICAL TELEVISION. MARCH, 1966

TEST CASE -40
Each month we provide an interesting case of television servicing
to exercise your ingenuity. These are not trick questions, but are based
on actual

practical

faults.

The symptom on a Philips Model 1757U was
normal sound but a picture lacking in brightmess. Increasing the setting of the brightness
control failed to improve the brightness, while turning up the contrast control made the picture abnormally black and white. It was also noticed that a
raster could not be resolved with the aerial removed
from the set and with the brightness control at
maximum.
All the normally responsible components for a
fault of this kind were checked either by test or
substitution. It was found that the ion trap magnet
was set for maximum picture brightness, that the
video amplifier valve and picture tube were both
well up in emission and that the brightness control
was, at least, capable of turning a picture -although

P

itself dim-completely off.
Subsequent voltage tests, however, revealed that
the voltage at the grid of the tube, relative to
chassis, could only be pushed up to about 40V at
maximum setting of the brightness control.
Thinking that, perhaps, the resistor from the
top of the brightness control to h.t. positive had
increased in value, this resistor was checked for
value. There was definitely an increase in value
from 279kí2 to almost SOOkf2. The resistor was
replaced, but the fault still existed. What other
component could have been causing this trouble?
See next month's Practical Television for the solution to this problem and for a further item in the
Test Case series.

SOLUTION TO TEST CASE 39
Page 236 (last month)
A useful clue is sometimes given in the case of
line trouble in dual- standard sets by comparing the
symptoms at the two line speeds. It will be recalled
that the set in Test Case 39 had low width on 405
lines 2nd full width on 625 lines, although a 625
line transmission was not present in the area in
which the set was in use.
A number of things happen in the line timebase
when the standards change switch is operated. For
one thing, the line repetition frequency is changed
from 10,125c/s on 405 lines to 15,625c/s on 625
lines. Another major change concerns the " S
correction at the two speeds. In the McMichael
762DS, " S " correction takes the form of a capacitor only in series with the line scanning coils on
625 lines, while on 405 lines a switch puts in parallel a second capacitor and an inductor.
Thus, the experimenter should have investigated
this switched circuit, for if all the speed change
functions, with the exception of the " S " correction
function, take place on 405 lines, lack of 405 -line
width is highly probable.
In the case cited, the inductor was proved to have
shorting turns, but 'a similar symptom could have
resulted from a defective switch or paralkl

capacitor.

Published on the and of each month by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, Tower House. Southampton Street. London W.C.2, and rrinted
In England oV WATMOUGHS LIMITED. idle. Bradlord; and London. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand: GORDON & GOTC
skia/ LTD. suhve ip:.on rate Including postage for one year: To any part 01 the World.
+
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SERVICE SHEETS

A'lES: 4l- per lite or part
hereof. an orage the 'cord. to line,
minimum 2 line.. Boo No, 11- extra.
S Irert isement.
mu.? be Peepant
and addressed to Adserll.ement
Manager, "Practical Telrvlsïon ".
Power Hon,'. soulhampton Street.
London 11 -.( .:.
R

SERVICE SHEETS i75,0001 4'. each
w .-.loom?
ALWAYS OPEN
S
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:0th S: :est, Oakenshaw. Bradford.

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio, TV. 5.000

m:9 ^Lc

TELR.AY.

L'st
11-

S, A

er.qu:ries.

.

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

i

The

NEW TUBE

Maud'i :nd Bk.. Prestoc.

SETS & COMPONENTS
SERVICE SHEETS
For all makes of Radio and Television
1923.1966. Prices from I1-.
Free fault- finding guide with all Service
Sheets. Please send S.A.E. with enquiries.
Catalogue of 6.000 models, 1'6.

BRAND NEW TUBES, Year's g'tee!
CRM124, MW31.74, etc.
AW36180, CME1402

AW43 ¡80, 88, MW43'69, etc.

All types of modern and obsolete valves.
Radio and TV Books. S.A.E. lists enquiries.

VALVES & SERVICE SHEETS
TV and Radio, most makes.
Price 2/6 each, 6d. postage.
Valve price list sent on receipt of
stamped envelope. Valves Guaranteed new and boxed.

RONNIE ELECTRONICS
359a Edgware Rd, London, W2
EX

C.C.T.V. Camera
S.A. E
foe

N.E.V.,

Monitor
LOWE,

C :rcuits.
62

London. N.4.

Brownswood

and
list.
Road.

SERVICE SHEETS
4/- each, plus postage
We have the largest supply of Service Sheets for all makes and types
of Radios and Televisions, etc. in
the country (speedy service).
To obtain the Service Sheet you
require, please complete the attached coupon:
Name:
Address:

44

New

Barnet,

MENTS LTD.. :16 Hamilton Road,
West Norwood S.E.27 GIPs,y Hi :1 6:66.

OLYMPIC II TV. S.A E. for itemised
price list AJAX ELECTRONICS, 18a
Ruatnbold Road, Fu:ham. S. W.6.

Radio,TV

V240 250. 79 6; V270 280. 89/6; Ekco
T3:. 330, 123, 231. 327 series and

Pye VT4. etc., all 62/6. Most types
stocked Send S A.E. for quote. Add
4 - pip. Ekcu /Ferr Pastic Hsgs
15/ -.
KINGS (ORPINGTON) LTD 8 Cray
Parade. Main Road St Paul's Cray,
Kent. Orp:ngton 30566.
.

CME-2101

E8. 7.6

CRM93

153

L5.10.0
L5.10.0
E5.17.6
E5. 0.0
£3.19.6

171, 2, 3

E6. 7.6

CRM2II,212

E7.17.6
L6.17.6
E5. 2.6
£4.17.6
E5. 2.6
E6. 7.6
E6. 7.6
E7.12.6

324 etc., 4716.
Bush TV53, 79/6;
Cossor 980-9, 5216. Ekco
221- 231 -284-310 -311, 6919; 330 etc.. 7913.
Ferranti 6919, 79/3. Ferg. 306T -308". 55'
HMV 1840 -1848, 6216. t70 -260, 851 -;
310 -350, 701 -; 410 -540, 851 -; 659.759. 70/
Pye VT17, CWI7, etc. 65/ -.

(Mar. PT

)

£6.19.6
£5.12.6

£5.10.0
t6. 7.6
L6.12.6

Manufacturers' Reprocessed Tubes
available at LI each less than
the above prices.

before despatch
12 months.

All tubes tested
and guaranteed

for

CARRIAGE

IO' -, via B.R.S.
via passenger train. Add
for Comprehensive Insurance.

EKCO -FERRANTI SHROUDS
1716 each. P. & P. I.- each.

151-

SPECIAL
Exchange Ekco -Ferranti L.O.P.T.s

401 -,

Indoor ITV /BBC Aerials from

19/6;

or
2 6

TERMS t2 down (plus carriage)
balance El per month.

BBC2, 301 -.
Free Insurance and Quantity discounts
Open all doy Saturdays
Terms: C.W.O. or C.O.D.
Post & Pack. 4/-

Midland Stockists:

-

Amateur Electronics

Co.

Lichfield Road, Aston,
Birmingham.

240

T.C.S

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP

M O Dept.
BROCKLEY T: V LTD.

48

TIDeway 5394 (Day) RODney 7917 (Night)
CALLERS WELCOME
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BATTERSEA BRIDGE ROAD

LONDON

London, S.E.4

Tel.

enclose remittance of

¿5.12,6
E6. 7,6

173K

6901A
7201A, 7230A
7204A
7401A
7405A

TV80, 951-,

Brockley Cross

141, 2, 3, 4
152

171 K, 172K,

Alba

28

£7,10.0

MW43.80
M W 53-20
M W 53-80
I4KP4A, 141K

SPARES

£7,10.0
£7.12.6
E7.17.6
E9.10.0
E5.15.n
E6. 7.6
E6.12.6
E7.17.6
£5.17,6
E6.12.6
E7. 7.0

MW31 -16,74
M W 36-24, 44
MW43 -64, 69

Fully Guaranteed Makers Parts
Telephone Orders sent same day
Line Output Transformers

Radio /TV

also require new 1966 List of
Service Sheets at I/6 plus postage
(please delete items not applicable)

..

MW6 -2
MW22 -16

.

I

£6.I2.6

CMEI70S
CME1901, 1903

CRM
CRM
CRM
CRM

guarant'd. Maker's
parts. Telephone orders sent same
day C.O.D. Line O.P Trans.. Murphy

plus Old L.O.P.T.

Radio /TV

£6. 7.6

CRMI24

TV SPARES, fully

-

E5, 7.6

C21HM, SM, TM
CME 1402
CMEI702, 1703

" HEATHKITS " can now be seen In
London and purchased on H P Free
brochure DIRECT TV REPLACE -

TV

£5.12.6

CI4BM, FM
CI7BM, FM, HM
CI7LM, PM, SM

Potters Road,
Herts. BAR 1934.
6

Any other make or model supplied.
Scan Coils from 551-.
Some used parts available.

To: S.P. DISTRIBUTORS
Old Bond St., London, W.I

MAIL ORDERS ONLY

BEARMAN,

P.

,

Please supply Service Sheets for the

I

601 11516

,

.....

following:
Make.
Model No
Make.
Model No
Make'
Model No

..

501 -

AW47190, 47'91, CME1901, 2, 3
140/ Also 21ín., 23in. twin panels. Cge extra.
Comprehensive lists, valves etc., free.

HAMILTON RADIO
Western Road, St. Leonards, Sussex.
STATE MODEL No. Rad:,) 1'6, TV
3' -. S.A E. DARWIN. 19 George
Street. St He:ens, Lancs.

...
-..

Specialists

AW36 -20, 21
AW36 -80
ÁW43 -80
AW43 -88, 43-89
AW47 -90, 91
AW53 -80
AW53 -88, 53-89
AW59 -90, 59-91

JUST
(

S.W.11.

SOUTH

OF

BAT 6859

THE

OPEN SATURDA'r UNTIL

BRIDGE
4

p n,_

.
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der.
make.

GUARANTEED ideal for any
Famous
World

TAPE

To clear

PRICES

SLASHED.

PRICE!
HALF
APPROX.
By enormous purchase we can offer you fully
tapes
P.Y.C.
and
tensilised Polyester Mylar
of Identical Hi -Fi wide range recording

153 MAZDA

23.19.6 plus carriage

characteristics as top grade tapes. Quality
control manufacture. Not substandard in any
way. TRY one for YOURSELF. THEY art

TELEVISION TUBE SHOP
Battersea Bridge Road, S.W.I

I

DOUBLE PLAY

STANDARD PLAY
213
150'
3"

...
61- !
WITH 25 ohm Resistor
ALSO New EF80, PCF805, PC97,
PCF801, etc. S' -! NEW 12in. tubes 501!

4"
5"

5;"

300'
600'
900'

7"

1200'

416
716
1016
1316

3"
4"

300'
600'

5"

1200'
1800'

41811511916

2400'

271-

rsr

TRIPLE

LONG PLAY

225'
450'
900'
1200'
1800'

3"

MSS E. JOHNSON
12
Park Avenue, New Barnet,
(Mail Only)
Herts.

4"
5"

sr
7"

STOP
FULLY GUARANTEED L.O.P.T.

PLAY

4"
5"

900'

131-

5;"

1800'

10'6

25'34'-

1311816

7"

2400'
3600'

8"

600'

219
516

441QUADRUPLE PLAY

Postage I/- per reel.
Post free and less 5% on three.
Trade and quantity enquires

REWINDS
We can rewind ALL makes except
Oil Filled or Fully Encased type

8'

ALL AT 50f.
PHILIPS 1768 to I7TG100 etc.
STELLA 8617 to 1007 etc.
Above types should be sent complete.
V4 to 700 etc.
PYE
Also Frame Output Transformer Rewinds.
P & P 4t -, C.O.D. 61S.A.E. Enquiries

Telephone: BAY 9071

W.I.

Welcomed

72 East

680722, 67606
Fratton Road. Portsmouth 22034
25851
Street, Southampton

03E80
EF91

ECC82
20P3

30PLI
PCC84
PCL83
PL83

PZ30
IOFI
10P14

2001
30FLI

1015151216
415151415141-

5'If5f-

2'6'6

6F15

SI.

6U4gt

5f.

EB9I
EBF89

II-

5f-

EF85

5141-

7'6
6'-

EY86
20P4
PL38

6L18

416

98W6

5/-

OPI

216

EF80

116

ECL80

4161716
4151-

30E5

PCFBO
PL81

4'5f-

PL36
PL82
PY83
U301

PYBI
U801

316

10P13

7'6
5'-

20F2

IOLDII

20L1
20P1

51616

20P5
30P4
PY82

6'516
516
616
51-

Line output transformers, scan
coils, etc. State make and model
No. with all enquiries.
Fireball Tuners, as removed 1446.
Post 2,9.

Metal Rectifiers, finned type

Sf- plus 8d. p. & p.

81-

incl. post.

TV chassis 251 incl. post.
Reclaimed Tubes, MW43 69,
80 AW43 80, 301- carr.

only.

G.

DURHAM SUPPLIES
175 DURBAN ROAD BRADFORD

43

10,- G.B.

A.I POST FREE BARGAINS
Stock clearance of reclaimed valves
3/- Pi'Le

B38

1/SIPCI.83

EB41
E891

EBF80

*LIFE NOS
8/6

l'I

33

ECx182

2/9 PL8.3
4/3PL8:1

RCL80

1/81IPY:ti

EF80

96.'PY80

ECM
PF4!

8/9,PY32

4!- UFa'
8/3¡1:(71142
1/910-1,46

2161863

8/-Z1f0
81-161,1

1/810C1
6/-IlOC2

61010P18
8/-1.0P14

7/-

8/9
8/9

9/9

8/8124("7 6/1/- _oUl

1/36F13

2/0 20F2

416161'14
1106P13
1/9I6L1
1/6 OLIO

3/930Fó

2/9 20PI
e/-20P8

at keen prices.
and It.st. J. de A.
Godwdn Street.

1.

TELEVISIONS, not working, train
Callers only. 39 Whi e horse
E.1. Opposite Stepney Green
Station.
500

5 /.

Lane,

BAUMH PAIS? FOE
PANELS AND 50256
THE PATTERN I8 IN THE TIN
ALL YOU DO IS BRUSH IT ONI
I gallon 86/ "
21m. tine 8r/6

HAYHER PATTERN

*

*

1 pmt
15íftesonit by road)
Carriage: Orders up to 3/. 9d.; up to 10/- 1!9:
over 101. 2/8.
Blue, Silver or Metallic Black,
Colours:

Return of poet service, Mon. to 101.
From your component shop or direct from the
manufacturer:
FINNIGAN SPECIALITY PAINTS PT:
Mickley Square, Stoekedeld, Nortko nkeriaai
FAonr: Pt,,,.k,iield 2280
1

E/6

8/-

A.I RADIO COMPONENTS
14

YORKSHIRE

1!9
4/3

4/6
i/-30FL1 8f9
EL43
3/9
1/Si6LI9
1E/0 SOPLi
KT33C E13:PZ30
4/830P1L
3/9
3/81T41
4/816LD20
KT36
E18' ON7
7/ Ie6BT 7/6
KT61
E/S',L'3l
PCC94
4/.
8/9'6P'25
E/9
L83
E/-iU281
4/6
N37
á/-' l' 320
3/6P28
6;
PCF80 SV-U1141
3/0 6/391.3 819 KT E63' 99
EF80 6/- dos. ECL8O 12)- do.. PCF80 18!- doe
1891 5/- dea. PY8.1 18 / -dus. PLO) 18 /-dos

4/8IPY81
418 PY8"

Eli 83

Bradford

S

IIAN5IERITE

A. STRANGE

BROA UFIELD, NORTH WRAXHALL,
nr. ('hippenharn, Wilts. Tel. Marshfield 236

7'6

Post 6d. per valve. Three or more
post free. Ex used Equip.
Turret Tuners ex TV as removed,
post 2/9.

Ekco Line output shrouds,

aerials.
U.H.F. aerials. Bands 1. II &
I.T.V.
U.H.F. transistorised boosters.
boosters. Regunned T.V. tubes, Valves, etc.
New and second -hand T.V. sets. Transistor
Radios and all types of Electrical Appliances. Quotations without obligation.
Coaxial cable. fluorescent light fittings,
all at special prices to the trade and Home
Engineers. S.A.E. for list.

eaA 16 /6.

Ponta!,

44 MARKET STREET
VALVE CARTONS
Telephone: 465 TUBES, AERIALS, VALVES Send 1-- for sample
BACUP, Lancs.
BOXMAKERS, 75a
5130P12
6F13
416
PY32
61III
6K25
6í30L2

v. 360

Stamped envelope for full latest eelectioa and
bargain offer. in cheap meters, Radios, Baby Animals.
inter -cams and Walkte-Talksee.
Under £1 P. A P. Bd. over 61 Pont Free.
NO C.O.D.

Place, Brighton
350,352

type 200

EC1 13/ -; FC118, 7 /0; 14RA/ 1283 (PCS/I ane SWcoa.
RECTIFIERS -FIR TYPES
Equlva. for BM4 9/6; 11M6 17/0; 14Aß86 11/6:
14A80 10 /6; 14A97 11/6; 5K2 151.; EKO 181-;
14A949 19/-; LW16 19/ -; LW7 19/ -; 165180191-:
FWIYY IA 5 /-: 2A 7/; 4A 10/0.
DILICON TV 0/- or with moor. .melt.. W4asee,

HULTIHETEßt

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.

Devonian Court, Park Crescent

SERVICE

METAL RECTIFIERS

7/8.

All Mail Orders to Brighton please.

RADIO & TV

FOR SALE -,Large quantity of l9in.
and 17in. Si ml ne Televisions, in
regular supply, reasonable price.
Phone Nottingham 81502 or 284867.

141(A1282 lFC1o11

All Old and New Customers

WITWORTH TRANSFORMERS Ltd.
26 All Saints Road, North Kensington

RADIO, TV. Servicing Instruments.
components and service sheets. Apply
for detai':a. Box No. 45.

RECTIFIERS- CONTACT COOLED

IO TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

LONDON,

FOR SALE

welcomed.

NEW BRANCH OPEN:

A few of the types are listed below.

R. & R.

BARGAINS.
TUBE
TELEVISION
new regunned and fu:ly
Brand
tested, with guarantee card for 2
yens, 12" to 17" 70' I5!. 2 :" 70'
and 90° 801. 17 " to 23" :IV 10'Please send o:d tube with order.
Sorry no C.O.D. Cash wi bh order only.
10 /- ine. and carriage. ATLAS TELEVISION SERVICES tBradfordl LTD..
124
Barkerend Road, Bradford 3.
Yorkshire.

TRULY WORTH A FEW MORE COPPERS.

NEW MULLARD BY1001

W.11

(Continued)

(continued)

THIS MONTH'S SCOOP!

48
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(Continueu

NEW CRM

237,

TELEVISION

The Borough, Canterbury, Kent

www.americanradiohistory.com

TECHNICAL TRAINING
CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.
on " Satisfaction or Refund of Fee "
terms. Thousands of passe*. For
details of modern courses in al:
branches of E:eotric1 Engineering.
Electron :es, Radio, TV, Automation,
etc., send for 156-page thandbookFILLr. B.I,E.T.
(Dept. :73K). 28
Wright& Lane. London, W.a.
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MISCELLANEOUS
CONVERT

Oscilloscope.

March, 1966

PADGETTS RADIO STORE

TV SET into an
Instructions and dia -

ANY

grams 12/6. REDMOND,
close. Portslade. Sussex.

42

WANTED
NEW VALVES WANTED
.
EY51.
EYS6. PL8:. POC84. PCF80, PCL82.
POL83. PY81. R19, 30P19, U25, etc.
Best cash prices by return. DURHAM

SUPPLIES. 175 Durham Road, Bradford 8, Yorks.
SERVICE

SHEETS

purchased.

HAMILTON RADIO. Western Road.
St. Leonardo. Sussex.

NEW VALVES WANTED
TV and RADIO
Cash by return.
Send me your list.
VALVETRONIC SUPPLIES
55 Bouverie Road,
West Harrow, Middx.
URGENTLY WANTED: New, modern
Valves Transistors, Radios, Cameras.

Tape Recorders and Tapes. Watches,
Tools. any quantity. S. N. WILLETTS,
16
New Street, West Bromwich,

Staffs. Tel. 2392.
DAMAGED AVO
Models 7 and 8

METERS WANTED,

Any condition. Any
HUGGETT'S LTD.. 2 -4
Pawson :s Road, West Croydon.

quantity.

-

WANTED
Popular Brand New
Valves.-R.H.S. Stamford House. 538
Great Horton Road. Bradford 7.

VACUUM PUMPS
WANTED
Electronic and Vacuum
Equipment Co.
18 Sherwood Rd, Addiscombe,
Surrey. ADDiscombe 6470.

VALVE LIST
Ex equipment. 3 month's guarantee.
Single valves poet 7d., two or more P/P free.

DEVELOPED BY THE RADIO TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE. while the Television Servicing Course
has formed the basis of instruction provided by one

Paid.

EF80

1/6
1/6
9,1
9d.
3/3/3/4/2/8

ECL80
EF91
EB91
F,BF80
ECC81
ECC82
ECCfd3

ELM
EY51

EF50
EY86

1/5/-

5/5/5/-

6P25
6134

-

PCF80
PCC84
PCL82
PCL83
PCL84

5/2/2/-

6F14

3/3/3/-

20131

4/-

PC1 .85
PY81

1/8
1/6

PY82
PL81
PL36

4/-

5/1/8

6PB8
6F1

1/-

10C2

10P13
10P14
20L1
20P1

20P4
U801

U329
U301
U191
U281
U282
U25

2/6
5/-

5/8/6
8/6
5/5/5/5/5/-

5/- EF91
2/ARP12 1/6 6K7
1/9
ECL80 3/6 6K8
2/ECC83
5 I6V6
1/9
ECC82
4/3
Reclaimed TV Tubes. Six months guarantee. Perfect Pictures, all at 30/- plus
carriage 10/ -. Types MW43/69, AW43/80,
MW43/80, CRM172. All the above tubes
without guarantee 17/- plus carriage 10 / -.
Complete 13 channel untested TV sets 50/ -,
8/5/8
5/6
6!5/6

PY33
PCC84
PCF80
PL36
PL81

807

carriage 10 / -.
Bush TV 24C 13 channel TV. Complete and
tested with good tube. Only wants cleaning
55/-, carriage 10 / -.
New Indicator Unit, CRT 100, complete
with two tubes VCR393 and VCR298 plus 21
small valves and meter. Relays removed.
57/ -. less valves 32/- plus carriage 10 / -. Sorry
no details.
New Speakers 12.3 or 15 ohm 28/6 Post paid.
Perfect Speakers. Removed from TV sets.
Round 8" 6 /, Role 6x4 3/ -, Goodman 7x4 5f -,
6" round 3/-, Phi li os 5' round 3/-, Plus post on
any speaker 2/9.6x4,6' and 5" round speakers
6

for 20t- post paid.

NEW. No. S00 RADIO AND
TELEVISION COURSE 75/-

new career!
The Radio Section of the course was ORIGINALLY

of the
firms!

world's largest television and electronics

Compares lesson by lesson with some courses coating
ten time- as much! You save because you receive
all the lessons at one time and are not required to
purchase equipment you may not need.
The lessons are crystal clear. practical. easy to muter
and use. Early tenon make tandamentnls clear even
to the beginner. while other lessons will give you the
practical know -how of an expert'

The new 500 Radio & Television Course consists of
352 large quarto size pages of instruction. hundreds
of illustrations.
We positively guarantee that you
will be delighted or your money refunded'

NEW. No. 600 RADIO- TELEVISION

85/-

ELECTRONICS COURSE

'l't- .
o,l

I, Ig t
u Itti I.awing. Similar in
the al,'ii" ,,t,ur :e r.. pt tag thawwyou get au
entra 56 pages of instt notion making a total of 408
quarto size pages. Hundreds of illustrations. Includes all the usual subjects plue Radio Transmitter
Circuits, Electronic Test Equipment. Thyratron
Tubes. Inter -Communicators. Sound Level Meters.
Servicing Printed Circuits and many more similar
items. This course could be your Bret step into the
fascinating world or electronics!

,c i,

d,

r

r,

ELECTRONICS COURSE 45/complete home -study course of 130 lessons. Consists
quarto size pages of instruct ion. Comes
complete with instructor's notes and test questions.
This is a modem course that teaches without resorting to comic strip methods ... Thousands of readers
of this magazine have taken this course and enjoyed
every minute of it ... Why not you? Clip this
coupon tot your free trial offer now!

No. 400.
A

of 318 large

No 19. REFRIGERATION SERVICE
MANUAL 27/6
Learn refrigeration! This manual

is

packed solid with

information to enable you to start in refrigeration
right away! Used by many leading firms as a standard reference. Features 364 pages, 157 Illustrations,
bound in cloth. An excellent book now offered for the
first time!

Amp Double Sockets. Brown surface
type 3/-. Post 1/6. 6 tor 18/- Post paid.

UNCONDITIONALLY GUARANTEED TO

MAKE 5 DIFFERENT

chase price.
IF YOU SEND CASH WITH ORDER WE WILL
INCLUDE A FREE BOOK worth 4 h to 0'- it
bought separately. By sending cash .ou reduce
book- keeping and other costs which we pass back to
you. But you must include cash at the time of ordes

lid

TRANSISTOR

RADIOS

for 35'-

Amazing Radio Construe'ion Set' Become a radio
expert for 35)-. A comHome.
Radio
plete

l'ourse.
needed.
tug
for

experience
Parts mdudinstructions

No

each design.
Step -by -Step plan,
OP all
Transistors.
4. loudspeaker. petsonai
phone. knobs. screws.
tc all you need.
Box
size 14' x 10' x 2 (parts
Dreinall. l4. NOW 35/- + 0/. P. & P.

TV AND

A.M.LMeoh.E., A.M.I.E.R.E., City and
Guilds, G.C.E., etc. Become a Technician or Technologist for high pay
and security Thousands of passes.
For details of exams. and courses in
all branches of Engineering, Building. Electronics, etc., write for 156page handbook
FREE. B.I.E. T.
(Dept. 171K), 29 Wright& Lane,

KT36

SPECIALLY SELECTED)
Nearly new va ves with a six monthsguarantee. Single valves post 7d.

EDUCATIONAL

l

LOW COST COURSES
Bet at la.t is yam opportunity to own a most complete course at a very modest coati This expanded
course which now includes television as well as radio
repair training could get you started on a whole

Coaching for Brit.I.R.E.. City and
Guilds Amateur's Licence. R.T.E.B.,
P.M.G. Certificate. etc. Free brochure
from British National Radio School,
Russell Street. Reading.

RADIO-A.M.LF.R.E., City
and Guilds. R.T.E.B. Cert., etc., on
Satisfaction or Refund of Fee "
terms. Thousands of passes. For
details .of exams, and home training
courses (including practical apparatus in alti branches of Radio. TV
and Electronics, write for 156 -page
handbook-FREE. B.LE.T.
(Dept.
172K), 29 Wrights Lane, London, W.8.

HALL

LIVERSEDGE, YORKS.
Telephone: Cleekhealou 2985
New dap Earpieces complete with lead
and plug 8 ohms 3 or 5mm.. 1/11 or 20/-, per
doz. all post free.
Diodes Top Grade, no duds 3/- doz, post

SITUATIONS VACANT
RADIO AND TV Exams. and Courses
by Britain's finest home -study School

TOWN

OLD

Dean -

INCREASE YOUR EARNING
POWER AND JOB SECURITY WITH ONE OF THESE

avail -rp.

CONCORD ELECTRONICS LTD.
Dept. P.T.

14,. 77 New Rood

Street. London. W.

GIVE COMPLETE SATISFACTION
Ai,. cOUrge act eatislaetory may he returned within
Is dare post paid for full refund or credit of the pur-

to get this special offer!
'k

*

* FREE

PAY ONLY

TRIAL OFFER

O

* * *

5/- per week if you wish.

To, SIDI-TECH TECHNICAL BOOKS DEPT. F.4.
Mill. West End. Southampton, Hants.

eater's

Please send the courses
No.

5110

No.

6110

1

No. 400

have circled.
No. 19

delighted may return any book poet -paid
without further obligation on my part. Otherwise
will pay cash price or 5/- weekly (1ot- fortnightly)
commencing not later than 10 days after delivery.
am over 21 years of age. (If under 21 parents should
place order.)
enclose cash to the eon of E
1 tmderstaod you will refund thin
money if am not 100% satisfied and I return the book withIf not

I

I

I

1

in 10 days.

Please mention

"Practical Television"
when replying to
Advertisers

Lamons,. W .Y-

www.americanradiohistory.com

Please send me the tree book(s) I have ticked.
Oscilloscope Book
Electronic Gadgets Book
Radio Instrument Book
Transistor Book
Name
Address

PRACTICAL

March, 1966

TELEVISION

REBUILT TUBES!
You're safe when you buy from
RE -VIEW !

*
*

Each

tube

is

rebuilt with

a

completely

new gun assembly and the correct voltage
heater.

breakage.

*

HERE

tube comes to you with a guarantee
card covering it for a year against all but
Each

free anywhere

Each tube is delivered
in the U.K. and insured

on the journey.

tube is rebuilt with experience and
know -how. We were amongst the very
first to pioneer the technique of rebuilding
television tubes.
Each

WHAT YOU
PAY:

12ín.

f4.15.0

14in.
17in.

f5. 0.0
f5. 5.0
f5. 5.0

19in.

£5.15.0

in.

£7. 5.0

15in.

21

RE -VIEW ELECTRONIC TUBES
237 LONDON ROAD, WEST CROYDON,
Tel. THOrnton Heath 7735
SURREY.

IS

or cheque with
order, or cash on delivery
Cash

-Discount for Trade

-

Old Tubes Purchased
SAME DAY SERVICE

VALVES
10:,, l'l'-,
901 uf 4 1,,r

:194,

ISETSII;:,,

15/-.

NEW! TESTED! GUARANTEED!
Sy4, 1111111. 1101, 1E9í. IIl:r2 11.9ILI

uAl'9r,

1)F9,I. 19116 11.911.

4

1r

24/6.

8/6
9/3.1:r1,; 5/61:T111 6/611'25
4/6 1:1-1641
9/- I"'
8/9
7/6 A11-14
5/6, I4:
8/8
9/6 IA'
8/- 91,
12/6
10/9 1r97
5/9 l':,^_
4/8
104
6/6 1A113'2 7/3 I;r11aG 8/- í'1'1'u4
5/811'34
8/9
4/9'911W6
9/9, 1'79
785
3/9 I01"2
11/6 19P91 3/9 1:1'1/42 8/3 1'10v9
3/6
1109 9/9/9 19P96 8/- 911191
9/9
]T4
1/9 I11,1
6/a1
10/9
6/9 I1'1.012 7/6 16 0.90 8/9 1,A '1,80 6/3 1.1'1W, 6/6
3A5
15/:3Q4
5/8 I2AT7
3/9I,1'33
7/9 I:('L82
6/9 l'1'1'.4'2
8/l'A
384
4/9 2A116 4/9 11991
1/91:('1.8(i 8/6 PI
8/III 'HO 5/9
5/6 129117 4/9 111'90
31'4
8/- E939
3/9 1'1 1690 8/3 I-1P42 17/9
11(41
6/6
5140
418 12AX7
4/911176
3/8 141'41
813 1' 'P4116 8/9/- 1;1'00
5Y3GT 4/11 I2K7GT 3/6 11177
4/9 l,1-,2 6/3 I'131'91 6/3
5240/0T6/9 12149111' 8/8111f01 12/81,1:1105
5/-'1'l'1.83 8/6 13100 6/6/9 l'('1.84
913 11131189 5/9
6/301.2 8/9 12471;'í 3/81E(32
7/9 16 1+86
6/91E91
9/3 l'(IL65
8/- l'BL21 9/2/- I!
9/9 1:1,99
6AL5
8/6AM6
2/9 _,1.1
11/91K92 8/- FI'91
2/9 l'('L86 8/8 I-I0'04
2/9 l'ENA4 8/8 I-IV'9,i 8/6
10/91E96
6AQ5
4/92903
8/619F9'2
13/6/11.33
e/91]097
7/81'EN3839/81'1'190 8/3
6AT6
4/-2004
611A6
11/811,35
5/- 1:F183 e/9,1'P.N36015/- I-'II2I 8/4/8201'5
4/3 25U4(1T11/6 101,92
6BE6
4/9'141.:33
6/8l'FL20017/8 I'1'1142 7/6
6BH6
8/3 ".11.94
5/8 E1.39
11/9 l'1,36
8/9 11 1191 8/6
6/-25941:
11,90
613.111
30018
8/8/- 91A1
-/3 1'1.01
5/8
6/9 I'1'1 ,2 7/3
611W6
6/9 1:1,84
5/6 i
7/9 30F5
8/6 114 911
4/611'L,^'
,:I 9/3
1'41
I;}'13
6/6/9
3/8 309L1
9/81Y7 6/9191.9(I 4/9
8/8/3 I-1.00
6F14
9/- 301,15 10/3 1:91/1.90 6/- I:l,15
5/- 1'1,94
65'23
5/9 01.509 14/5/9
9/- 301.17 12/- 1::11'4'2 7/6 1:111-9
1'89
1-1.4I
1141
1'1.801
7/6
7/3
6X70 1/8 30P4 13/6 111441
9/7/3
15/3/6 6601
2/- 1:11s4
5/9 1'X25
7/9 I-1.44
61480
4/3 30012
6K8GT 7/B:í01'19 13/81.111:33 8/- 1:119;
8/6 PY32
8/9 I'1.40
8/6
1.'4
61.28
9/8 3111'1.1
8/3 PT33
8/9
5/9
9/6 E11141 0/6 EI51
8/9
6Q7G
8/- l'1'80
5/3 l'1"1
5/9 :I01'1.IA 10/91911980 6/- 1:1'9r,
II
5/3 I
4/9
60L71:1' 4/9 :1091.14 11/- I:BF93 7/8 14'/,40
6/3 1'Y81
9/Bi,
4/9
3/6.'.-IdN:1' 6/3E61+89 5/91:7.a1
8/811'1'82
61-f,(:
4/- FY83
6/91'1' lít 11/61:60'r 5/6'1:,11'4
4/8El140 6/9
6/6 XI 79
,74113' 4/6 FrY'91
3/9 1:'/,91
3/8
6X4
3/6
9/6 1'I'901
8/6
11"4z,006/3'r11E11'
NN
77
1:11
9/6
2/9
6X5GT 813 -,31<I:
4/9
24/8
7116
5/9 1:rr9::
7/- u'/,:13
12/8 1'1123:I 6/6 X7',
10/0 49.12
12/8 1:1 x4
6/3 1:'/s7
8/9 rI ":P 10/9 Z.7
2/9
7117
7/9 s113
1

A71:T

1115111'

1N:1:'1'
1115

7/6 7 7/3 71:6
7/9 7117

9/97Y4

7/9
931
5/9 B36

1

4/91'1.:1:3

5/- '11

Ir

rlul
I

I

I

Pi.,

I

1

I

1

I

1

READERS RADIO
TORQUAY

COLBERG PLACE,
STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N.16. STA
24

(',stage on

&

4587

85

GARDENS

REDBRIDGE, ILFORD
ESSEX. CRE 7441
1-I re p,,ltag 1,1. Per valve e0tra

r

Nalv,- :1.1. extra. On 2 valve..
Any Parcel Insured against. Unluage in Transit lid. extra.
1

BBC2, TV, RADIO & TAPE REC. SPARES
UHF

625 BBC2. Modify your sec to BBC2. 1955 to 1963 models
covered. Manufacturers' tuners, IF panels, etc. Send for free lists.
SPECIAL OFFER. Complete Pye¡Ekco UHF conversion kits:
tuner, transistorised IF and T.B. panel, fittings, circuit, etc. New in
manuf'ers cartons. Normally 18 Gns. Our Price £8.10.0, post 3/6.
Can be used to convert all makes of receivers.
TRANSISTORISED UHF TUNERS new, £7.15.0, post 3/6.
TV SIGNAL BOOSTER UNITS. Sensational gain all stations,
trans., plug -in types, LABGEAR (Pye) BBCI /ITA or BBC2 751 -,
PERDIO BBC2 701-, LABGEAR (Pye) MASTHEAD 1051 -, Post free.
CRTs. Rebuilt. new guns, fully guaranteed 12 months, Mullard,
Mazda 14 ", 17" £4.5.0; 21" E6.10.0, 110° 201- extra. Carriage 151 -.
LINE OUTPUT TRANSFS. Popular types available, brand new
exact replacements fully guar. A selection which can be supplied:
PHILIPS 1768 etc.. STELLA 8617 etc. ... 98/6 ALBO L.O.T.s
Available for
EKCO 221 to 331 (U25) types
... 451 FERRANTI 1001 to 10I I (U2.5 types) ... 45/- Alba Philco
EKCO FERRANTI (U26/perspex types)... 74/6 Cossor P. Scott
Deoea Pilot
FERGUSON 406 to 606 etc. 7416; 306, 308 42/6 Dyaatron
MARCONI VTI57, 158, 160, 161 etc. ... 74/6
Regenla.
...
GEC 1252. 1746, 1748 ranges
... 451 - Emerson
KB Royal Star PVP /QVP20
ROD
MoMIeS
Ultra
Other models ... 94/6
I.O.T. Inserts
HMV 1840 to 1854. 681 -; 1865 to 1869 ... 42/6
30/-, post 2/1870, 1890, 1910, 1920, etc.
Ferg. 204, 208
SOBELL TSI7. 346, 48/6; other models ... 72/6 tanze.
... 66/6 Bush TV53, 83
PAM, INVICTA all models
66/6 range
PYE all types available V4 to V700 etc.
Postage and Packing for above L.O.T.s 3/6. C.O.D. 2/6 extra.
SCAN COILS. Frame o/p frame osc. transf., width /linearity
coils, sound o/p transf., mains droppers, control knobs, dual vol.,
controls, line osc. transf. resistors, condensers, etc.
TUNER UNITS. Fireball, Pye Miniature, incremental, turrets,
channel coils, technical replacements service available.
TAPE REC CHANGER. Drive Belts, Heads, Pinch Wheels,
Idlers, Motors for most British (incl. WALTER) and Continental.
SALVAGED COMPONENTS. Large selection for popular
models, clean, serviceable condition, turrets, transformers, etc.,
ENQUIRIES invited, quotations given. C.O.D. despatch available.

-

-

.

MANOR

SUPPLIES

64 GOLDERS MANOR DRIVE, LONDON, N.W.11
(Callers: 589b, HIGH ROAD (nr. Granville Rd) N. Finchley
N.12). Open all week incl. Sat., HIL 9118 (Day) SPE 4032 (Eng.).

www.americanradiohistory.com
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PRACTICAL TELEVISION

N91 woodworking
OUI NOW
A

NEW

MAGAZINE

AMATEUR

to build a

AND

EXPERIENCED

THE

FOR

BEGINNER

THE

Packed with fascinating new projects,
new ideas and new techniques,

PRACTICAL WOODWORKING

brings you the guidance you need to
tackle any kind of woodworking job
with the flair and finish of a profes-

sional. It is a magazine for the handyman, the hobbyist, the how- to -do -it
enthusiast ... for the man who enjoys
woodworking and likes to improve
his home.

NH4H00
paA

Big -Size

Construction
Plan for

1

Oft. 6in.

SAILING DINGHY
Simple to build, simple to
handle on lakes or the open
sea. Lightweight construction,
sail area 55 sq.ft. to give
speed with comfort. Fits
easily on car top.
çáaal4ii11

EXTRA!

;411&-:41116'

*

1

Also in No.

I

6-page

Booklet

DINING SUITE IN SCANDINAVIAN STYLE
WOODWORKING TOOLS
GLUING TECHNIQUES EXPLAINED
BUILDING FOLD -AWAY BREAKFAST BAR
WOOD TURNING e USING POWER TOOLS
JOINTS FOR THE BEGINNER

Get Yours TODAY 2/6 Monthly

Special
Fold -out Sheet to build

WORK BENCH
SAW BENCH

COMPLETE

TOOL

BOX

GUIDE TO

TIMBER
All you need to know to
choose the right kind of
timber for every job.

www.americanradiohistory.com

EXTRA!

At- a- glance

DATA

SHEET

An illustrated instant reference guide to Screws
and Nails.

